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In a shock move, the Cliainifian of Union Council, 
former MLA for South. Brisbane (Mr. COLIN 
BENNETT) has resigned. 
Mr. Bennett was elected Chairman of Council on 
December 9 last year. 
His resignation 
comes after 6 months of 
cimsiant abuse und ridicule 
which Mr. Bennett has 
endured at each Council 
meeting from radical 
studenis. 
Moves to dismiss 
him from office have failed 
on Iwo occasions, the last 
one being defeated at the 
Council mcclinE on June 8 
by a vote nf 20 - 7. 
Mr. Bennett's move 
has come as a surjirisc to 
many Union officials 
despite rumours lhat he 
would resign. 
Mr. Bennett gave 
SEMPF.R ILORHAT an 
exclusive statement on his 
reasons for his resignation. 
Tliis is his statement 
in full: 
1 am tending my 
resignation as Chairman of 
the University Studcpts 
^m 
Union Council after a 6 
months genuine endeavour 
to make the Council work. 
I am disgusted by 
the apathy generally of the 
voting members of 
Council, only 509 of 
whom attend the'meetings 
which often arc gasping 
even for a (luorum, and 
appalled at that section of 
the left-wing radical 
malcontents who seem 
hell-l)cni on destroying the 
Union and resort to canine 
cacophonies when logical 
argumeni exposes their 
falsity. 
T h e a v e r a g e 
taxpayer who helps finance 
this universily would not 
believe that standards have 
become so depraved. 
I sincerely hope that 
the Council takes stock of 
itself both from an 
attendance and conduct 
point of view and it is my 
earnest wish that the 
incoming Chairman receive 
the co-operation rather 
than the hindrance of the 
Council so that the 
reputation of the 
University can be restored 
to some extent. MR BENNETT 
Paul G, Tully remains despite moves by radicals 
In one of tbc heaviest defeats for radical students 
on the present Union Council, a move to dismiss 
the editor of "Semper Floreat" (Mr. PAUL G 
TULLY) was soundly rejected at the last Council 
meeting on May 25. 
Organizer of the move to throw Tully out was Mr. 
BRUCE SHAW, who later in the meeting set fire 
to the Electoral Officer's Report, shouting: "This 
is the Union." 
lour motions to 
effeciively t:et rid of Tully 
Were put to tlio mceling. 
lliey were: 
I )That the following 
motion be re-committed 
. . . . "THAT THI-
I-DITOR OF SEMPER 
BE GIVEN AN 
ALLOWANCE 01-
S2,000 PER ANNUM." 
2)TIIAT MR PAUL G 
TULLY BE REMOVED 
IROM ALL MIS 
UNION POSITIONS 
3)TUAT PAUL G TULLY 
BE RI;MOVI:D IROM 
TIIE POSITION 01' 
I;DITOR or SEMPER 
MOREAT, 
4 ) T H A T PAUL G TULLY 
BE REMOVED FROM 
THE OFFICE OF 
LOCAL PAPUA-NEW 
GUINEA OFFICER 
Speaking in defence of 
Tully, Ihe President of the 
Union (Paul Abernethy) 
said that Mr. Tully had a 
flamboyant personality 
which was of positive 
benclit in his role us l-ditor 
and Council had no right 
to dismiss un Editor for 
iwlitical rcasdns. Mr. 
Abernethy urged all 
Councillors to defeat the 
motions against the F.ditor. 
Speaking in his own 
defence, Tully said that he 
had not yet politically 
rejected an article for 
publication in "Semper 
llorcat," thus creating a 
situation far dificrcnt from 
when the radicals had 
control ofthe paper during 
tlte last Ihrec years. 
Bruce Shaw s))ukc to Ihe 
motion und criticized Tully 
for his handling of the 
newspaper which he 
claimed had reached un 
all-time-low. 
EDITOR'S 
cSlALLENCF 
tthcn chaltiiiged by Tully 
to state what sections of 
the Constitution or 
Regulatioifs he had 
breached to warrant his 
dismissal as llditor, Shaw 
could not reply. 
Wiicn the motions were 
pul, supiKirtcrs of the 
moves againsi Tully could 
only muster 8 people out 
of a tot:d 58 Councillors lo 
vote against him. 
Tully said after the 
inecting:"niey gol more 
votes against Dickson in 
1970 when tlicy tried lo 
toss him out as l-ditor. 
Shaw really crashed on this 
one." 
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Semper Floreat Editorial 
40 YEARS 
SEMPER FLOREAT, the University of Queensland 
Newspaper enters its-4!sl year of production with this 
is.su c. 
SEMPER has grown from a small 4 page weekly 
newspaper to a multi-thousand dollar concern. 
Semper was envisaged by ils founder as a medium 
for the exchange o f studenl and slaff opinion. The very 
first editorial of SEMI'iiK was and perliaiis still is the 
most telling. 
"TIIE AIM OF THIS PAPER IS TO AFFORD PRESENT 
AND PAST MEMBERS 01- TIIIS UNIVIiRSITY A 
COMMON MEDIUM FOR THE EXPRESSION AND 
E X C H A N G F : OF N E W S AND VIEWS. SO AMONG ITS 
CONTENTS WILL BE l-OUND DETAILIID 
DESCRIPTIONS OF SPORTING EVENTS, REPORTS 
OF ACTIVITIES OF THE VARIOUS SOCIETII-S AND 
CLUBS, INFORMATION ABOUT OUR GRADUATES 
A N D A B O U T OTIIER U N l V E R S I T I I i S , 
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF COMING I'VF.NTS ETC. ETC. 
IIAVE YOU ANY GRIEVANCES TO AIR? THEN 
WRITE TO THE EDITOR AND MAKE USE OF OUR 
WIDE OPI-N SPACES." 
Perhaps when we look over this year's issues of 
SEMPF.R wc realise that the original aims of the paper are 
being maintained and even with all of the emotional 
criticism of the "New Look" SEMPER l-LOREAT 
perhaps the intentions of the first editor and the Union 
Council at the time arc not so ludicrous. Perhaps those 
aims arc slill suitable and relevant for today's SEMPER 
FLOREAT. 
THE POU 
Whatever else may have been said about the last 
Referenda, one thing b certain: they generated the most 
interest in U n n n affairs, structure, and politics shown by 
students in at least the last five years. 
While it was obvious that there was a large amount 
of dissatisfaction with many aspects o f the running of the 
Union, the massive vote to retain the present structure 
clearly indicated that Union members still felt that the 
best weapon of an electorate is the ballot box. 
Between July 24 - 28, the Annua! General 
Elections for all voting positions on Union Council will be 
held. These elections allow all Union members to make 
their protests or voice their approval in two ways. I fyou 
feel strongly enough about a particular issue, or feel you 
could do a better job than another candidate, then by all 
means nominate for a position on CounciL Give a lie to 
the claims that the present Council is a sclf-perpctuating 
power clique! 
THE FIGHTER 
Whatever a man's political beliefs, surely he is 
entitled to some respect and common decency. 
Mr. Colin Bennett B.A. LLB has been Chairman of 
Union Council for 6 months and 1 week. In that time the 
abuse which has been thrown at him, not as Chainnan but 
as an individual is amongst the worst and most disgusting 
attacks seen against a Union Official for many years, 
Colin Bennett's resignation must be regretted 
deeply for if there was anyone prepared to help the 
student body, prepared to advance tlte student cause, it 
was he. 
If Colin Bennett had^rcmaincd in Parliament things 
may havcibcen vastly different. They say great men never 
die. 
Perhaps Colin James Bennett vvitl arise again to 
fight for the student body. 
We hope he does. 
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WOMEN 
Dear Sir, 
Even the least informed 
political observer wouM 
admit that one of the 
greatest deficiencies in the 
Australian political scene is 
the lack of leadership 
leading as it docs to lack of 
direction, purpose and 
aspiratk}n and national 
integrity. 
Two electoral reforms are 
necessarv to overcome 
these grave problems. 
I'irst: by providing 
lhat the number of terms 
which each member of the 
House of Representatives 
may serve sliall be limited 
to 2 or 3 - perhaps 4 in 
the case of those who have 
reached Ministerial rank. 
Tlic Senate terms should 
be limited to one (i.e. six 
years). 
Such reforms could be 
implemented , wilhout 
legislation, by changing 
party rules. The effects 
wouW be the discourage-
ment of the professional 
p o l i t i c i a n and the 
encouragement o f a wider 
range of ciiizcns to serve 
their couniry in the 
Parliament. Tlierc would 
be a re-vilulization of 
politics, parliament and the 
people •• a coniinous flow 
of fresh ideas and ideals. 
Members would nol be 
al'raid to step out of line to 
vote on issues rather than 
on party lines. The fear of 
losing party endorsement 
at the next elections would 
be lessened. Candidates 
independent of the system 
may be eiicouniged lo 
stand. 
Second: by culling 
the number of electorates 
in half and by jiroviding 
that 011c wuiiian and one 
man shall be returned from 
each electomtc. Half the 
Senators should be women. 
Although women 
c o n s t i t u t e half tlie 
cleclor;ile and half the 
voting strength there is 
presently no w o n u n 
iiK'inber of the House of 
Represeniativcs, only two 
in the Senate (one from 
Victoria and the other 
from S.A.). Not one 
woman lias been elected 
from N.S. Wales since 
lederation, 
A 'house' which 
represents only half the 
electoraie is surely onlv 
half a house. 
The discriminatwn 
against women is surely the 
greatest discrimination 
practised iu Australia. The 
system is loaded against 
Ihem, 
The true liberation 
of women will come only 
from above, from the top 
- and only by their own 
self-liberating methods. 
Seventy-two years of 
the right to vote have not 
produced the aim of 
cqnality. It can come only 
through the electoral 
power which woiiK'n 
possess. 
i urge all Australian 
women, at the next 
elections, to vote only for 
women; I urge women to 
stand in every electorate; 1 
urge women (where 'men 
only' candidates are 
standing) to tear up 
"how-lo-votc" cards and to 
vote informal as a protest 
against the present 
situation. 
Yours sincerely, 
Helen Berrill, 
Convenor, 
S e a t s for Women 
Committee. 
( I n d e p e n d e n t Liberal 
Candidate for scat of Lowe 
at 1972 Federal Elections.) 
AD 
Sir, 
Now that the local 
Women's Lib is less vocal, 
the gentlemanly A.R. 
F'ilzlierbcrt has decided lo 
rush inlo print and rip al 
their heels. His article (S.L. 
April 27 th) is chictly 
n o t a b l e for its 
crowd-pleasing properiies. 
just when you tliink you've 
got his message he turns 
around and conlradieis 
himself, thus deftly 
avoiding the shower of bad 
tomatoes he sees coming 
from several directions. 
Here's one example: 
Mr l-it/,hcrbert expresses 
{and no doubt exercises 
when he can) a prcfercna" 
for 'women who liave more 
in their heads tJian feathers 
and more under tlieir 
cloihes than a girdle.' Bul 
it's a dilTerent story when 
other |Woplc gel choosy. 
Hie girl in King (a-orge 
Sijuare. it scorns, should 
have taken him on 
instantly with no inquiry 
about whal he had above 
his shoulders, between his 
ears, or even under his 
girdle. 
I am fascinated to 
read about the Aniiizonian 
ladies' siicrifice to archery. 
I have a similar problem 
when playing golf, but 1 
prefer two breasts to a 
(K-rfect I'olf swing, and so 
does my baby, any day. 
Besides, if wc were to run 
around half topless Mr. 
I'it/.lierberl would accuse 
us of doing things by half, 
and he hates that. 
On tlic other hand, 
dear old I itz would be in 
heaven if wc were to "run 
around topless", und he 
can't see why we should 
look for anything more. 
But don't question him loo 
closely about what he 
thinks women want or 
need. You might start him 
off about his salad days in 
the tush jungles of the 
Orient, or even our own 
dear Petrie Terrace itself, 
where the ladies are as 
Australian as they come. 
The Gentleman's 
paranoia gets the better of 
him when he is faced with 
the suggestion of 
communal child raising. 
Wlio is proposing to snatch 
babies from their weeping 
parents and bundle ilicm 
off to the baby-farm? 
Nobody, oulside of the 
Fitzherbert imagination. 
Then again, he 
objects to abortion on 
demand. He's not alone 
there. But he doesn't use 
the argument you might 
expect. None of that old 
right to life business from 
the moderate Mr. 
Fitzherbert. In facl, we arc 
amazed to Icam that the 
question of whether 
something is alive is a 
religious one. I hope all 
you budding biologists 
•ilKnd an hour in prayer 
before approaching your 
microscopes. 
Mr. I'itzhcrberl's 
approach is utterly other. 
He's all worried about 
rights of the gentleman 
(which he suys equals male 
chauvinist pig) in the case. 
If only (sigh) all those 
randy fellows had half the 
concern for cither tlieir 
offspring or their 
girlfriends, that he credits 
Ihcm with, whaf a nice 
wurni world we'd have. 
Aborlion mijiht nearly 
become a theoretical issue. 
Naughty words are 
tolerated when Germaine 
u.ses them for her holy 
purposes, but .Mr. 
Fitzherbert is adamant that 
wc ordinary jwople who 
drop hammers on our toes 
must never say a big, big 
damn if we wanl lo be 
imturc hke him, 
Down near the end 
of the page he mentions an 
excellent idea, but we 
don't know to which idea 
he refers, out of all those 
he's just shredded. It's 
obvious he doesn't liave a 
notion what women's lib is 
on aboul. and he's 
determined not to let us 
know what he's on about 
either. Hie most disluiiiesl 
way to cover up a "paucity 
of intclligciil reasoning" is 
lo give il a facade of 
tolerance and common 
sense, while saying 
nothing. 
Yours sincerely, 
Helen HOIIIK'S 
PAUL fAiSE 
Sir, 
1 am on a fleeting 
visit to Brisbane and saw 
the TV programme 
featuring yesterday's 
University forum. 
Yours is an 
unenviable position and a 
very rcsponsi"blc one -
with the radical clement no 
doubt increasing its 
pressure. 
Tho it may be scant 
comfort to know many 
people arc watching for 
what eventuates - I can 
only say that there are 
many Ike myself who are 
right behind you in your 
stand against lawlessness 
and obscenity. 
I hope your example 
will inHuence those 
students who arc content 
to merely sit by. 
Good luck, 
Sincerely, 
(Mrs) Patricia M. 
Bonthronc 
CAN 
HELP? 
Sir, 
I have a siweial 
request to make of some 
kind University studenl to 
help 2 spastic friends of 
iniiie. 
They are aged 16 
and 26 and have very little 
opportunity to gel out and 
enjoy Ihcmselvcs, 
They arc very keen 
on films, going to see pop 
groups' and taking trips 
around the city. 
I ho|K' lhat through 
the medium of your 
newspaper we may be able 
to arrange some regular 
form of entertainment for 
these people. 
IVihaps a girl or a 
girl and her boyfriends 
(probably with a car) could 
arrange lo take ilicse 
people OUI now and then. 
If there is anyone so 
kind as to help these 
spastic triends of mine 
(even in some minor way) 
could they please contact 
me at the telephone 
nunilKT below. 
Margaret Walt 
Med 11 
(Telephone: 30-2777) 
Sir. 
1 would like to 
clarify a statement in my 
arlicle "Vietnam Atrocities 
- a Reply," in case anyone 
accuses mc of making a 
false statement. 
I referred lo Galley's 
"very low sentence." 
Calley was sentenced lo 
life imprisonment, but is 
eligible for parole after ten 
years. (See 'Newsweek', 
12-4-71). Tliis is low in 
comparison with the 
punishment given to 
German and Japanese mass 
murderers after the second 
world war, many of whom 
were executed. It should 
also be compared with the 
punishment given to 
George Jackson, who 
received an indefinite 
sentence and was actually 
kept in jail for over ten 
years - merely for armed 
robbery. 
I'urthcrmore. Nixon 
intervened to release Calley 
after his trial, pending the 
completion o f t h e long and 
complex appeals procedure 
an unprecedented 
action. He also promised to 
personally review the 
sentence. 
I would also like to 
a d d s o m e m o r e 
information on U.S. 
atrocities, flic Americans 
h a v e o f t e n used 
anti-iKrstmnel weapons 
against towns. Weapons 
.such as pellet bombs do 
nol damage buildings but 
are designed to cause 
maximum injury to people. 
T h e m o s t recent 
developmeni in this area is 
reported hi " l l i c 
Australian". 2 8 4 - 7 2 . 
C:hris Sice 
GAY 
Young Male niedical 
assistant desires lo meet 
young interesting male 
between 20 and 31) years 
old. 
Must like playing, inusic 
and dancing. 
Please send recent fiank 
photo. 
All letters will be 
acknowledged, in aimpleie 
confidence. 
This is a private, genuine 
advertisement, 
Contact Richard al Reply 
Box No 17 
C/o Semper floreat Offia' 
University of Queensland. 
A.S.1.0. 
There will be <i special iinleptli expose of A.S.1.0. in 
tlie iK'xt issue of SEMPER FLOREAT. Read the 
real facts about A.S.I.O. and tlie rciisons for its 
existence. 
A team of Scni|ier reiwrten; Imvc ptvpared a dossier 
on AS.I.O. Read their story in the next issue. 
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F • r COTTEN 
A D U L T S ® THE 
Few people now oppose the view that 18, 19 and 20 
year olds have a moral entitlement to vote at Federal 
elections. The dust settled some time ago on that aspect 
of the argument. 
Our community accents that when .you are old 
enough to pay taxes, face a criminal charge, serve overseas 
in the army, drive a car and drink in a hotel - you are old 
enough to choose the people in government who make 
these and other decisions which affect your life. 
But there arc 650,000 18 to 20 year olds in 
Australia this year, some of whom look like waiting until 
1975 before they arc legally entitled to make the choice 
as voters in a Federal election. The snail pace of 
government administration has been left at the post by 
public opinion. 
In Western Ausiralia the 18 to 20 group has already 
voted in a State election. The defeat on that occasion of 
the governing Libcial-C.P. coalition gave rise to much 
speculation on the voting habits of the under 21 's. 
South Australia will gjve its 18 year olds a vote in 
State elections after June 30, this year. New South Wales 
has passed the necessary Icgisbtion but liks not yet saJd 
when it will come into effect 
In Tasmania the proceedings arc even more 
AUSTRALIA 
MRTY 
HGHT 
The introduction of votes for 18 year olds will swell 
the Federal rolb by almost 10 per cent. If these 
newcomers show any greater willingness than their 
parents to vote for the non-conservath'c parties the 
F'edcral government faces certain defeat. 
It is generally believed among political observers that 
disenchantment with the Liberal-C.P. government runs 
highest in the younger age brackets. Aside from the W.A. 
election experience, there is some evidence to support this 
view. 
The Gallup Poll of February this year showed 
support for various parties among the community 
generally thus: 
GALLUP POLL 
FEBRUARY 1972 
A.L.P. LIB. C.P. D.L.P. A.P. OTHERUNDECIDED 
% 45.4 30.6 6.3 6.3 2.2 2.4 6.8 
embryonic, while Queensland and Victoria have shown no The Gallup Poll divides its respondents inlo age 
initiative at all in the matter, preferring to wait for the poups, including the 16-20 bracket, which is the nearest 
Commonwealth to move. appropriate for these purposes. In this group support fot 
This lack of consistency among the States is the various parties was shown thus: 
FEBRUARY POLL 
16 • 20 AGE BRACKET 
A.L.P. LIB C.P. D.LP. A.P. OTHERUNDECIDED 
39.6 21.6 7.5 7.5 5.1 7.0 11.7 
matched by the confusion of the I'cderal picture. 
During his term as Prime Minister, Mr. John Gorton 
said with reasonable clarity that he expected 18 year olds 
to vote at the 1972 Federal elections. 
Mr. McMalion, however, interprets Gorton's remarks 
differently, claiming that the legislative and administrative 
changes could not be made in time. The ability of the 
West Australian and South Australian electoral offices to 
prepare adequate rolls effectively disposes of this excuse. 
This poses two questions. One is legal, the other is 
GALLUP POLL 
APRIL 1972 
political - but they arc closely related. 
The legal problem concerns those people under 21 
who at the time of the Federal election later this year arc 
entitled to vote at St,ite elections. 
Section 41 of the Commonwealth Constitution says 
that: "No adult person who has or acquires a right to vote 
•at elections for the more numerous House of Parlbment 
of a State sliall, while the right continues, be prevented by 
any law of the Commonwealth from voting at elections 
for either House of Parliament of the Commonwealth." 
In this otherwise unequivocal directive, only the 
term "adult" is open to argument. Elsewhere in 
Commonwealth bw an adult has been regarded 
traditionaily as a person of 21 years or over. 
The only means of tcstmg this opinion is for 18 year 
olds in Wesiern Australia and Soulh Australia to seek a 
court ruling on Section 41. The Commonwealth witl Ihus 
be forced to reveal the true extent of its sympathy for the 
undcr-21 cause when it decides whether lo plead actively 
that "adull" is 21 and above. 
This is Ihe political question. Does the Liberal-C.P. 
government really want 18 year olds to vole al the 
Federal elections? If not, why nol? 
Is the passage of the 18 year old vote legislation 
throu^ tho Commonwealth Parliameni really beset wilh 
administrathrc problems, or is the delay a cynical attempt 
to save Mr. McMahon from defeat at the polls? 
Comparisons show a 9% drop in support for the 
LiberaI-C.P., a 5.8% drop m support for the A.LP., a 
1.2% rise for the D.LP., a 2,9% rise for the Ausiralia 
Party and a 4.6% rise for others 
Neither of the major parlies can find much comfort 
in these figures since the drop in support for the A.L.P. 
among the younger scl of 5.8% is nearly as sjgnificant as 
the total 7.8% drop for the governing coalition partners. 
The pattern was repeated in the April Gallup Poll, 
where the figures and comparisons were: 
A.L.P 
%A1I Electors 44.3 
%16-20 Group 42.6 
%DilTcrence -1.7 
LIB. 
31.1 
22.8 
-8.5 
C.P. 
6.7 
6.8 
+0.1 
D.L.P. 
6.4 
9.2 
+2.8 
A.P. 
2.1 
'4.0 
+1.9 
OTHERS UNDECIDED 
2.8 
5.4 
+2.6 
6.5 
8.5 
+2.0 
If the Gallup Poll can be regarded as a reliable guide, 
the Government could be forgiven for doubting its 
chances of survival if the 18 year olds vote. 
Will legal actkin by 18 year olds in Wesiern Australia 
and Soulh Australia win them a vole despite possible 
resistance from the Commonwealth? 
Can the New South Wales and Tasmanian 
Governments be pressured into proclaiming legislation on 
which 18 year olds in those states can basean appeal? 
What can be done in Victoria and Queensland? 
It seems that if 18 year olds want to vole at this 
year's Federal elections they will have to fight for i t 
Already the Ausiralia Party has Initialed legal action 
in Western Australia and has distriTiuled 100,000 
petition-type leaflets lo young people throughout the 
country. Legal action is also planned in Soulh Auslralb 
after that State's legislation comes inlo effect on 30lh 
June. The A.LP. has also announced il b examining the 
possibility of legal action bul as yet it appears no action 
has been taken. Perhaps the A.LP.'s poor showing in the 
16-20 age group is influencing them as much as it is the 
Libcral-CP. government. 
Ridiard Whitington 
Australia Party 
Press Oflicer 
N.S.W. 
SECRETARY 
RESIGNS 
UNION SHOCK 
"Hie Honorary Secretaiy of the University of 
(Queensland Union (Mr. Simon McMillan) has 
resigned from all his Union positions. 
In a shock nrove, which hit many Union officials 
by surprise, Mr. McMillan submitted his 
resignation during the May vacation. 
His resignation was 
aca'plcd al the last 
meeting of Union Council. 
The President (Mr. 
Paul Aberncthy) has 
a p p o i n t e d A r t s 
Representative on Council 
(BiU Abrahams) Acting 
Secretary. 
Mr. McMillan who 
works in the Main Library 
told SEMPER NEWS: "I 
was dissatisfied with 
certain things going on in 
the Union." 
"I became very 
disillusioned thi^  year over 
various people on 
Council," he said. 
"I do nol wish lo be 
more specific al this point 
of time," he said. 
When asked whether 
he would be standing for 
election al this year's 
Annual General Elections, 
Mr. McMillan replied "no 
comment." 
At Ihc last meeting 
of Council on May 25th, 
Mr. McMillan was censured 
for his part in the 
distribution to part-time 
students of a privately 
produced publication 
"Cold Facts" which made 
a severe altack on the 
radical movement on the 
campu.s. 
F o l l o w i n g an 
amendment to the original 
censure motion, Ihc names 
of the Student Senator 
(Mr. Alf Nucifora) and the 
Mr. McMillan 
Cliairman of the Union 
House Committee (Mr. 
Nick Booth) were deleted. 
The motion to 
censure Mr. McMillan was 
moved by the Posl-
praduatc Representative 
(Mr. Lewin Blazevich) and 
was seconded by the 
Activities Director (Mr. 
Bruce Shaw). 
After the meeting, 
Mr. McMillan described the 
censure motion as "lolally 
ridiculous". 
Bill Abrahams will 
remain Acting Seaetary 
until after the Annual 
Elections. 
The new Council 
takes ofiice on December 
1. 
PhonoGraphic 
Service 
Any English LP imported 
to your special order 
Full Price Pop LP $5 (Approx) 
For details, write 
6 Flinders CoUrt 
Jindalee 4074 
or phone 761874 weekends 
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Cause of the outburst 
was radical student leader 
Bruce Shaw who moved on 
Council: "That Council 
lake note of the 
drunkenness of Berry, 
Rus.setl and Ware." 
This motion was moved 
when the trio re-entered 
the Council Chamber 
about 10 minutes after 
closing time. 
.Ken Uerry demanded an 
apology and Shaw refused 
to give it. 
Berry remained standing 
as ftoolh ordered him to 
records records 
RECORDS, cassettes, guitars, cassette recorders - at 
Studio 16, 50 High Street. Toowong. 
guitars recorders 
UNI. COUNCIL 
SUSPENDED 
For the firet time in living memory Union Council 
was suspended at its kst meeting following one of 
tlie wildest outbursts seen for many years. 
The Acting Chairman of Council, Mr. NICK 
BOOTH, declared Council adjourned when the 
General Vice-President of the Union, Mr. KEN 
BERRY, refused to sit down when ordered by the 
Acting Chairman. 
sojt liinwclf. 
\VIicn Berry continued 
to shout out that he would 
nol sit down and that he 
demanded an apology. 
B o o t h s u m m u r i I y 
adjourned Council. 
Council re-convened 20 
minutes later and Bruce 
Shaw apologized to Ken 
Berrj' for his uncompli-
mentary remarks. 
Berry told a SEMPIiR 
newsman after die 
mceling: "I am sick and 
tired of radicals using 
smear tactics w-hjch have 
no basis in fact." 
Final Year. 
Soon 
your problems 
will be over. 
Over? 
Or just starting? 
We all know that it's hard to get a 
degree-but it's even harder to decide what 
to do once you've got it. 
You want to start your career in a 
company which will provide full scope for 
your talents, full recognition of your 
potential. 
We are a large market oriented 
Australian company. We want people 
with the capacity to develop in a 
number of specialist areas, including 
marketing, engineering, marketing, 
computer programming, marketing, 
finance and marketing. 
If you are aiming at one of these, 
then come and meet the man from 
Mobil-he'll be on campus on 
June 21 & 22. 
M©bil 
ME7201.24 
Med. Rep/s Opinion 
ROT TO RADS 
At Ihc adjourned 
meeting of the 4th session 
of Union Council last 
Tliursday week the radical 
left SociaHsl Alliance 
showed conclusively f/icir 
inabilily to carry out any 
sort of constructive action, 
ll was obvious from the 
beginning of the meeting 
that the "radicals" (I use 
that term in contemporary 
context and nol in the 
t e r m s of being 
progressively different for 
the 'radicals' at this 
University ARHN'T) had 
the numbers to control the 
meeting. They showed 
complete lack of any 
attempt to represent 
a c c u r a t e l y their 
constituency, for that 
matter they even showed 
naivete towards the general 
student opinion. They 
continued to push own 
political goals - namely -
the complete collapse of 
the Students' Union (and 
with it any meaningful sort 
of Student democracy). 
1 wonder if 
Commerce students are 
aware that they were 
s u p p o s e d l y being 
represented by Dick 
Sherman Ihrough the 
pro.Ny of Bill Holdsworth. 
Dick Sherman has stated 
and demonstrated on more 
than one occasion that he 
will only listen to people 
who agree with him. His 
actions and the antics of 
Bruce Shaw and David 
.Murr could only be 
described as irresponsible. 
If is quite obvious 
that Union Council needs 
representatives who will 
relate consistently with 
their constituencies and 
faculties and will take an 
active interest in the more 
basic student needs and 
not push their own 
political motives. The only 
politics on Union Council 
sliould be the advancement 
of studcnis at this 
University. The various 
Political Clubs and 
Societies are there for 
those who deem politiriil 
involvement. Therefore 
politics ifiould be kept out 
of Union Council. The idea 
of a left and right side of 
the chamber al meetings is 
iniquitous and I have 
stated this previously at 
Council meetings. 
At the last meeting 
business was .suspended for 
several hours with no 
evident results while 
mot ions concerning 
sludent concessions were 
ignored. This has become 
typical of tliat minority 
which claims to he 
interested in student 
welfare. 
Peter .McKeown 
Med Rep 
Union Council' 
bungles 
Oen/s K(7/en (Lib-Qld) to Andrew Kennedy (Lab-Vic) 
Sept 71 
If a seminal idea ever entered the 
honourable member, it would be a 
promiscuity. 
mind 
plain 
of 
case 
the 
of 
Albert Grassby (Lab-NSW) - April '71 
He who throws mud loses ground. 
Senator Malcolm Scott (Lib-WA) 
Let me say the only reason why Tasmania has to rely on 
sea transport is that it is an island off the mainland of 
Australia. 
Prime Minister William McMahon — Sept '71 
These questions are obviously political. 
Professional 
'Accountancy 
{Positions available in all mainland capital cities) 
A graduate interestedMn a career as a professional 
accountant or in a management position in finance or 
industrv should consider the advantages of training to be 
a Chartered Accountant with Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & 
Co. 
We Offer;-
* Exceptional opportunities for 
promotion. 
* Stimulating work on the affairs of a wide 
range of clients. 
* Interest and' care in your training by 
vigorous, highly qualified staff. 
* Emphasis on the training aspects of all 
assignments ("on-the-job" training}. 
* Training courses ("off-thejob" training) 
which enable you to gain the maximum 
experience from your practical wott<. 
* Manuals, standardised techniques and 
working papers, a comprehensive 
professional library and support 
information in all technical areas of 
practice (accounting, audit, finance and 
taxi. 
* Attractive salary (reviewed annually) and 
paid overtime. 
There are outstanding careers within the firm for 
able people who, as their experience and responsibility 
grow, will t>ecome more involved in special investigations 
and financial reporting. Others may prefer a career 
outside the profession where their broad experience of 
accounting and close contacts with many types of 
businesses during their period of training will greatly assist 
in their advancement to key management positions. 
To obtain further information regarding career 
opportunities, both in Brisbane and other Australian 
cities, please write to:-
Mr. John Allpass, Partner, 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 
260 Queen Street, 
Brisbane, Qld. 4000 
(Telephone 31-1165) 
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STUDENT INJURIES 
jOFFICIAL SENATE ATTITUDE) 
A student, in common with every other member of 
the University, necessarily runs some risk of accident as 
part of his everyday life. 
In the ca.sc of a student this risk can be increased 
by reason of Ihc dangers inherent in a number of activities 
which arc associated wiih ihe work ot various courses. A 
student in Chemistry bas increased risk of burns; in 
Veterinary Science of injury from an animal; in Geology 
from a field excursion, and so on. If uijuiy is suffered by 
a student as a result of the negligence of the University or 
a member of its staff in the performance of his duties, the 
student as a mailer of law is entitled to recover damages. 
This, however, does not help the student who is injured as 
a result of an accident in which there is no fault on the 
part of the Utiiversity or its staff. At law, the student so 
injured must bear the loss himself unless he has taken out 
personal accident insurance or cover for medical and 
hospital expenses under a medical benefits scheme. 
The University has been concerned about this 
position for some time, ll has made extensive and detailed 
inquiries with a view lo obtaining insurance cover for 
students in the.sc circumstances. At the end of ils 
invcsligation, however, it was forced to the conclusion 
tlial no saiisfactory insurance cover is available. 
In these circumstances Senate has decided tliat 
while Ihe University cannot and will nol accept any legal 
obligation, it will endeavour to assist any student who is 
injured as a direct result of engaging in the work of his 
course, by making such ex gratia assistance to him as is 
possible in the circumstances. 
By Uw nature of the case Senate is unable to define 
exactly what will be done in any particular case. i:ach will 
have lo be considered entirely on its merits and dealt with 
accordingly. Normnlly, however, Senate policy would be 
in accordance with the following principles: 
(i) If the injury occurs at St, Lucia, the 
University Health Service will provide 
medical attention witiiin the limits of its 
capacity free of charge to the student. 
(ii) If dental attention is required, the Denial 
Sciiool will provide treatmeni within the 
limits of its capacity free of charge to lite 
student. 
(iii) Where accidents occur away from St. Lucia 
or if for any reason the University Health 
Service or the Dental School is nol able to 
give the necessary attention, consideration 
will be given to meeting any payments made 
for niedical, hospital (public ward), or dental 
expenses over and above any sums recovered 
under a medical bcnents scheme or which 
would have been recovered under such a 
scheme if the student iiad been insured. 
In explamilion of item (iii) above, Senate points 
oul lhal it considers it only prudent lhat a student should 
be insured under a medical benefits scheme. Tiierefore in 
any case in which il is asked to assisi a studenl in paying 
medical, hospital, or denial expenses, it will assume that 
the student is covered by such a scheme, and any 
assistance it may give will be based upon the amounts by 
which the .student is out of pocket or, in the case ofa 
studenl who is not covered, by which he would have been 
out of pocket if lie had been covered. 
INDIVIDUAL INSURANCE 
At the .same time Senate draws students'attention to Ihc 
fact that it is possible for an individual to arrange personal 
accident insurance. As stated above, the University has 
been unable to obtain a quotation for such cover in 
respect of all students upon terms wlifch it considers 
satisfactory. Tliis docs not mean, however, that a student 
might not consider it a prudent course to take out such a 
policy on his own behalf, and it is recommended to 
students that they investigate this possibility. 
^efec 
Price 
Rises 
Refectory price rises 
wprc not unexpected and 
could be economically 
justified, the Chairman of 
the Union House 
Committee (Mr. Nick 
Booth) told Union Council 
at its last mceling. 
"On present figures, we 
would lose 530,500 this 
year if we did nol incrca.sc 
our prices," Mr. Hooth 
said. 
lie said that generally, 
fast lurnovcr lines had 
been increased in price. 
"New prices would be 
comparable wilh or slightly 
below those of most other 
ictail food outlets in 
Drisba ne," he viid. 
Mr. Booth said tliat 
prices of food sold at other 
city establishments had 
been determined so as to 
set realistic Union prices, 
Mr. Uooth advised that 
prices for student 
functions on Union 
premises would also be 
increased. 
lett©p™'tt*sh judge 
slates societg Sir, I enclose a news item on • the " p e r m i s s i v e 
commandments" from the 
'Australian' of Saturday 
March 25 th attributed lo 
Sir Robert Megarry, a High 
Court Judge. Also a 
statement by Socrates on 
Education and the concept 
of an educated rnan or 
gentle-man that has, I 
think, scr\cd as an ideal for 
more than 3,000 years. It 
has recently been suggested 
lhat you might publish 
comments from staff as 
well as studcnis so I 
thought you might 
consider publishing these 
two statements side by side 
in SEMPER FLOREAT. 
People would then be 
able to comment on the 
validity of the permissive 
c o m m a n d m e n t s as 
presented by the Judge and 
ako the value of the ideals 
or philosophy of Socrates 
as compared witli those of 
Ihe "radicals." It is well 
known lhat, after the fall 
of Greek civilisation, the 
world entered the dark 
ages and that it was only 
with the Renaissance that 
we began to return to the 
wisdom and understanding 
of the Greeks. 
It is my belief that if the 
standards of the radicals, as 
portrayed by Sir Robert, 
were lo prevail wc would 
enter another dark and 
chaotic age. Whereas if we 
continue to sltivo for the 
ideals of Socrates, ideals 
that have also been 
expressed by other 
p r o p h e t s , human 
well-being will continue to 
improve. It should be 
realised that, despite ali 
difficulties and faults, it 
has improved enormously 
especially over the last 50 
or 100 years. 
This is largely due to the 
d e v e l o p m e n t of 
experimental science' thsrt 
has done so much to 
increase food and other 
resources and lo drastically 
reduce death and suffering 
from the great infectious 
diseases. All this has been 
accompanied by a steady 
extension of democratic 
government, and the rule 
of law. 
All the foregoing is 
almosi entirely a 
contribuiion of western 
civilisation and particulatly 
of the Lnglish speaking 
peoples. These advances 
are not yet spread equally 
around the world but it 
sliould be understood that 
it is the achievement of 
western civilization, which 
some people so ignorantly 
condemn or ignore, and 
the ideals of individual 
liberty and free enterprise 
which accompanied il, that 
have been the mainspring 
of the energy which lias 
improved the comfort and 
well-being of man beyond 
the wildest dreams even of 
our Victorian ancestors. 
Whilst slriving for further 
improvement we should 
not decry or be ashamed of 
the great advances tliat 
have boon made. 
Yours sincerely, 
John I-'rancis. 
Head of Dept, 
Dept of Prevcnlire 
Medicine, 
Veterinary SchooL 
A British Judge Itas included:-
scathingly indicted 
what he calls (he I RENOUNCE this 
0ne-way permissive wicked world and all its 
society. evil worics, but it owes 
me a living in idleness 
Sir Robert Megarry, while I do my thing and 
81, a High Court judge it must give me all its 
in the chancery benefits. Only fools 
division, this week wrk. 
defined the permissive 
society as one in which WHA TEVER I want 
the permissiouists have to do is right, however 
unlimited rights and no tnuch it injures or 
duties while others hold offends others. Anyone 
unlimited duties and no who objects is a 
rights. fascist,racist pig. 
Delivering a lecture 
on "Law and Lawyers E VER YONE in 
in a Permissive Society' authority is corrupt, 
to the Institute of Legal dishonest, or selfish. We 
Executives in London, alone are pure, 
he spelled out the rules 
of the permissive IF ANYONE in 
society. They authority seems to be 
kind or fair lo ytiT 
remember that he is 
acting not from 
liuimnity or justice but 
from fear and a guilty 
conscience. 
WAT WE want is 
right and we are right 
to use force to get it. 
Putting innocent third 
parties in peril is often 
the best \vay of getting 
it. 
IF WE are not given 
what we wanl we arc 
entitled to take it. The 
guilty are those from 
whom we take for their 
selfishness in having it 
and their inconipeience 
in not preventing us 
from taking it. We are 
entitled' to yield to 
temptation 
Socrates 
UM. FORGERY? 
Investigations are being carried out following an 
alleged forgery of documents within the Science 
Students Association. 
The Chairman of the Clubs & Societies Standing 
Committee, Miss ANN WHITE, brought to the 
attention of the Committee the apparent forgery. 
A post graduate student 
is now under investigation 
following presentation ofa 
purported letter of 
authority lo Union 
olTicials. 
The letler purjiorted to 
give authority from the 
President of the Science 
Sludenis Association to 
the post graduate sludent 
to charge expenses to the 
Science Account. 
The President of the 
Assodation (Mr. Graham 
Jones) has denied signing 
any such letter. 
Miss white told the 
Commiitee that she would 
be investigating the matter 
furiher. 
A member of Council 
lold Sr.MPIIR FLOREAT: 
"If this is a forgery, then 
the fraud squad should be 
notified immediately. Wc 
cannot allow people like 
this lo defraud the Union 
and innocent Clubs and 
Societies struggling to 
preserve their finances. 
EXPERT TYPISTE wants 
w o r k at h o m e . 
Manuscripts, Theses, etc.. 
Mrs O.K. 
Co or pa roo. 
97.8189. 
Ilrown, 
Phone 
Whorh, then, do I call 
educated? ; . . . First, those 
who manage well the 
circumstances which they 
encounter day by day, who 
possess a judgment which 
is accurate in meeting 
occasions as they arise, and 
rarely misses the expedient 
course of action; 
Next, those who are 
decent and honourable in 
their intercourse with all 
men, bearing easily and 
good tuturedly what is 
unpleasant or offensive in 
others. and being 
themselves as agreeable and 
reasonable as is humanly 
p o s s i b l e to be; 
Furthermore, those 
who hold their pleasures 
under control and are not 
unduly overcome by their 
misfortunes, bearing up 
under them bravely, and in 
a manner worthy of our 
c o m m o n n a t u r e ; 
. . . . Finally, and most 
important of ail, those who 
are not spoiled by their 
successes, who do not 
desert their true selves, but> 
hold their ground 
steadfastly as wise and 
sober-minded men. 
rejoicing no more in the 
good things which have 
come to them through 
chance than in those which 
through their own nature 
and intelligence are theirs 
sines birth. Those who 
have a character which is in 
accord, not with one of 
these things, but with all of 
them, these I maintain are 
educated and wt-ole men, 
possessed of all the virtues 
of a man. 
SocrelBs - 436-338 B.C. 
EARNING 
WARNING to owners of motor vehicles parking' 
on University of Queensland campus. 
Students and staff are warned not to leave 
their cars unlocked or not properly secured when 
parked in the various parking areas. 
It is also advised that valuable property such 
as transistors, tape recorders, cameras etc. should 
not be left in cars during the absence of owners. 
In the event of thefts from cars on campus, 
they should advise the Administration Security on 
Extension 624, and also notify Taringa Police 
Station. Telephone 70.1211. 
H.B.GREEN 
Assistant Registrar 
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VISITORS • 
Name and home university 
(* denotes visitors 
accompanied by wives) 
Dr Paulo Araiijo 
University of Sao Paulo 
(Brazil) 
Dr J.A. Allen 
C.S.l.R.Q. 
'Dr John R. Allen 
SaskaUJiewjn 
University (Canada) 
ProfesMvt J. ttobbitt 
University of 
Connecticut (U.S.A.) 
Professor il.C. Urown 
Purdue University 
I'tofessor S.W. Carey 
University of Tasnuinia 
•Professor P. Chadwick 
University of Fast 
Anglia(i:ngland) 
Professor Cieoff Cooper 
University of N.S.W. 
•Professor C. De Duve 
Louvain University 
ilelgium 
Professor M. Fdclstcin 
Dalhousie University 
U.S.A. 
Dr Randall Sl. Fvanson 
Wisconsin State 
University, U.S.A. 
Professor John Hickey 
University of N.S.W. 
Dr Yoshiaki Ito 
National Institute of 
Agric. Sciences (Tokyo) 
Dr i:.D. McKenzie 
Sheffield University 
Dr I.A, Magnus 
Professor J.D. Morrison 
La Trob. University 
Dr D. Peters 
Indiana University 
Mr Marcel Reich-Ranicki 
•Professor M. Schwartz 
Fcole Polyiechniquc 
Paris 
•Professor M.Schwartz 
Piofcssor Peter Sprent 
University of Dundee 
Professor D.M. Steven 
McGill Univcr.sity 
Canada 
•Professor W.R. Thompson 
Queen's University 
Canada 
•Professor A.G. 
Worthington 
Trent Universily 
Canada 
Professor B. Hocking 
Universily of Alberta 
Dr R.A. Cumber 
D.S.I.R. 
Auckland N.Z. 
rOUNLTI 
Department io 
which attached 
and dates of visil 
Parasitology 
June 1-2(1 
Chemistry 
27th July 
Parasitology 
June J 972-
May 1973 
Chemistry 
June 21-22 
Owmistry 
June 14-16 
(icology 
June 27-30 
.Mathematics 
June 2(1-
Sept. 12 
Social and Prcvenl-
ive Medicine 
Mid to kite June 
Physiology 
Date uncertain 
Mathematics 
June 13-15 
Dusiness Admin. 
June 1-
Deccmber 31 
Social and Prevent-
ive Medicine 
Mid to late June 
Zoology 
Date uncertain 
Oiemistry 
July 20 
Pathology 
Social and Prevent-
ive Medicine 
Chemistry 
July 13-14 
Mathematics 
August 1971-
July 1972 
German 
July 3-5 
Mathematics 
June 22-25 
Ditto 
Malhemalics 
July 3-29 
Zoology 
August 1972-73 
Psychology 
Date uncertain 
Psychology 
July 1972-73 
i:nlomology 
June 3-
Octobcr 22 
Fntomology 
June 3-6 
Juntt27-]ulyl 
US TERM 
Visiting appointment 
OI purpose of visil 
Research work 
Lecturing lo Chemical 
Socicly 
Study leave 
Royal Australian 
Chemical Inslilutc & 
Chemical Society 
Visiting lecturer 
I'rom Chemical Society 
London 
Visiting lecturer 
Visitor 
Research 
Mayne visiting 
professor 
Giving a colloquium 
Temporary lecturer 
Research work 
Research work 
Lecturing to Chemical 
Socieiy 
Visiting scholar 
C.S.R. Lecturer 
Research work 
Visiting lecturer 
from Goethe Inslulc 
Seminars lo Malhs 
staff 
Ditto 
Research work 
Study leave 
Visitor 
Study leave 
Teaching & research 
Discussion with staff 
members 
Organ for St. John's 
L a s t sut i t tay 
evening at 7.30 p.m., the 
new rebuilt and enlarged 
pipe organ in St. John's 
Cathedra! was opened 
and dedicated by ihe 
Anglican Primate of 
Australia, the recently 
kniglited Most Rev. I-. 
Woods. 
Tho organ has been 
rebuilt at a cost of S85.000 
by Hill Newman and Beard 
in Melbourne. The total 
value of the organ is now 
estimated to be S J 30,000. 
The work has continued 
over the past two years, 
and the instrument is now 
reputed lo be the best of 
its kind in Ausiralia. Sir 
William McKic, a former 
organist al Westminster 
Abbey, in a recent visit to 
Brisbane, said it ranked 
wilh the besl cathedral 
organs in Ilngland. 
The opening service 
w a s specially planned 
and look the form ofa 
recital within a liturgical 
context. The recitalist was 
t ll c Organist and Master 
of the Choristers, Robert 
Boughen. 
Two separate recital 
scries liavc been planned 
and will lake place this 
year after the opening. In a 
series of weekly recitals 
Robert Boughen will be 
(jcrforming the entire 
organ works of Bach, most 
likely on Sunday 
afternoons. It is believed 
that this is the firsl time 
such a programme has been 
attempted in Brisbane. 
Certainly this will be a 
must for Bach addicts. 
In the "Visiting 
Virtuosi Series", organists 
from outside Brisbane will 
be giving recitals. 
Reciialists include David 
Runisey, (Sydney) Michael 
Wentzcll (St. George's 
Cathedral, Perth) and Peler 
Planyavsky ( Sl. Stephen's 
Cathedral, Vienna). The 
firsl recital in this scries 
will be given by David 
Rumscy on Saturday, June 
24th, at 8.00 p.m. 
A d m i s s i o n is by 
piogtammc to all recitals 
and there is also a student 
concession. 
FILL mm 
Mr. A. Cross, of 
the Tertiary Christian 
Students, has recently 
issued a leaflet critical 
of our advocacy of the 
morning after pill 
(MAP). The half-truths 
a n d m i s l e a d i n g 
statements in his leaflet 
cry out for rebuttal. 
Right from the firsl 
paragraph wc arc assaulted 
wilh a subtly, misleading 
slaiement. Mr. Cross claims 
that the "MAP" (5 m) 
contains "10 times as 
much (oestrogen) as in a 
siandard contraccplivc 
pill." What he cunningly 
I'A ILS to mention, 
however, is lhal the types 
of oestrogen u-scd in 
lontracepiivcs arc "TliN 
TIMl'S AS POTliNT 
weight lor weight" as the 
"MAP" (which is NOT a 
component of any 
contraceptive available in 
Australia). 
Mr Cross' ne.xi 
paragraph quotes a 
"specialist" (unnamed!) as 
saying "With the 'MAP', 
they Would be vomiting all 
over tlH! place." Such 
unsubstantiated emolional 
rhetoric is unworthy of a 
supposedly intelligent 
person. In contrast to this, 
highly subjective and 
monymous statement, wc 
present the documentary 
evidence of two recent 
trials whose authors do not 
hide behind psucdonyms: 
Dr. Lucile Kuchcra, 
University of Michigan, 
reported (JAMA, Vol 218, 
No. 4. 25th Oct. 1971, p. 
56) a scries of 1000 cases 
given the "MAP" of whom 
only 16^ cxpericncet' 
vomiting. Dr. A. Haspcis, 
Professor of Obstetrics & 
Gynaecology at Utrecht 
Universily, reported (IPPI-
Medical Bulletin, Vol 6. No 
2. April 1972) a .scries of 
2nOO easi's niven the 
"MAP"ofwhomonly22'.^ 
experienced vomiting. 
(This can be countered by 
anti-nausea agents or by 
substituting oestrogen 
injections for the pills, but 
in any tuse we submit that 
women would consider 
vomiiing to he a very small 
price tu pay for peace of 
mind. In any ca.sc, many 
women suffer nausea and 
vomiting during pregnancy. 
We arc then warned 
by Mr. Cross of ihe 
possible dire side iffccls 
from "accumulating 
"MAP"s. Wc have NEVER 
advocated that they should 
be "accumulated" and in 
fact recommend routine 
contraception al all times. 
Ideally, the "MAP" should 
only be necessary in 
emergencies such as rape. 
Its use should nol be called 
for more than once or 
twice in the lifetime of any 
woman who takes normal 
precautions. 
The bogey of 
diingcrous side effects v,\'.>.ft 
be weighed against the 
danger of the alternative 
i.e. pregnancy and 
childbirth, which carries a 
mortality rate of one in 
4000. Tlie facl that the 
.medica l profession 
recognize the rarity of 
dangerous side-effects from 
stillxiestrol is illustrated by 
their readiness to prescribe 
it for trifling reasons e.g. 
suppression of lactation, 
DESPITl- Till- FACT 
THAT IT HAS BEUN 
SHOWN TO BE ALMOST 
USELESS rOR THIS 
PURPOSE (Reference: D. 
Mtkcdonald & K. 
O'Driscol l , Lancet, 
TT/1965,623), 
Is it not illogical to 
prescribe a drug for trifling 
reasons and then withold it 
when the woman's needs 
are far more compelling? 
Would those who withold 
the "MAP" be willing to 
terminate the resultant 
unwanted pregnancies? Of 
course not.' 
Finally, Mr. Cross* 
indignation at what he calls 
"killing your child" wilh 
tlic- "MAP" leads us to 
suspect that he is in fact 
more concerned^ wilh 
preventing jvople from 
obtaining abortions than 
with protecting tliem from 
theoretical therapeutic 
risks. 
The fact remains 
llial if legal abortions were 
readily obtainable in 
Queensland as they arc in 
Ihc souihern stales It' 
would not be so urgently 
necessary to advocate the 
use of tho "MAP." 
Until that lime, wc 
remain dedicated to all ' 
reasonable means of 
preventing the occurrence 
of unwanted pregnancies. 
E. Pasmore 
Secretary, 
CHILDREN by CHOICE, 
Box 39, 
Stones Corner. / 
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OFFICIAL 
UNION NOTICE 
One step forward two steps back'^ 
PROPOSED CHANGES TO UNION 
CONSTITUTION 
That section 13(lKd) (i) of the Cinstituiion be amended by the insertion of the 
phrase "postgraduate students being considered a faculty for Ihc purposes of this 
subseclion" after the first "basis" in the section. 
That section 13f l)(k) of the Constitution be deleted. 
That section 17(3) of the Constitution be amended by the addition of the words 
"including a postgraduate student" after the word "Union." 
That section I8(2)(b) be amended by the addition of the words "excluding 
postgraduate students" aflcr the firsl word "laeulty." 
That section 42 of the Consliiuiion be amended by adding the words "or in his 
absence his nominee" after the word "Treasurer." 
That a new .section 17.4 be inserted in theConstitution, the present .section 17.4, 
and 17.5 being renumbered 17.5 and 17.6 respectively. 
17.4 (a) Any member of the Union may nomimitc for the position ofChairman of 
the Union House Committee, provided that al ihc time he would take office if clecled, 
he shall have held any position or combination of positions as a member of Council or an 
Officer of the Union for a continuous period of three years, wilh no break longer than 
SK (6) weeks. 
(b) For the purpose of determining whether any' break in the holding of positions 
has exceeded six weeks, all University vacations shall be disregarded. 
That .section 18(1) of the Constitution shall be amended by inserting "Chairman 
ofthe Union House Committee" after "Honorary Treasurer." 
Tliat scciion 4(a) of the Constitution shall be amended by inserting "Chairman of 
the Union House CommiUee" after "Honorary Treasurer." 
That section 13{l)(h) of the Constitution be deleted, and that sections 13(l)ito 
I3(l)k be re-lettered 13(l)h to I3(.l)j 
At the end of last 
term, a general meeting of 
members of Ihc Talsa 
Credit Unk)n decided that 
all students, other than 
those in the first year of 
Unwersity, could join the 
organisation. 
This followed 
negotiations bclwccn Talsa 
and 13.0. Union officials. 
Honorary Treasurer, Mr. 
David Boughen, who was 
one of the ncgotialors, said 
that there had ncvcrttally 
been any serious problems. 
"All iwoplc concerned 
were in agreement over the 
proposal," he said. The 
Talsa 
now for 
students 
only hurdle was to have it 
jiasscd by a general 
meeting of Talsa, and this 
was successful loo. 
Students and their 
families arc now entitled to 
receive a wide range of 
benefits whicii include 
high-inicrcsi savings 
accounts, low interest 
loans, and an cxpensc-frec 
bills paying scheme. As 
well, all accounts arc 
insured against death. 
I'urihci details can 
be obtained from the 
Credit Union office 
u n d e r n e a t h t h e 
Engineering building. 
THE ELECTIONS 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION 
INVITES NOMINATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ON THE 62ND COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSUND UNION 
EXECUTIVE 
PRESIDENT 
HONORARY SECRETARY 
HONORARY Ti^ ASURER 
GENERAL VICE-PRESIDENT 
LOCAL A.U.S, SECRETARY 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT ST. LUCIA (Full-Time) 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT ST. LUCIA (Pait-Time) 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT HERSTON 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT TURBOT STREET 
FACULTY AND OTHER REPRESENTATIVES 
CLASSIFICATION 
NO. OF REPS. 
62ND COUNCIL 
AGRICULTURE FACULTY 
ARCHITECTURE FACULTY 
ARTS FACULTY FULL-TIME 
ARTS FACULTY PART-TIME 
COMMERCE FACULTY FULL-TIME 
COMMERCE FACULTY PART-TIME 
DENTISTRY FACULTY 
EDUCATION FACULTY FULL-TIME 
EDUCATION FACULTY PART-TIME 
ENGINEERING FACULTY 
NOMINATIONS OPEN AT 9. 00 A. M. ON FRIDAY, 9TH JUNE 
1 
1 
5 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1972, 
CLASSIFICATION 
LAW FACULTY 
MEDICINE FACULTY 
MUSIC FACULTY 
SCIENCE FACULTY FULL-TIME 
SCIENCE FACULTY PART-TIME 
VETERINARY SCIENCE FACULTY 
COLUEGE REPRESENTATIVES 
PHARMACY DEPARTMENT 
OVERSEAS STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVE 
POST-GRADUATE STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVES 
NOMINATIONS CLOSE AT 5. 00 P, M, ON FRIDAY, 
NO. OF REPS. 
62ND COUNCIL 
1 
S 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
23RD JON'S, 1972 
Nomination Forms are available from Union Office and from Area Vice-Presidents. Pait-Time students will be sent Nomination Forms upon written request 
Any active member ofthe Union except a part-time external student may nominate for the position of President, General Vice-President. Honorary Secretary or Honoraiy Treasurer 
of the Union. 
Any active member of the Union who spends more than fifty percent of his time-table in an area specified by the Regulations may nominate for tlie position of Vice-President of 
that area, i- / o / 
Any active member of the Union who is a member of a Faculty may nominate for the position of representative of that Faculty, or in appropriate cases for the position of 
representative of the members of a Faculty who have the same status as himself. 
No person shall nominate for more than one position at the Annual General Elections. 
Candidates for election who have a bona fide intention of altering their Faculty status or area during the term of a Council may nominate for election to a position on that 
CounciL Written notice of intention to change faculty status or area must be submitted with the candidate's nomination. 
Any person who is a member of a College within the Univeisity shall be eligible to stand for the position of College Representative on CounciL 
VOTING WILL TAKE PLACE AT ST. LUCIA ONLY FROM 24THJULY TO 28TH JULY. 1972 INCLUSIVE. 
VOTING HOURS WILL BE FROM 9. 00 A. M. TO 5.00 P. M. IN THE REFECTORY. 
Postal votes will be sent to all part-time, Turbot Street Area and Herston Area students. 
Bill Abrahams 
ACTING HONORARY SECRETARY 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND"UNIOH 
All policy statements for inclusion in "Semper 
Floreat" must arrive at Semper Office hy 5.00 pm 
Monday 26th June. 
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"It's funny how the colours of the real \wrld only seem real when you viddy them on the screen " - here in the words of the film's narrator, A lex, 
is the raison d'etre for A CLOCKWORK ORANGE, one ofthe most daring films ever made. Below, SEMPER Review Editor critically analyses Kubrick's 
new film now showing at the FORUM CINEMA while co-editor John de Groot questions the use of violence as an element in movie-making. 
MAMUET KUBRICK't 
FUTURISTIC 
NIGHTMARE 
Slaughterliouse 
cinema 
The time is somewhere in the near future; the place 
is (he Korova milk-bar. The film begins with a colsc-up of 
young Alex (Malcolm McDowell) who is staring at us 
menacingly and glassily from under Ihe brim of his derby. 
In his hand he holds up a glass of "moloko-plu.s" - milk 
spiced with one of the available range of drugs. 
The camera then pulls back, revealing Ale.x's fellow 
teenage hoodlums and Fibre glass nudes which serve as 
tables or which dispense milk from iheir nipples. The 
milk-plus, Alex tells us, "sharpens you up and makes you 
ready for a bit of the old ultra-violence." Aftcra gbss or 
two, Ale.x and his droogs have made up their rasoodocks 
to search the streets of London for some entertainment. 
They bash up an'old diunk who lies singing in a 
tunnel. They battle with Billy-boy and his gang. They 
steal a Durango-95 and roar out into the countryside, 
running cars and pedestrians off Ihe road. They pay "the 
old surprise visit" to a writer's home, tic, gag and cripple 
him and rape his wife. Then all feeling "a bit shagged, 
fagged and fashed," they retire once again to the Korova. 
After all, as Alex says, "it has been an evening of some 
small energy expenditures." 
Eventually Alex is caught and imprisoned for the 
bizarre murder of the Catlady - he beat her to death witli 
her prize piece of phallic sculpture. The pace of these 
sequences is ultra fast, leaving little time for any other 
reactions Ihan shock and amazement. And so ends the 
first part of the film. 
Bob Ellis ol the REVIEW has accused Rubric of 
laking the credit for other people's ideas. One might level 
the same criticism at Shakespeare who freely and 
unashamedly bottowcd other people's ideas and then 
incorporated Uiem into his plays. 
There is no doubt that Kubric draws on many 
talents in the making of his films. But it is in his 
imaginative use and integration of these talents with those 
of h is own that Rubric's genius lies. 
Take the Anthony Burgess novel from which 
Rubric adapted the film. Tlie destructive feature of the 
novel is its language - a dialect called Nadsat, a 
combination of Anglicized Russian, Gypsy and rhyming 
slang. The incorporation of lliis slang into the film acts as 
one of its unsettling factors. 
Similarly, Rubric's frequent but judicious use of 
the wide-angle lens, which distorts tlic picture lowards the 
edges of the frame, serves to accentuate this unsellling 
effect, and implies that the known world lias been 
somehow dislocated. 
Rubric's selections of music for this film are as 
brilliant as those he made for "2001 - A SPACE 
ODYSSEY'. Tills is because music for Rubric is an integral 
part of a film and in A CLOCRWORK ORANGE the 
justification of music and image is unbelievable. 
For example, who would have thought of Rossini's 
'Thieving Magpie', a beautifully melodious piece, as music 
to rape girls by. With gay abandon, Alex croons Gene 
Rclly's "Singing in the Rain" as he tap dances aboul, 
kicking one of his victims. 
Rubric also uses music to deflate the erotic as in 
the fast-motion sex session Alex has wilh two pick-ups to 
the lune of the "William Tell Overture." 
And finally, there is dear old "Ludwig van" and his 
Ninth Symphony, variously played by full orchestra and 
by Walter Carlos and his Moog Syntlicsiscr. The Ninth 
sends Alex into raptures when he hears it and it is this 
more than anything else which fills him with fantasies of 
sex and slaughter. Once again, the association of art and 
beauty wilh forces of evil lends lo unsettle our 
cquilibriuiTL 
LEN SORBELLO 
We now come lo the second part ofthe film which, 
because it proceeds at a much slower pace than the first, 
gives us more time for icdcction. 
Ales is now No. 655321 in her Majesty's Prison. 
Longing to gain his freedom, Alex hears aboul a new 
treatment called the Ludovico Technique, an experiment 
planned by the Minister of tlie Interior to clear the 
crowded jails and make room for more political prisoners. 
Alex becomes the first test case. He's given the 
treatment, a nightmare in itself of drug injections and 
enforced viewing of films of brutal sex, violence and 
atrocities, all while strapped lo his seat with his eyes 
propped open. He's finally conditioned againsi these 
things even, ironically, against Beethoven's Ninth which 
was played during some of the sessions. 
Alex is "cured". He has become a model of good -
"as decent a lad as you would expect on a May morning." 
Bul as Alex's clergyman friend protests: "When a man 
cannot choose he ceases to be a man." TIic film seems to 
say lhat to take away a man's choice is not to redeem bul 
merely to restrain him; otherwise we have a society of 
oranges, organic but operating like clockwork. 
For the film does nol end here. Unable to even 
defend himself, Alex is mercilessly set upon by his former 
victims. However, the Governmeni realizing the political 
implications of the situation comes to Alex's rescue. Alex 
recovers from the Ludovico treatment ready to embark 
on a life of more rape, ultra-violence and Beethoven with 
the blessing of the minister for the Interior himself. 
Paradoxically, wc arc back al equare one. 
Kubric does not attempt to offer a solution lo tlie 
probleni that he brings to our attention. As one reviewer 
has pul it, Kubrick "posits a world somehow gone beserk, 
in which there arc no real alternatives, only degrees of 
madness." This reviewer came away from the film feeling 
throughly frustrated at nol being able to come to grips 
wilh the dilemma. 
Now throughout the film, Kubrick tries to temper 
its impact by tlie use of carefully planned comic 
sequences. However, the final frame of the film continues 
to haunt this reviewer - Alex, a picture of innocent 
viciousness, embraces the Minister for the Interior as press 
photographers record theu- reconciliation. 
^ 
> 
.•)vV K'^... 
A>. 
M 
>> 
Malcolm McDowell as Alex, casually cuts Adrlennc Corrl's dress 
"A CLOCKWORK ORANGE" is another 
smooth and quite polished Kubrick production, 
dovetailing well into the overall approach of this 
film inaker's work. Kubrick is taking up themes 
which have become part of the nightmare of 
twentieth century man - nuclear madness, the 
awesome fact of space travel and now "the old 
ultra-violence." But this time Kubrick is stepping 
with the crowd. 
VIOLENCE IN VOGUE 
In recent monlhs there has been a dramatic inaease 
in graphic violent cinema. The "R" certificate can 
account for part of this but it fails to explain the spate of 
films like "DIRTY HARRY", "THE HUNTING PARTY" 
or "GET CARTER" - films blatantly dedicated to 
violence. And this trend will continue. Sam Peckinpah's 
"STRAW DOGS" is a prominent example of what we can 
look foiwatd to later this year. It has been described as a 
"ruthless anthem to savagery" and seems to earn this 
desCTiption judging from reviews and publicity. It begins 
with the hanging of a cat, moves on to a double rape and 
'winds up' to a series of sue vicious murders by the 
"hero", played by Dustin Hoffman. At the beginning of 
the film he is a pacifist mathematician. 
The ouisianding business that many of the most 
violent films are doing is a perplexing comment on 
present day society, (both "Orange" and "Dogs" arc in 
Variety's list of the 10 current top grossing film,s). What is 
the basis of their popularity? Some consider there are 
indications lhal at least some members of the audience 
are as perversely stimulated by violence as they are by 
pornography. Could there be a pandering to-a latent 
blood-lust in this trend? 
One argument often used to supporl the 
ultraviolent film is that directors are really making an 
anti-violent statement - conversion through repulsion. 
But how many directors are genuinely anti-violent? Take 
Peckinpah for example, "We're violent by nature. We're 
going to survive by being violent," or Rubrick himself: 
"I'm interested in the brutal and violent nature of man 
because it's a true picture of him." 
SCREEN "BAD GUYS" CREATE MORE "BAD GUYS." 
This argument is often used j^ainst the uUia-violcnt 
film, Ihough its validity must be questioned in the light of 
recent research findings. A massive U.S. Government 
Report, two years in the making, was released early this 
year and concluded that there is: ' 
A causal relation between viewing violence on 
Television and aggressive behaviour. 
* An indication that some causal relation operates 
only in some children [who are predisposed to bo 
aggressive] 
And an indication that il operates only in some 
environmeatal contexts. 
The report was specifically concerned with the 
harmful effects on children viewing violence on 
Television. The tcntativencss of the report and its 
conclusions disappointed many critics, ll concluded: "the 
evidence suggests iliat the effeci is small compared 
with many other possible causes, such as parental 
alliludes or knowledge of and experience with the real 
violence of our society." It further considered lhat "the 
sheer amounl of television violence may be unimportant 
compared with such subtle matters as wliat the medium 
says about it: is it approved or disapproved, committed 
by sympathetic or unsympalhotic characlers, shown lo be 
effective or not, punished or unpunished " The 
amoral "Orange" should be valuable research material of 
the future. 
Whatever the causes or effects of "the .old 
ultra-violence" explosion in films il will be wilh us as long 
as the "guilywuis" of us and our "droogs" can take it 
!• • ! • • • • • • 
• • • 
fOHN DEGROOT 
• • • • 
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THE FRENCH CONNECTION 
Directed by William Friedkin 
Screenpl.iy by lirnest Tidyman 
Williani I ricdkin, after the sUmc adapiations of 
"The Birthday Party" and "The Boys in the Band" dearly 
set out to show thai he could make a film perse, lie's 
convinced us. 
Exciling is the key word in describing this film. The 
spectacular high speed car chase with an elevated 
suburban train had this reviewer literally clutching the 
edge of his scat. But what gives the film its impact is the 
thoroughly believable story and characterizations. And 
this is nol surprising as the basic facts of the film arc true. 
It is a police success story lhat happened almost by 
chance. Detective "Popcye" Doyle and his offsider 
Detective "Buddy" Russo are having an after-work drink 
in a New York night club when they .spot a suspicious 
looking character wilh known drug connections, flashing 
money about lavishly. 
Out of curiosity, they follow the suspect away 
from the club and find their suspicions justified. The 
suspect eventually leads them fo a recently arrived French 
T.V. star and his custom made Lincoln car. Inside the car 
is hidden 112 pounds of pure heroin - the largest drug 
cache ever smuggled into America al the one lime. Russo 
and Doyle then attempt to catoh ihc gang red-handed. 
Friedkin follows both sides of the story at a pace 
which, Ihough il is very fast, is never confusing or 
bewildering. Tension, too, is successfully maintained 
throughout the entire length of ihe film as friedkin has 
nol fallen into the trap of sacrificing credibility for effect. 
Tlie film is spiced with touches of rough humour -
there is one memorable scene in which, to quote one 
levicwui, "two of the chief plotters enjoy a leisurely 
gourmet meal in a lu.xurious, air-conditioned restaurant, 
while the forces of law and order, shivering outside, ruin 
their digestions with nasty lakc-away food in grea.sy 
paper." 
The acting is superb. In Gene Hackman Friedkin 
has found an actor who plays Doyle like a man, rather 
than as a Bondian super-sleuth, dressed in a ridiculous 
pork-pie hal. Running to fat, fallible. Often nuking 
mistakes and chucking his liat to Ihe ground like an angry 
child. Nol so often liaving something turn out well, and 
dancing an unrcslraincd jig. Tapping his gun to his ankle 
so the girls won't feel il when iie rubs up against them. 
He is brutal, too, and this is one of the real issues of 
the film. When the going is tough and the job and 
environment a difficult one, docs a policeman have to | 
resort to brutality, and should innocent bystanders be 
involved, and, sometimes, killed? I'riedkin, in his film, 
says yes. 
Tliis film is only surpassed in ils btilUatvce by A 
CLOCKWORK ORANGE, and therefore is compulsory 
viewing. 
THE BOYS 
INTHE 
BAND 
Directed by William Friedkin 
Screenplay by Mart Crowley 
The play 'The Boys in tbe Band' was firsl presented 
off Broadway and became, overnight, an astounding 
success. Afier a rewarding run in Sydney il had a few 
sporadic performances elsewhere until il was finally put 
to rest by the censor. Deprived Queenslanders w ill now be 
able to see William l-ficdkin's (Ireneh Conncctiou) 
version which has now been seen fit to enter public 
scrutiny under the 'R' certificate. 
Both stage and screen have since presented many 
plays and films on ihc homosexual Iheme and the 
ilklorical imporlance of 'Ihe Boys in ihe Hand' which 
broke the ice lor such subiect-malter will be lost due to 
its tardy unveiling liere. 
Scene of an accident on a parkway ajier a car ctwse belween police and underworld figures 
H:KM- TWi 
Doyle runs for cover after being shot at by a sniper 
A narcotics dealer (Marcel BozzuB') '^  /^'<" *>' Doyle as Ite tries to escap 
Two Films 
by 
Friedkin J 
The film (which is in fact a film of the play 
complete wilh original producer and cast) treats in detail 
the occasion of a birthday party thrown by a 'camp' of 
homosexuals for a (homosexual) friend. All proceeds gaily 
until one of Michael's (the ho.sl of the parly) old 
schoolfriends furns up. Tlie only 'straight' at the party, 
Alan sets off a chain of events which ends wilh Michael 
having lo accept that he detests being a homosexual as 
much as Alan detests the lisping 'camp-ii-up' interior 
decorator IJiiory. 
The actin.u is fiawless on all accounts, but there is 
liitlc to be said lor film technique. The camera is nol 
naturally confined to four walls as is the stare. 
Nevcrtiielcss this aspect is amply niasket! by the 
excepiionally fine dialogue, and the dynamic laimc o 
emotions so prolicieiuiy h.ir.dled by Ihe casi. 
•w.-f.'=ejai.san 
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PREVIEW 
CHEKHOV AND OLIVIER 
Yet another distinguished film will have its 
Oucen.sland premiere performance at the Schonell 
Tlieatrc. Thk time the talents of Chekhov and Sir 
Lawrence Oliver combine for a film version of "THE 
THREE SISTERS." 
The action takes pbcc in a Russian provincial town 
al the lurn of the century, over a period of three and a 
half years. Tlic slory centres round the diverse 
personalities of three sisters who live there with thcii 
brother. Tlie PROSOROV family are united in one 
passionate wish, to return to the intellectual and social 
sophistications of Moscow. Gradually their hopes arc 
blighted, and they arc lefl to their mundane lives when 
the Russian Army batteries stationed in their town are 
moved out. 
The three sisters. OLGA, MASHA and IRINA arc 
played by Jeanne Watts, Joan Plowright, and Louise 
Purncll, all members of the Nalional Theatre Company. 
Olivier plays the part of a doctor, CHEBUTKIN, who is 
an old family friend. The cast also boasts Alan BAles as 
VERSHININ, the colonel who falls in love with Masha. 
This is the first time Olivier has direcied a' film 
since "The Prince and the Showgirl" in which he 
co-starred wilh Marilyn Monroe thirteen years ago. Olivier 
is quoted as saying' "I believe that modern iheatre should 
move nearer to film techniques." THREE SISTERS is an 
evocative integration of theatre and cinema. Showing at 
Schonell for two weeks only from June 19. 
FILM 
FESTIVAL 
"THE HIRED HAND", Pcicr l-onda's directorial 
dcbul, is liaving its first release season at the Schonell 
Tlicatre in August. The film, which was awarded the 
"Films and l-ilniing 'Best I-ilm'" award for 1971 will be a 
highlight of the Seventh Brisbane rUm rcstival. 
Tlic I'csiival is at Schonell Tlieatrc from Tuesday 
l lth to Sunday 16th July. 
Other top line films to be shown (many for the first 
time in Australia), arc Grigori Kozintsen's "Ring Lear", 
"The Bookseller who Gave up Bathing," (Sweden), 
Jean-Luc Godard's "Venl D'Est," "White Shadows" and 
the "Lenin Gang," (Denmark) and a group of short films. 
The Australian film of the Sunbuiy Pop Festival will also 
be shown. 
Enquiries re bookings can be made at the American 
Bookstore, 229 Elizabeth Street, or by writing to 
Brisbane Film Feslival, Box 1655, G.P.O. Brisbane. 
Juneigth to 23 rd MGM mscNTs A STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION 
2001: a space odyssey 
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SUPERSTAR and GODSFELL 
VARIATIONSONATIIBII'liYJI-SIJS 
In the music of every 
age tlierc are works which 
come through , as 
comments on or reflections 
of c(mleniporary society 
and events; Beethoven's 
symphonies present an 
cnigmalic Napoleon and a 
Uiirnpc in turmoil. VcrdPs 
operas a veiled cry for 
llaVan milionnl rtiocenicnts 
and unity, Bach's- works 
echo the current protcstant 
fervour. So too from this 
generation's music two 
pieces have arisen which 
may be said lc> refleel the 
rchirlh of inieresi in the 
Chrislian religion, for there 
has been such even if only 
per favour of the 
apparently dubious Jesus 
m o v e m e n t - the 
tumultuous opera "Jesus 
Christ, Supctstar" and the 
delicate rock musical 
"God.spcll". And ycl . 
though Ihey present one 
theme - the gospel 
narrative - the two pieces 
present such a contrast as 
to make one wonder if 
they really are treating the 
one subject. Their tones 
are so different that they 
may hardly be related, and 
yet they are. 
"Sri'IK.STAR". lirsl 
landed as a cniurri iiica-
perl'onncd as M or.itorie 
now appeiirs as JII (!|H'M. 
deliveteil in a suriiMlisiii.-
si;i;.H- ';eiliiv: whi.'li 
reniiiiik'd nie a! a SUIIIHUM 
Dali painiiii!' in sliudos ol 
black, brown and .s^ iey. I lie 
casi ixinsisls ot eatian d.ul 
apostles, high priests who 
look like AiUiil rolls. ;i 
iiuisochiMic pilaie inul ;i 
d r a g - q u e e v i IICTIM). 
Although anotlu'r Tim 
Rico declares lhal he took 
no iheoloLMcal siaiuljioiiii, 
his whole (hciiu' is a 
mi.Miire of Schwcii/er's 
coiitvpi of an liislorical 
Jesus and Rudolf 
Butimanu's domytholo-
iiised gospels; inuiiipulaleil 
by a disenchanted Judas 
who sees the man Jesus 
glorifying himself by 
building around himseir a 
cliarism;] of divinity. Rice 
presents ihis theme in the 
opening arioso with the 
•words: "if you strip away 
the myth from the man" 
and m a i n t a i n s il 
throughout the opera. 
"SUPERSTAR" theology 
is conventional tried 
radiciil theology, nothing 
ni.'W. nothing oriiiinal. \ e l 
i! l-'rilliiini ami oii;;inal 
R i c i a i i i i i c h a t i s i i c 
ilieoloi'V conu's out in du.' 
lasl supper scfiuciue id 
livklv ihi' hiiicy nl' 
()rlliod()\ ehuKhiMfn, 
where ihc ilespairin^ .lesiis 
rduikcs hi.s (Iriinkeii 
aposllcs wilh ;i sarcastic 
"for all .\'ou care, ihis 
could he my body 
. . . . ihis ciMikl ho my 
blood . . . . ihis is my 
body, ihis is my hlouill" 
.Alihouiih a tihretio liniits 
an\ real depth of 
chanii'ior, Rice is cjiiiic 
successful in iloing this. Mis 
characlers arc a t'iii;ilisiii-. 
egocentric Jesus, an angry 
self righleous Judas, and a 
Mary .Magdalene who 
appears lo be the only irue 
saini of the piece. 
Lloyd Weber's music is 
s u r e l y t h e most 
exceptional ever prodiia'd 
by the rock-cullurc. It 
contains the rock idiom of 
a Jon Lord with the 
remarkable trappings of 
the Russian neo-elassicists. 
.Melody does not appear to 
have been Weber's primary 
concern, ralhcr, his pieces 
are experiments in rhythm 
and niovenient, nol 
nielddir inveniion and 
proiTessions, very niui'li 
like ("ail Oril or tierslnviii. 
Ills arias arc viriuosic 
displays of liniin;.' ami 
rlivihiiiii.' coniple\ities, as 
in '•|-.veryiliin!'"s Alii.^lii." 
Mis dfiilin.iis Willi the 
oiclK'siral ;icconipaiiiim.'n[ 
C'-'m inriueiia's uf 
Stravinski's bold and 
definitive slyle. Yet some 
of the reeilalions arc 
ImliiToiis, especi.illy thai 
of the priests where I hey 
babl'le jiu'riiiiinalions 
againsi Jesus lo a lilting, 
completely unsuitable 
melody. rin: iiiiisit-jl 
cliinas of Ihc piece is 
Jesus' passionate agon;- in 
the garden. .S'owliere in the 
annals of all the Baclis, 
M o n t e v e r d i s a n d 
Paleslrinas is there a 
composition which so 
grippingly clutches the 
despair and sickened fear 
of Jesus' agony. Although 
the libretto appears banal 
in its reading, combined -
wilh this music ii has a 
Irue depth and meaning. 
With such music and a 
soaring production which 
would have Cecil ii de 
Milk' env ious , Ihe 
clockttiirk casi is helitlleil 
and depeT«>nali/.ed. Tlwy 
drift down ramps or wing 
in on a i ubu Iar IiM. 1:0 
lli!i)u;:li llieir cliorco-
graphcil atls and dissolve 
a>;ain. Only the shriekiii!: 
He 10(1 who flies in on a 
golf huMv is inenioralilc. 
fhe i>''o Niu^e-assisUilus 
iviii) appear to rcpreseni 
demi-ur.i;es or lorces of lale 
add a touch of ihe 
Japjui's'j kabiiki theaire 
and reniiiiueii .... ki> 
Tennessee Williams' 
excesses in one of his 
"look mama, aren'i I heins; 
arty" muinenls. 
T h e n t h e r e is 
•\;ODSl'i"l.l.." The Slagc 
is a fenced enclosure with a 
props basket filled with old 
cloihes. Onlo this march 
Ihe pholosophers from 
Plato to Niebuhr. In Iheir 
attempts to out shout their 
neighbours, iheir religious 
pholosophics arc lost in a 
ringing pandemonium, 
Ihcy begin throwing the 
rags at one another in 
fruslralion. All is suddenly 
hushed when John the 
Baptist, dressed as a 
colorful rinmiiastcr enters 
Uni of Qld FilmGroup 
UGUTESU MONOGATARI 
The Uithrersity of Queensland Film Group presents its programme for 
terms II and III. Movies from the world's greatest directors: Renoir, Chabrol, 
Cocteau (France), Lange, Lubitsh (Germany), Kurosawa, Mizogushi (Japan). 
Pasolini, Rossellini (Italy), and many more. 
Seventeen programmes and 34 films, all for the new reduced 
membership fee of S3.00 (or $1.50 per term). 
Other Benefits include free 35 mm programmes and reductions on 
Schonell Screenings, 
ENQUIRE NOW AT THE SCHONELL THEATRE OR AT ONE OF 
OUR SCREENINGS AT 7.00 pp FRIDAY NIGHTS, PHYSIOLOGY LECTURE 
THEATRE I. 
ftlAMLElllUMIKKl 
NO FREE LIST 
NOW SHOWING 
tr< ptntut m*tl I'll f" •" *'" •• 
rROM WARNER BROS. 
4 SKSSIONS Mon. • S«t, 10.15, I.JO, 4,4}, a.os 
FORUM 
•JM-tWiU,! 
SUNDAY 
at 4.15 ft 7.40. 
Rei. Ph. 21 32SS. 
A SCENE FROM "GODSPEV.L" 
Irom Ihc rear of the 
Iheatrc aiinduncim; IIH' 
advent of IIK- Mossinh. Nie 
philosophers' ri'spcnse is to 
strip themselves of llteir 
geiieralioN or sci-tioii of 
socieiy, and thus may 
a v o i d s e e i n g the 
recriiiiiiutioiis. .Again, Ihis 
dowdy costumes, and don "* " ( I O D S I'l-.LL .S" 
the rags which a moment del ihotatc ambi:.iuity. 
before ihey were throwiiiii. 
Ihey beeiinii' ragiMiy-afiiis. 
d o wns. iiiiilti-coloiired 
chimney sweeps, echoin.ti 
Ihe words "unless ;i tiiaii 
beidines as a chikl. lie will 
nol enter the kin.udoiii of 
heaven." 
Here "(JODSPELL" 
begins. With a musical 
.score ranging from gentle 
folk songs througli rock, 
hillbilly and soft.shoc tu 
the fiery, dramatic 
rccilalivc "Alas for You," 
Inii'lleciually. il is tmich 
more profound ihan 
"Sliri:RSTAR" which is 
sliallow. but becau.se of the 
surrealistic media which 
opera is. alt such 
traditional pieces are 
ll 0 o 111 e d 
ahortcoming. 
10 t h i s 
" G 0 D S I ' I ; L L " is 
more the voice of a 
growing generation than is 
"SUl'KRSTAR." which 
lacks practical purpose. 
Tliis is Harry .M. Miller's 
the cast of ten present in f.,^ ,„ „ .^ ins,iu„ion;,,i,cd 
mime, charades, dance and ^u i s , in his produciion 
burles<|uc the gospel of St. „, , ^ ,„^ ^^ ,,,y ^^  (.,,^i,,i^„^ 
M a l l h c w . W h e r e , „ , , , , j„ , „,^ ,,,^^„,_ .^^^^ 
Superstar made hardly a ^ . ^ j ^ ;, ^,, ^^ .^^ .^  publicized 
.single appeal to the (ii„„ni^.i.y, pmwramic 
emotions, concentrating ,j.,^^.^ „^ ^^„,^^.^ ^ j^^ j^ j^ 
rather on the senses, •^^^, ^ „,^^„„,, ,,j^ 
"(.ODSPELL" seeks to ,^.^,y ,^ ,^ ,^ .„ ,.^.Q^^ 
exploit as many as ^y,^:^^^. j^ ., ^„,^„ 
possible. Ils infectious p,^^^^.,, .^ ^^ ,^j^  j.^., ,.,^ .^ , 
humour and happincs.s J^l''' s U P I" R .S T A R' S ' ' 
sweep along to a moving originality. The Australian 
climax where Jesus bids produciion is the .same as 
farewell lo his playmates ,,,^ . ,jroyt|„.ay produciion 
before being Hung, y^^ j^ ^^^^ dilTcrences in 
cruciform, againsi the wire ^^^^ ^^^^^^ barmoniialions 
fence whicli now encloses a 
playground. ;uid costumes. But I think 
Jesus is re>l presented as perhaps lhal was a 
man or God, tie is a clown, necessity, 
everybody's fool. The The cast of each 
play's niessiige is nol a produciion is highly 
dogmatic, fundamentalist polishud and professional. 
Urcaehcr like the Jesus "SUI'i-RSTAR'S" Judas, 
movement, and could jusl John l-nglish, is suitably 
as ca.sily be the story of passionate, h'or the delicate 
Ghandi or any other creature Trevor White Is, 
a p o s t l e of pciU'c. his Jesus is remarkably 
" G 0 D S P K L L " is powerful. This is • due 
»ntheological, lis success almost complclcly to his 
lies in ils ambiguity, hi it amazing voice. Since only, 
the orthodox ("hristian sees Jesus in "(JODSPELL" has 
God, Ihc agnostic sees a true role, character 
merely a teacher of love; portrayals arc ignored, 
the Christian Kin interpret each actor takes on any 
the end as the resurrection, number of roles during the 
lo Ihe unbeliever it is no show, some of these arc 
such thing. " G O D - e x c e p i i o n a l . S u e 
SPELL'S" Slyle is free, Hollywood, ori.einally from 
i m p r o v i s e d a nd H r i s b a n c . is an 
spontaneous, yel despite outrageously slovenly 
tliat freedom, there is no patriarch Abraham in one 
lack of depth. Like sequence, Carmen Tanti is 
"HAIR", "GODSPELL" is an hilariously unscxy .sex 
a loaded barrel of below siren in another. Tlic entire 
surface nuana'si As show belongs lo Gregory 
clowns the east is able to Ross whose roles range 
make a mockery of from John the Baptist lo 
ineffttcuial religion ""'1 Judas. He displays a lalcnl 
slaetiaied society ihrou.eli anj {Jnimatic voice as 
their inimiery. The Bible's slrikinu as Richard 
"great denunciation" Burton's and a stage 
where Jesus decries the presi-nce as strong as 
hypocrit ical pliarisee; Nureycv's. 
becomes a potent and " S U P E R S T A R " is 
harsh criticism directed thrilling and impressive; 
againsi the sanciiiiionieus " G 0 D S P1- L L " is 
buddhas of the modern m e ;i n i n g f u 1 » " d 
church and slate in "Alas erfervestvni. Depeiuiin!! on 
lor You" when l'"'"s "^•'''*' V"" c'^ l'w '^l "'" *'<« 
shouts "yuur vener; lion Ilieatre. whether you desire 
shall bear the guilt o f i t e n t c r i a i n m e n t or 
all." Yet, because they arc stimulation, one may be as 
downs, the aiidienci- need jioodas the olher. They are 
nol relate the cast lo any just different. 
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One distressing feature of modern society is Uic^^fT ^ T ' ^ j ^ ^ v - j ^ ^ ^ v i 
widespread acceptance in lhat ancient heresy, the belief in ^TJ^^v*^^^*^ ,^--7- -./>|/.'^v 
a round earth. So generally is Ihis held that people who 
point out the obvious fact that the world is flat arc 
aclually considered eccentric. An observer from anotiicr 
planet (also flat) would doubtless conclude that alt earth 
people arc mad: they can scc that the world is flat, tlicy 
can prove scientifically lhal it is flat, and yet they persist .y^>' 
in believing against all logic and reason that it isn't. '^' 
Arguing with round<arlhers always makes me Nvant to 
take Ihem to the edge and push them off: Ihcy have an ;i 
annoying habit of smiling superciliously in their ignorance ) 
as if to .say "Wc know wc arc right, so no matter what .^ <j^ v 
proofs you advance they arc hound lo bo wrong anyway." 
Tliis mental attitude is found elsewhere, of course - it is ? 
no coincidence that every one of our Qucen.sland" \-T 
politicians is a round-carthcr. \ -
Rational thought has no effect on round i^arthers, K^^^.T^ - 'V 
It is quite obvious, for instance, that if Hie earth were jv); 
round people would fall off the bottom ofit. Supporters/^ 
of Ihe round earth theory will icll you lhat gravity keeps 
as on. Tliey apparently have not noticed that gravity only '-. 
acts downwards; it has never ycl been shown lo keep 
things in place by an upward or sideways pull. Their 
argumeni is a circular one - ihcy assume the world is ?• 
round, and therefore deduce lhat gravity must pull*^ 
towards the centre of llic sphere, and Ihcy use the "facl" 
that gravity pulls towards the centre of the sphere to 
explain why people do not fall off it. Tlic conclusion is 
based on a premise which is derived from the conclusion! 
iTustratcd in their attempts to go round the earth in 
circles, tlie round-earthcrs make their arguments go round 
and round in circles instead, 
Aclually of course the world IS circular, only flat ^ 
like a pancake. Tlicie is no truth at all in the rumour that x 
the world is really a pork chop: this is merely a rcd?"^ 
herring brought in lo confuse |)coplc. Tlic Norlh Pole is in 
the centre of the circle, and the Soulh Pole is an 
enormous ia* cap around the rim; Tills facl, incidentally, 
can be clearly seen ifyou examine the maps at the front 
of an atlas. It is quite simple to sail around the world f-
from east lo wcsl, or vice versa, but exiwriencc lias shown 
that it LS impossible to do it from norlh lo south. Tliose 
who sail around the world arc actually going round like a' 
needle i-i the groove of a record, hence the new airlin-ji 
ids; "My Uic groovy way to England." 
People foolish enough to try to do a north-south & 
trip around the world arc entering into a very dangerous 
occupatnn; to date, thirty-fivc arctic and antarctic 
explorers have disappeared, not counting a number of'^ 
entire ships which have vanisltcd never again to be seen in •. -. 
this world. It is a pity that the only conclusive way to??" 
prove that the world is flat, which is fo fall over the edge, 5 
docs not permit its discoverers lo come back and tcU*^  
others what they have found. 
Over the last few years a number of astronauts havc^y^^^.^^ f^i^S.., ^TC_ 
been photographing the world from their spaceships, bul '/^''-^.^y^.^)': V^ "^ '"( 
the signifacance of what they have seen has very seldom/^'^~ 
been realized. F.vcry one of the published pholos shows ay 
fbt, circular earth, a perfect disk shape. Round i^arthersbi -' 
insist that the photos prove their case, and when il is^ J^^  
pointed out ihgt the pictures do nothing of the soil, I h c y ^ 
fall back on the old trick of saying it only LOOKS like aiji'' 
disk because you can't scc all of it. How inconsistent can ~ 
one be? Round-earthcrs disini.ss the facl lhal the earth 
looks flat, that gravity seems to act downwards, that MKC 
sun looks as if it rises and sets, and ycl the moment it 
.suits tlicm Ihey slart talking about how somethingi^, 
LOOKS like something else. .? 
A classic "proor' of Ihc round earth is the "fact"'!, 
lhal as a ship goes oul to sea it appears lo disappear under, 
the horizon, till only the tip of its mast shows above the;.-' 
water. Tliis can easily be shown to be an illusion by 
looking through a scl of binoculars when it will al once 
become apparent lhat the ship is really there all the time; 
in facl, on a dear day it is possible to scc a ship 
twenty-five miles away by this method. According to Ihc 
scientists the curve of the earth's surface should produce a 
hump of water three hundred and eighty feet high 
between you and the ship, and how is it possible to see 
the vessel tluough that"? 
If the round-earthcrs really beh'eve in their silly 
theory, why don't they make use of it? \Vliy not drive an 
underground tunnel perfectly straight between here and 
Melbourne, and put a couple of railway tracks through it? 
If the earth was round as they say it is, that tunnel would 
appear to be sloping into tho ground about fifteen degrees 
at each end even allhough il is perfectly straighi, which 
means that a train pul al one end of it would run by the 
force of gravity at least half ihe length of the tube and 
probably momentum would carry it most of the way up 
the olhci side. It would then be possible to travel from 
Brisbane to Melbourne almost entirely by the force of 
gravity at an enormous saving in fuel and engine wear, r'or 
that matter, one could drive a tunnel righl through the 
earth, and let gravity take you to the centre of the earth 
while the speed you picked up would hurtle you 
"upwards" past the centre point lo your destination. 
Personally, I find the idea of looking down into a shaft in 
the ground and seeing a man shooting up at me Ihrough 
the force of gravity a bit hard lo swallow, but if I believed 
in a round earth it would be perfectly practicaL 
A round-earth fiicnd of mine has just told me that 
the centre of the earth h extremely hot, and th«t this; 
wciuld prevent the pUn working. You've got to tdmire 
"'• . .', rthem, tliey have an answer for everything. I asked him 
J -•;:,£] how he knew if was hot, and he tells me that all that 
out to him lhal if the earth is round, there should he NO 
gravity at its centre at all, since round-earlhers define 
gravity as the attraction to the centre, and when one was 
at llic centre Ihere could therefore be nowhere else to be 
attracted to. If there is no gravity there, it can't be hot. 
My friend has now gone, declaring that there is no point 
in talking to a mad flat-catthcr who keeps finding holes in 
his sciciitinc arguments. 
Those of us who can remember back to 1957 and 
before, when sputnik one was launched, will recall that 
scientists used lo say Ihc great difficulty in keeping a 
satellite up v^as to strike a balance between gravity pulling 
it down and centrifugal force and Ihe launching speed 
sending it off into space. This was based on the erroneous 
idea that a satellite would revolve around and round 
earth. To date more than two thousand artificial satclliles 
and innumerable natural ones (the moon, comets, some 
meteors) arc "up there" circling the flat, disk shaped 
world, and the story that it was difficult has been quietly 
forgotten, loxpcricncc has shown that most Ihings put 
inlo space lend to stay up there, doubtless as a natural 
law instigated by providence to prcvcnl men being 
bombarded by hundreds of fragments of space debris 
thoughtlessly thrown aboul by the scientists. 
Tiiosc who still hold the world lo be round arc 
forced into the position where they have lo believe ihal 
almost any posilion in space will do for an "orbit." Wliy 
then don't they put something into "orbit" say five 
hundred feet above the earth - a flying carpet, say - and 
use helicopters lo land and lake off from it so thai il can 
be used as a cheap form of international transport? Before 
the scientists rush forward to say ihal you can'l possibly 
pul a flying carpet into orbit five hundred feet above the 
y^ v.itQund because you have to have a perfect balance 
^between centrifugal force (of rotation) and gravity, i 
^^ <^;^ would point oul again lhal their own experiments prove 
*" - this is nol uue - nol true, thai is, as long as they hold by 
their round earth theory. Of course it can'l be done: the 
reason is that the earth is flat, that's all 
Personally, I take litlle interest in U.l-'.O.'s as they 
arc called today, but il is worlh pointing out lhat Ihcsc 
• were once known as I-lying Saucers. It is a universal 
Qivprinciple of nature that natural designs arc always 
'1/! .\'^"P'''-''"cd in many forms, unless they happen to be 
"j-i/^^, ^""^ °^^ ^ '^*'" '^" '^"'^ '^  ^^ ^^^^^ ''"^  "''**='• repealed. The 
'''^^.i^Q.evo\ul]m of animal life shows thousands of examples of 
'\>^lhis sorl of repetition. Where, in nature, do we scc the 
#^sauccr shape repeated? Arc wc to suppose that the U.E.O. 
^ i s the only saucer shaped thing in creation? Arc we to 
r suppose lhat the great prototype of the saucer shape is 
'J^thc earth itself: after ail, if the earth moves through space 
j^,^ is it not reasonable to suppose that other space Ihings 
^,.,y,.-should have tiie same form? 
*_. For many years after radio was invented it was 
•known that radk) broadcasts could not be sent over very 
| \ great distances, and the scientists gleefully quoted (his as 
•t -^ ••'£ 5 | evidence that the earth is round. The radio waves, they 
" -^.-.J^'^-f 1 said, could not pass around the "curve" of the earth. With 
o i %• f I *''*' development of short wave broadcasts which can be 
ff • .i , heard around tlie world, scientists were forced to come up 
, with alternative theories, and ulfimatelyptoduced the idea 
52 that these radio waves bounce off the upper levels of the 
-atmosphere. How veiy convenient! The obvious 
Jconclusion that these waves are merely more powerful 
t K'and can reach further over the flat earth was rejected out 
jof hand as being too simple. 
Yet another classie "proof of the round earth 
1 theory is the fact that astronomers can predict eclipses by 
calculations which include belief in a round world. 
Unfortunately for those who quote this, it is known that 
the ancient Chinese, the Aztecs, the ancient inhabitants of 
India, and olhers who knew perfectly well that thccailh 
_~^ is flat were also able to predict eclipses. It is sometimes 
Jp^mentioned that the sun during an eclipse casts a curved 
;<' shadow, and that when the moon is eclipsed what is said 
"" to be the shadow of the earth over the moon is also 
curved. This proves nothing: a saucer will cast a curved 
* shadow and no one would suggest ihis proves that a 
saucer is spherical. 
Tlic question may arise, why is this round earth 
;' theory so widely accepted? The answer probably lies with 
Y'lhc story of that ancient heretic Galileo, who vvas called 
\ before a church inquisition centuries ago lo recant liis 
iideas. Instead of burning him at the stake, the church 
elders permitted him to retract his absurd theories, and 
rumour lias it lhat he even murmured, "nevertheless, it 
docs move," as they led him away. They should have 
- realized that there was more at stake than Galileo. Once 
such mad beliefs are permitted lo survive they are bound 
I to grow and flourish, as wc see in the slories of belief in 
^.Astrology, Womens Lib, Democracy, etc. I do nol 
;j„.<ierJously expect to convince any one by writing this 
article, since the beliefs of mosl siudents at this 
University arc loo deeply ingrained to be disturbed by 
• mere facts. I desire no more than to show lhat 
''\MAa^r\AcT\{ thought and the questioning of accepted 
'^ ideas still survive, however hard the University and the 
established society may try to stamp them out 
m BY A.R. FITZHERBERT 
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BEmjOPMBIT 
Six Australian Students arc 
currently living in 
Indones ia studying 
Australian trade, aid and 
investment there. 
The six Australian siudenls 
are: 
Miss Christine CAROI-AN. 
20, a .Mcllwiirnc University 
honours .student in 
Indonesian. 
Mr. David llOUliY, 17, a 
Perth secondary school 
•student who has studied 
Indonesian for four years. 
Mr. Nick HUGHES, 24, a 
postgraduate student in 
Agricultural E.cononiics a I 
the University of New 
England. 
Mr. (;regg LANDY, 2.1. a 
postgraduate sludent in 
Indonesian Studies at 
Sydney University. 
Australian businessmen. 
The team's dcscripiion 
begins - "The irack is well 
kept and Ihe tnenibcrs' 
stand extravagant. The 
members' area is glass 
enclosed, ait conditioned, 
fully carpeted and serviced. 
The niajoriiy ofihe people 
in the tiieiiibers stand w'tc 
white while in she (wo 
lower levels wc saw no 
\\hilcs. Most ol till' people 
present al the riicc iiK-eiiug 
p r e r e q u i s i t e f o r 
businessmen coming to 
Indonesia. His wife is 
involved in a local 
orphana.ee ami tlie team 
feel ih.ii ihi^  illiiMrates the 
way Inisincssmcii vouW 
become socially involved in 
Ihe siluaiion in which they 
find iheiiiselvcs. 
These Auslralians 
seem atjpieal lio^cvei. 
Auslralian doctor in I9()K 
but is ni)W administered by 
a United Stales aid 
organi/>::iiion and receives 
supplementary funds from 
Australia. 
The presence <.\f the 
Aiistralain inirscs has 
affecied the efficiency ol 
Ihe ward so much so llial 
ihe project may be pli;iseti 
out hy ihe end of l')73. 
Aiiollii-f team of 
two Aiisinilian nurses is 
in Uic 
of Uw 
llu- o ver\* He I Ml in' 
were liidoiie\i,iiiH and unl impivssioii ihc team luivu'is beiiiji csiaUlishcd 
in llie stand but cuit in the "ihc puiential jiul existing ()ritiop;icdic Ward 
;;round where it is free, separntcnoss b^ -iwoon Surahaja General llospiial. 
About 7Ci'; of the 1111],) ne s i a n s and \ u r s e Dodds' 
Inilonesiaiis «ere (.liikiren. Australians. There is SKtne impivssion of lnd<inesia are 
Miss Kim LODGIILIN, 17, 
a N.S.W. secondary school 
studenl who has studied 
Indonesian at school. 
Miss Marian MAY, 21, an 
honours graduate in 
Indonesian from the • 
Australian National 
University in Canberra. 
Talking to the 
In a recent report to Australian maiuiger of the 
IDA direct from Indonesia race-track they learned 
the leam outlined their ihnj he is so inierested m 
lindincs to date. Below arc converting Indonesians lo 
a cro« section of the types gambling that he is trying 
of Auslralian projects and to establish punting tables 
people they have met. in villages. 
They show that Auslralian 
involvement in Indonesia The following day 
ranges from the altruistic two team members Miss 
to the profitecrine. Chrisliiic Carolan and Mr. 
Nick Hughes went to visit 
Soon after arriving an Australian hearing aid 
in Djakarta the team were plant. Ihc manager here 
invited to a special race was very interested in 
meciing al Ihc Pvilo Mas Indonesian culture and 
race-course which has been believes that a knowledge 
established by a group of of Indonesian is a 
Australians 
v/orking in 
Indonesia 
c o n t a c t b e t w e e n 
Australians and the chte of 
westerni/.ed ' Indonesians 
but otherwise praciically 
no interaction. lor 
example, most Ausualians 
don't use public transport 
in Indonesia and send ihcir 
c h i l d r e n 1 o a n 
Austral ian/European 
school." 
The first Auslralian 
aid project the team visited 
was the Orthopaedic Ward 
al the main Djakarta 
hospital. H«t<i t'l'^ y 
interviewed Nurse Margaret 
Dodds from Australia. 
Tliis project was 
established by an 
a "strikisvi conttasi 
between rich und poor, .i 
tremendous lack of privacy 
and the general IceVmg of 
chaos around you." 
Speaking to the 
chief Inodnesian nurse in 
the ward the team learnt 
lhat all the Indonesian 
nurses have second jobs in 
Ihe afternoon because their 
Government sjilary is loo 
link to live on. 
After a tour of Ihe 
hospital Gregg Landy 
.summed up his impressions 
as "Crowded, noisy and 
depressing." He went on to 
say that the hospital was 
built decades ago and has 
been running down ever 
since. It is crowded with 
people, doctors, nurses, 
studcnis, workers, palienl.s. 
relatives and noise. He 
concluded "The only 
redeeming feature was the 
posilive attitude lo their 
vocalHjn by doctors and 
nurses." 
Another project the 
team vistied was the Bogor 
Water Supply I'rojeit. Tliis 
is a ('oluinbo Plan I'rojiel 
bevun in l'^" to improve 
the water siippl.v of itie 
H();:i;: ""niicipiilhy in W. 
lava. Al ihe nioinem 
Itdi'or is divided inio iwd 
w;iter supply areas wliieh 
receive 12 iioiirs w:iier 
supply iMch (lay ai besl. 
The Ausifjliati chief 
of the water supply projcii 
lold Ihe leain thai first 
slagc ik-st;M\ bad been 
t o 111 p I e I e <l a n d 
auislruelion tiegiin. This 
first siai'.e aiiimints lo an 
emergency water siippl>' 
for Dogor's presenl 
populaiion. 
WORK 
1 ult pressure troiii 
llie new sysleni is cx(x.'CU'd 
In Ihc end of 1972 if 
supply boiilenecks from 
Australia ate overcome. 
Indonesians do the 
actual physical contracting 
work of the project and 
the technical documen-
tation is done by the 
foreign firm handling the 
project. 
The project will lifi 
the Uving staiidatds of the 
people of liogor but water 
will be more expensive lo 
the consumer. 
The team ended 
tlicir reporl to Australia 
with a summary of their 
views on Australian 
generally. They said, 
"Iirstly. wc siv increasing 
miliiary and political 
eo-operaiion in the cinilcM 
ol anii-eoiiiinunisin and 
anli-Mihversicin in llic nexl 
few years between 
Australia and Indonesia. 
Secondly, we see 
increasine cctuioiiiie 
ai-operation on a regional 
(Souttieasi Asian) level and 
increiisini.' aid. trade and 
invest mem ties between 
Indonesia and Australia. 
I iiially. we see 
increasing exchan,t;es of 
[X'rsimiicl in many fields 
and ai different levels but 
this will slill be too 
oiK'-w:i.\' • more .Australians 
in IiuliJiiesia than vice 
vorsa.'" 
Ou liie ill tudonesia 
ihi' K-aiM s;iid "Wc see .in 
iiilhix ()'' superficial 
)nodin.:s Iroiii overscan, we 
see welfare-capiuitisin 
being adopted, we see ;i 
top heavy disiribuiion of 
power ;iud wealth, we see a 
disiinet middle ckiss ;ind 
we see a clea.' tlivisjon 
between I'lneiriinenl and 
ihe prople and bciween 
urban and rural liulniiesia. 
We hclieie lli;it there is a 
speci.il lmloiiesi;m Wi!\- of 
lookini! ai ihines and we 
believe Uuil vve have 
soiiioihiii!; to learn Irom 
Indonesia." 
The IDA le.jin wjll have 
much more inforiiiaiioii on 
other .Australian projetls 
:inil involvement in 
liuionesi;i when they 
ret urn. 
The team will also 
U' disiiibuting "Indonesia 
Informal ion Kits" 
containing articles on 
Auslralian aid and 
invesiiiieni. Indonesian 
agricultural policies and 
populaiion problems, a 
map, pholos, and a 
bibliography. If you would 
like a copy please place an 
advance order with 
IDA al 
21 Alfred Crescent, 
N. 1 ilzroy. Vic. 3068. 
Copies are SOc each. 
Bulk orders for schools and 
-Indonesian rclaiions and comnumity groups will be 
on life in Indonesia taken. 
feaatural food^i^? 
•mf^ 
TIBETAN BARLEY BREAD 
(ftom the Tassajaia Bread Book) 
The only bread you need to know how to make, the greatest, (one large 
loaO 
2 cups barley Hour (jirind your own al Laurel Canyon Natural foods) 
4 cups of whole wheal flour 
Vz cup millet meal (or roasted sunflower seeds or roasted .sesame seeds) 
l'/:l.sah 
2 t. sesame oil 
2 t. corn oil 
3'/2 cups boiling water 
Pm roast barley Hour in I t. sesame oil until darkened. Mix Hours together 
with salt. Add oil. rubbing Hour between hands until oily. Add bodmg walct. 
using spoon to mix unlil hands cool by dipping ihem i^''"-' °[^;° ;^J,'";^;;; 
unlil earlobe consistency. Knead until smooth. Place m oiled p^ ins. Cu tcps 
rn;thw^e Proof 2 - 6 hours or overnight. Bake at 500 deg. for 20 niinules on 
middle shelf, then 450 deg. for 40 minutes on top shelf. Crust will be tough bul 
unsidc tender. If at first you don'i succeed don't be discouraged. Try btiUini, H 
350 deg. for 1 Vi hours. 
There is a discount sale on now at Laurel Canyon Natural Foods on 
teas, cosmetics, health lines, books. 
SCHOLAR-
SHIP 
The Deparlnicnt ol 
Udiieation and Science has 
announced lhal the closing 
date for German 
Covernmeni Scholarships 
has been extended to .tune 
30. 
further information 
and application forms may 
be obtained from ihe 
Secretary of the 
Department of liducaiion 
and Science {German 
Government Scholarships) 
Post OtTlte Box 826. 
Woden, A.C.T. 2606. 
AT THE ST, LUCIA SHOPPING VILLAGE 
Opposite Bank of N.S.W. Ph. 71.3979 
The 
Republic of 
offering 17 
for courses 
l e d cral 
(Jerniiiny is 
Scholarships 
of advanced 
training (other Hum 
pharmacy and chcinii-al 
engineering) for one year 
from I April 1973 al 
German universities, 
technical universities, and 
academies of art or inusic. 
A limited number of 
these may be in the form 
of Ira-'Ci grants for holders 
of Commonwealth and 
o lhcr ptisl-graduate 
awards. 
Uenefils include 
return fare lo Germany, 
living allowance of S132 -
S212 a month depending 
on age and experience and 
;i marriage allowance of 
S53 u month. 
ApVERTIStMCNT 
Tortured 
forChrist! 
. Milan Haimovici 
lutheran pastor Milan Haimo-
vici spent eight years in Ro-
manian jails passing ihrough 
indescribable tortures. The 
Communists placed tiim bare-
foot on burning coals. He was 
savace'y beaten in the groin 
and made to empty barrels 
filled with the human waste of 
thousands of prisoners with his 
own hands. Hov;ever, his faith 
v.:t!.'Stcod oil those trials. Even 
Communist olficers as Ihey 
spoke laler about i;, v^ erc tilled 
with such respect that thoy 
took off their hats when speak-
ing about this living saint. 
Tiiousands of Christian pns-
oners died in Romanian Com-
munist jails. A complete ac-
count of Ihcir courDScou?. f ailh 
and stand for the Lo.'d i'. con-
tained in the book TORTURED 
FOR CHRIST, by Rev. Ricfiard 
Wurmbrand, a bestseller in 25 
languages. 
Be interested itt the plight 
of our persecuted brethren 
behind ihe Iron and Bam-
boo Curtai'ns. You can help! 
Mail coupon for the book, 
"Tortured for Christ" by 
Rev, Richard Wurmbrand.. 
rJe^ u'i to Iho cofflmunljt world I i>.0. !3ox 63 " 
I DIacXhcalli, N.S.W. 2765. Australia | 
8 "flefne.Tbcf thom thit me In io/iiJ»" • 184aTAB 
• Name 
lAddiejs 
|city 
Istito Zip 
1M<ll coupon for FREE book .. -D'Torturtd for Chrlit" Thank You. | 
- l.alesl information about 
THE HUMAN 
POTENTIAL 
MOVEMENT 
to .social Invaluable 
w o r k e r s . teachers, 
universily sUidcnts. and all 
types of creative, cultural 
;ind training groups. 
Techniques for sensitivity 
training, group dynamics, 
role playing, communi-
c a t i o n , relaxation, 
crea t iviiy. goal-seeking 
decision making, conirol of 
altention. VOL I & VOL 11 
S2 I;ACII. 
E]g]E|S]B]ElElE)E]E]g]E]ElBlEIE|B|G]B]E]g 
IS i:nKwatitiNat!ia:iiaa:aa>i?iiTia im 
IS 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
__ IE! 
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PAGE 14 SEMPER FLOREAT 
would you believe.. 
JUNE 19 1972 
NOT QUITE, JUST3 DAYS AGO. 
SEMPER FLOREAT was 
forty years old last Friday 
and its first Editor still 
doesn't know how or why 
he was appointed. 
But from the humble 
beginnings of a small 4 
page weekly costing 8 
pounds to produce each 
week. SEMPER FLOREAT 
has grown in size and 
quality over the years. 
After 40 years, I thought it 
may have tieen quite 
difficult to track down the 
fint person who put pen to 
paper for this University's 
newspaper. But I found the 
first editor, (Wr.E.T.S. 
"Eddie" Pearce at his 
Toowong home. Not that 
it was too difficult to track 
him down, Mrs Pearce is 
now on the Univefsity 
Senate and well-known in 
Women's £iollege affairs. 
S^MPEB FLOREAT had a 
rather special beginning. At 
that time, GALMAHRA 
was THE publication of 
the Union. Galmahra was 
the publication to which 
all literary work was 
contributed. SEMPER 
FLOREAT was destirted at 
that time to remain a news 
information sheet. 
At the end of April 1932, 
first year History and 
Economics student was 
approached by the 
President of the Union, 
H.F. McGrath to help set 
up a campus newspaper. 
The first SEMPER 
FLOREAT came out on 
Thursday 16 June, 1932. tt 
sold then for twopence. 
At the time when the 
University was still at the 
George St. location, 4 sales 
distribution points were 
established each week. 
This was organized by the 
Business Manager at the 
time, Dave Curlewis, now a 
successful Brisbane 
solicitor. 
Sales were made at the 
cellars in tho Men's and 
Women's Common Rooms, 
in the Engineering faculty 
and there were 2 roving 
sellers. 
The first print was 300 and 
most students and staff 
bought their we^ly issue. 
"SEMPER was merely 
designed as a means of 
communication. Although 
the Uni was still very snnall 
there was no formal means 
of communication," Mr. 
Pearce told me. 
"It was simply a weekly 
newspaper. The whole 
object was to provide 
information about what 
was on and brief stories of 
what had happened and 
things people missed." 
"The initial reaction was 
quite exciting. That sounds 
silly I suppose, but as I 
recall it tKcame a topic of 
conversation, (t used to be 
really great fun." 
And how did the name 
"SEMPER FLOREAT" 
come to be picked. 
"I think Bill Mahoney may 
have been responsible. It 
think it was a bit ironic 
We weren't sure that it 
would flourish." 
( E D I T O R ' S NOTE: 
"SEMPER FLOREAT' is 
Latin for "May it always 
flourish") 
And did the young 
"Eddie" Pearce think that 
SEMPER would continue? 
"Yes," he told me. 
"especially at the end of 
the first year." 
"It was real fun doing the 
paper. It was the focus of 
attention on the campus. It 
provided a forum and a 
talking point for more 
discussion." he said. 
And just how did he come 
to be appointed. 
"I really don't know. I was 
in .ny first year there and 
the president at the time, 
H.F. McGrath approached 
me. I don't know why I 
was picked. But I did the 
job and I really enjoyed it. 
My main role was as the 
production editor." 
UNION COUNCIL MEETING 
It is interesting to 
note the following extract 
from the July 14, 1932 
issue of SEMPER 
FLOREAT: 
The report of the 
staff of SEMPER 
FLOREAT was then 
recewed. A bss of four 
pounds was revealed on the 
first four issues, but the 
report went on to show, in 
divers ways, how this was 
to be reduced to negligible 
proportions hereafter. A 
mna A I A H ^ J U X | 
t"'J 
r>. \ 
A. MrLF.OI), { 
Ml U U 4 M I M 
ftKMuttM, 
.rr.-* 
U.Q.D.S. "Charily BeR'ina " 
DEFINITELY CANCELLED 
»f luper f k f a t 
riooKS 
A. McLEOD. 
semper floreat... 
V..' XVII K, l« r i .u>Jiy . Jo!) 1 i-Mi 
the newspaper 
oi the university of 
Queenslond students' union 
JOLLY'S FOLLT 
Hie turmt$M0k -itmptr normtf* m 
Vti tm. •» II 
Dig The Grave Deeply 
— Um'on Councif Has One Foot In . 
You re in THE Army Now! NO Headline This Week 
'. } M t M t e k M * H I 
p. 1 ^ frm Via • I * " *|1> k> IB liita if'^drt. M » • • B . " ^ 
lim." (.' I I'l, (iMMitl ( I I J I i n h i u r t u • r V r^m junjf «ll*(hrtj 
lr«vwni I I I W l a i i - J w l •• XI 
^\m ur.t M l !»• >glhM»ii«» t~W 
f.,^ .4 11 •\i 1 1. A—^ .1-11 
* lol i-»> M K * n »i.T»' 
N II \ . - i-B ••]«•(' Nt«tf«ra 
n w ~ t i Kw m k v ri» r« ' ( F**-* 
Ihai pn-ito •»•«»• Mlf t* klrt f.«rt |T*| |aHfT*«» Ml Ihr Ni-rnw* 
i 4 » * ^TMtf *"* »«r kt«(4)(« j iMj »«l|>^ • • *•»•• •'•"•'' *^" t ^ -
H^rmrn k«i lOli^ IM I tlua rM ^ ! ' " **• •«»»>> '*"•" "*>» '^•'l * " 
Annual Camp 
Ih. htrt 1*«J!i-:i wr-r ii^ Ai-y • • t j fttttH. ) *rh* I» the I M t W U 
|« i i / t ol • ' ! » » ' l l * n.*J'M» nl 4 -^:m^T»YllJ f r^mviH IfMlt l* 
•1* Bt 
t n m i*fT•<•»•»< («w4«*lty ft! 
^ ^ • M . / Ow P M I M ( D P « M . O W 
taal4 *i'A •*. i h i 11 t ^ M l M k^ 
« n « H « • * - lrW»BC *» **. l-r*» 
Lt'i t* Krr 1 iHlHiTrf rl i l l I * * * 
I »>a>l*k.* I|() 
•« I k.1 M»IM| aail a j^^i* l kM 
tam t^i-« •« • (I I' > M M * « r ^ * 
• • !• • n > » r t « a * »•>« «MI > I ^ < 
^ tn «•-»**« n«a aOI I M * * " • 
•<|MPii tf HVf *»4 * « v A W>_ 
th«rt tfl IW nwl I « ^ lt;i» ta W 
.1 ilfcil xf Ut^« < 
S*4t*4 »l!^ Uw 
1 ^ r<aM>rH>N«4^  1>* ••f»« * i t * ^ 
IM PMnv Hrt* • • • |«r>nK fwtr-
M-«^ti» l « r " . »- I V I M n< 
<^-<tM *" **'t^ InTvrtI n 4 1*1* -
^lr^ f o H>n~ll r>»al'tH ItiHtrT 
•M Wnwir alil f ' M xtTrWi 
IT {ktt »N*I t*w MlHi->f B M K |»i* to'wla^WT'lal wHi ul mar *• 
AO ! « * . " - K*! a <. 
Uilf m»rT»»l*# Uw? n'lf H ' - ' t l 
H I* <*f»l •»T™-1.«| . -anl* . r< 
_ . lr^i<ll hi thr mmrm w* t 
Ow ii»iil 't i»«"»l taa^ n™i>n 
r llanrri 
1«f «M *>M %1*l4 . 
fT'M ihkn*> Al|. rsakt taH 
»>•••• •< «• • !« - • lU I"!* B ^ 
te4lM *»«<1 (iW**!* fw>»»»l ll»a| 
f 
lt» SM firtn#ftt • VMtlwf ^ tM 
• ^ ft ti"* H • * • » M wp| i»ia^ 
M ! • ! n»a»« td I'MWtMf ^i^mll* 
• . iHi rndr <m tw l u s i - m w t» 
Vat>« rM i i * [ - f l f t «4 M M •>. 
«Mlf» 1».*1M *ww M ttaw M,^ 
I M M M K m nani •rfatn 
(tfwrt tM- l u n * Oawr In 
r^xp-a nf MM mmMr* • » aw* 
,r.MV4 aa • Or** •-n-rj at TM W^ 
A>iiaiw> VIr **Ti ittiHnd aw •*•• 
>*•• ihlum) h w i>>U./i tM 
Ml ^ • r-l 
MW<M r m t '<"''«*'i< a f » » H *Ml h 
<v-M«i ^aM • r * ! • Iliw r^>«*.*•••« |->..4.a| •- t—, !^ -» - . 
-«rtir# PWfc.l* "^  ^(• i 'Ml totM * a j • >^<M ar -!••••• i*. •—»' 
> |t«4M» M * ItaaaraA^lp kaij •< • i ^ l« fnri #>at«NMt4« UM ' 
* M « r T M t*r 
tr IM lM*,i • at Iwlt.ll * 
, A W k i a •!•« I M 
r -»*.>».^ M «ah« M t » , ^ 
Tfc* a.m4«ll^ • ! a^. 
rnn» l r»»M«ti I W VMtMT ( M — 
M M — . t U M IM MMtitr tf b ^ 
.d r*mf ^ kUM.?T7 J l r 
irT4<hmL tvMtotM Uw a MMI 
! > . • ^M>ri H * tvBMfM »«>4, 
MlwIKWl h> «ll kl MMM ^ * M 
H.^ll>* «MrTW W*4 »wi M i M » . 
M I M M * afv « U « 4 M « ntMaMM* 
I tl* toM& tfMtM M . « a ^ ^ (M *hd>*« <*!•« W a 
wr« hwVa: ri U« IM^«rf a* M 
MAKTOmt TrST 
^#» • • ! M M*J 
' I L I I O U H . 
No Front-po^u Article, Either. 
WwlniwiXt»>pli l i l i l 
UtMr MiWMtMr Mfi«i^ 
ttMM With A M « « Airwvr^ 
aC(M4 1* paa M (KT n M . t 
«. 1» t»M<l M tbW • 
ui> tf M U j t U a %«« M tnatf 
K O T T1LUI I M ««itf« ^ 
<r^*tf "'j'?*""?'T"**"'*' 
r P u M M M i i 
MfTTI I I 
IW ftt IKr M M r v l w n * t^t -
w n t t f rMtfUcB «f Uw p « r 
tow* tMl — M M mth jrMT 
n a « f e u i h M - fcbkr « * 
h u i f c » f W W « t thr 
| b » ^ O l * M * * v 
to b» h*y I I U T th»'«*••»*«<' 
k. (Mttftf lkm » * A " ' . . ' J T 
OixhiAtA Ap«fc*«w * * * ^ 
T<i« |l«lirv I W r t l t « *ri»<»» 
-SWEOnr TOMT 
rM b M M •tfftr* tf V^^ "*' 
Tuvu wtf »Lin<p«" • 
la. M , Uk Uh Ibrrh. 
A U . UlMTir H A U -
No fViM On i;«.r 
From Here and There,.' 
T . . W I—irrf . M iltfr-faM p l~Ml M.J.M. « -
. J M I . I M . 0 H > ~ O I « « » t - t o M ; « l i < a 
n . Tbiia— f t - * " M ~ r i J • * " » <" rafcrnJ 
-nmr !• • I I 1 I " T tJwt I^Drti (tn wtQ k* rafatil rt 
UHlniTx Usnmllr Tlar. ku l»n> i>. I m ™ . IB » / . ilan 
> Idl 
. « M r .lace .lawt M.. I»« T«- Qi»twM»ri tt l>l«»»d 
la i n lUt ix 
'British Humour' 
Ltcture bu A, P. Herbert 
City Hall, Wed. November 15, 1950 
•n.^ m^t^M to b^V tf«l« r M 4a M br 1 ^ * ^ ll*rir 
^ V p « o S w m « tfUIV*«lr.l..^.•^.Mh-V.c•. 
f h t A d 
FREE - But Sc»U are LltniteJ 
Arr IMf* M nlUa'd U fa twia* 
LMM M M « * » a t l taaHlal IM r«at 
M I M lak* U M. LM«a U I M M T 
jhdr I M Ma aVlMk, t«» r i t a h 
attt M M a'rlwk k«iM 4rf*'l*^ 
lrmM*T. M M « H ( * « U M > * • IM-
|««>ffclfll ft tfMkf M M , tM (aMU 
K M MOTTt n * r r « U r M « l 
I M I'irtaa, tmnt t ^ »*** M M 
IB tw l « * r MM4 tM a^-
I > « l M WHMJ U M *<*MU4 
aM ikr br ft hM MtMMi aMM 
aUI* al r ^ faK HVa Mtr 
-Vftnsr 
T1»HWI M t f l _ 
MiM« ^MMaM tmrr 1* k« kM ip 
l l *n jMT VHfe aart>r«M ftc fMtrf 
W " • pMh I 
• >rnai«l M M rft«| W M ^ 
Parking Bute 
Hit ! at St. Lnda 
rvtelM M MT M r U MMjiPt M 
iMtfwiit fwf <w^  ftN7<*«ri ka 
(MftMM D M fti Ihi O M W I I M M -
pMaL TM M«AM H W U M M M 
••Ml loHto • • kMUlM« 
Al Ifttf W> iMl IHM tf IM 
f««#, wtf Ik* tatI tft*a^Tt>ft 
tf c •••« Alf}. rw Miar^ 
A.McLEOD iVST AKMmD 
Too Many Lavatories 
tw nu i»M« o>«(* 1 
Barker's Bookstores 
Queensland's Leading 
Bookstores 
Kelvin House, Adelaide Street 
Y.M.CA. Building, Edward St. 
New and Second Hand 
Text Books in all 
subjects. 
The University of Queensland 
Weel^Iy Netospaper. 
Barker's Bookstores 
We are the official 
Bookscller.s for the 
exchange of Text 
Books. Send your 
lists to us at the 
end of the Term. 
SECOND HAND DEPT. 
ADELAIDE STREET 
Vol. I., No. I . Thur.sday, i6th June, 1932. Price 2d. 
The Editorial Staff has 
much pleasure in pre-
.senting to you (i.e., on 
payment of a small 
sum) the first edition of 
"Semper Floreat" 
In the southern L uiversities the existence of 
newspapers published by the student bodies, 
and giving the student viewpoint, have 
proved successful, and it is hoped tha t this 
paper, following as it does on much the 
same lines, will satisfy a long-felt want here. 
The aim of this paper is to afford present 
and past member of the University a com-
mon medium for the expression and 
exchange of news and views. So among its 
contents will be found detailed descriptions 
of sporting events, reports of activities 
of the various societies and clubs, informa-
tion about our graduates and about other 
Universities, announcements of coming 
events, etc., etc. Have you any grievances 
t o air ? Then write to the Editor and make 
use of our wide open spaces. (We hope 
t o make this section of the paper a 
vehicle for the expression of unbiased 
and interesting opinions—a thing which 
has been so nobly achieved by local 
Dailies.) 
The position of the newspaper may 
need some definition. All matter appear-
ing herein is written by the special staff 
of the newspaper and not by the club con-
cerned ; so tha t it expresses an independent 
and impartial opinion. Any (?) criticisms 
then, of such opinions, will be willingly 
printed in the.se columns. 
By the way, you will observe other 
mat te r in this journal—a species of self-
laudation, almost boasting—the advertise-
ments. Undergraduates could do no 
be t te r than patronise those reliable firms 
who show themselves so feariess in adver-
tising through the columns of such a paper 
as " Semper Floreat."—[ED], 
GRADUATE'S SUCCESS. 
WHAT'S ON 
W. E. S. 
The Wider Education Society Com-
mittee regrets to state that Sir 
Edward Macartney, K.B.E., will be 
unable to lecture on Thursday owing 
to illness. 
I t is hoped that this lecture will 
take place in the near future. 
Friday, 17th June—I.R.C.~Dr . W. 
P. Chen, Chinese Consul-General, on 
" International Rivalries in the Far 
Eas t ." 
Saturday, 18th J u n e : Women's 
Hockey Dance, Main Hall. 
Tuesday, 21st J u n e : S.C.M.— 
Study Circles: 
" Faith "—Mr. I. Stewart. 
" Purpose "—Dean Barrett. 
" Unemployment "—Mr. Ingram. 
Wednesday, 22nd J u n e : Musical 
Society Practice, Mr. Herold Kyng. 
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Dorothy Hill, M.Sc, who won a travelling 
scholarship from here in 1930, has won a 
F'ellow.ship to Newhain College, Cambridge, 
which enables her to spend three years 
over there doing research work. On the 
strength of this—she is tri])ping out to see 
her family before starting work. She is 
expected here about the beginning of 
August. 
S.C.M. ADDRESS 
THE OXFORD MOVEMENT. 
The weekly address arranged by the 
Student Christian Movement for I'riday, 
lo th June, was given by the Rev. H. D. 
Campbell, M.A., B.D., whose subject was 
" The Oxford Movement." The speaker 
began by stressing that this great move-
ment in the Church of England is still 
active and is of interest to all denomina-
tions. I t is unique in the history of 
Christianity. 
After outlining the general conditions 
in England at the time when the Move-
ment began, Mr. Campbell gave an account 
of the conditions within the Church. In 
1807 only one parish in three had a resident 
clergyman. Pluralities were common and 
parishes were often bought. (The price 
varied with the age of the purchaser). 
The churches were very ugly. 
The leaders of the Movement had brilliant 
academic courses at Oxford, and both 
Keble and Newman gained Oriel Fellow-
ships, which alone at tha t time were 
awarded after an examination open to all 
members of the University. The Movement 
began with John Keble's famous Assize 
Sermon, " On National Apostasy," 
preached on July 14, 1833. This became a 
great rallying cry of the reformers, and its 
centenary will be celebrated next year. 
Ten days after Keble preached this 
sermon, a conference of supporters was 
held at Hadleigh, Sussex, as a result of 
which an address to the Archbishop of 
Canterbury was prepared, signed by 7,000 
of the clergy, and by 230,000 heads of 
.families. 
Newman's great powers found .suitable 
employment in the writing of tracts. The 
tract was at tha t time much despised, 
bu t the clear, nervous language of Newman 
and his sincerity triumphed. Other authors 
of tracts soon appeared and, altogether, 
ninety tracts were published. Newman 
supplemented his writings by his sermons 
a t St. Mary's, Oxford. 
There is no doubt that the reformers 
made a great many mi-stakes, and a strong 
opposition arose. The publication of Tract 
go created a tremendous uproar. The heads 
of the colleges protested, and Newman 
retired. The Oxford Movement had a 
great infiuencc on art, in all its forms. 
In conclusion, Mr. Campbell remarked 
on the fine inspiration to be found in the 
characters of the Movement's leaders. The 
most abiding result of the Movement 
was that " Jesus became, not the centre of 
dogmatic doctrine, but a living master and 
saviour." -p ^. g pearce. 
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FOOTBALL CARNIVAL 
Many of os will cherish the memory 
of the first Inter-University Rugby Union 
Football Carnival held in Brisbane. It was 
pleasing to notice how friendships formed 
in Melbourne last August, were so warmly 
reucwedi and how new friendships were 
formed. After a day or two the Sydney and 
Melbourne teams became so friendly that 
it was difficult to distinguish them. We 
are of opinion tliat our visitors have happy 
recollections of their brief sojourn here, 
and that those who make the trip south 
next vear will be fortunate. 
during the first week of the second vaca-
tion in Tg33. 
The Melbourne men arrived here on 
Monday, May 23. Stuart Sturtndge, 
their captain, is well known to many of us. 
He. has done jmuch foi the Rugby Union 
code in Victoria, and, like Morrow and 
Butcher (other mcsmbers of the team) is a 
Queenslander. Tuesday morning saw the 
men hard at work on No. 2 oval, trying 
to " loosen up " after the long weary train 
journey. The first match was played on 
Wednesday, May 27th, between Queens-
land and Melbourne. Queensland defeated 
Melbourne 17-6. The home team had the 
advantage over the visitors from so far 
]!l>ii-k III/penuttsim ol "The lirifbane Courier"' 
"Sturtrldge glvoa hla men final Inetructlons" 
The honours fell to Sydney. Though 
every team is anxious to win, there is 
something more important in a game of 
football. A good, clean, hard game is 
appreciated by all. and after all it doesn't 
matter who wins. Then again, those happy 
rC'Unions mean so nuich to us. 
As is customary, the delegates mel in 
conference during the festive week. It was 
decided to hold the carnival in Sydney 
QUEENSLAND 
UNIVERSITY 
SPORTS UNION BLAZERS 
Factory to-Measure 
with Monogram 
U.Q.S.U. 
PRICE - - - - 42/-
Special Pockets Extra. 
BLAZERS 
Ready-to-Wear 
with Monogram 
U.Q.S U. 
PRICE - - - - 37 6 
Special Pockets Extra 
x i k e Jjrotners 
LIMITED 
in QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE 
.south. Sitting up hour after hour in a train 
prevents men from giving of their best. 
The Sydney men arrived in time to see the 
last quarter of an hour of the game and 
were able to join tis in refreshments in the 
dressing room. Love, the Sydney captain, 
was soon recognised by mutual friends, 
and, being a genial footballer, he very 
quickly got into line with others, and he 
held his own during the visit. 
Wednesday evening the visitors were 
entertained at pennon's Hotel, at a dance. 
Thursday morning the Sydney men 
hurried from the Exhibition Ground, where 
thev had been training, to an official 
reception given by the Queensland Rugby 
Union in honour of the visiting teams. 
On Friday, Melbourne was defeated by 
Sydney after a good, hard, fast game, 
the scores being 17-12. After this game_ 
the task of selectin<' men for the combined 
match was not an easy one. 
Professor Murray refereed this game, and 
to him^ we extend' our warmest thu... ..j. 
He is very keen on the game, and everyone 
appreciated hig sound Judgment. 
The- official dinner was held at Lennon's 
Hotel on Friday evening. By all accounts 
everybody enjoyed the f auction. We were 
pleased to have Professors Parnell and 
Murray and Dr. F. Whitehouse with us. 
Our own sports union, the Queensland 
Rugby Union and our friends, the "Old 
Buffers," were officially represented. 
On Saturday, the " big " match at the 
Exhibition was between Sydney and Queens-
land. The home team was unsuccessful; 
our visitors has a majority of five points 
to their credit when the whistle Mew, and, 
having defeated Melbourne, were entitled 
to the honours for 1932. After the match 
the three captains selected the combined 
team for Monday, May 30th. 
Sunday was Spent at Southpuit. Tt 
rained all the way down and the favourite 
resort was not at its best. We are 
accustomed to clear, crisp weather, however, 
and the fact that it seemed cold and bleak 
to us did not deter some from having a 
swim, though you could count Queens-
landers in the water on one hand. We 
dined at the Grand Hotel, and travelled 
on to the Palm Beach Hotel for the after-
noon. We had one regret, we were unable 
to find Whatmore's domicile; if we had; 
we may not have gone so far for afternoon 
tea. 
On Monday the combined team met a 
Brisbane team. The result was dis-
appointing. The latter team won by 26-6. 
Lack of combination was responsible for 
the big .score in this match. The University 
teams had been playing again.st each other 
and had no opportunity of playing together. 
Once you break np the " backs " or " for-
wards " there is trouble vmtil the men 
become accustomed to one another. How-
ever, it was a good match to watch and under 
different conditions the result might have 
been more in our favour It is unfortunate 
that the combined team cannot be selected 
until after the three matches have been 
played. 
On Tuesday niorning we said " au 
revoir" to the majority of our visitors. 
They are amongst the best. " The more 
we were together, the happier we were." 
We hope to meet them soon and we hope 
that they enjoyed our company as much 
as we enjoyed theirs. We all agree with 
Professor Parnell's words;— 
" If there is a better game than football 
let us know it." 
_ H . F. McGrath. 
SLAZENGER'S FAMOUS 
V. V. V. 
, 55/-
A High Grade Racket 
at a medium price 
Besf Gut Frame 
Guaranteed 
A . JN . JvoDinson s 
SPORTS DEPOT. 
153 Qneen Street (near Regent) 
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Battle ofthe Eights 
TASMANIAN APPLES. 
Franklin is a beautiful little country 
village'at the foot of the steep hills which 
enclose that noble stream, the Hnon River. 
The Huon, almost free from tides and 
sheltered from the breezes by the high 
nature of the surrounding country, spends 
most of its time looking beautiful. As it 
scarcely knows what a ripple is, it reflects 
down to the minutest detail the high hill 
sides flanked with hardwood forests and 
laden orchards. 
The orchards were a beautiful sight. 
Close up, one saw tlic clusters of delicious 
fruit weighing the laden branches to the 
ground, and, from a distance, the sym-
metri<--Tlly arranged trees clad in their 
autumn coats, made a pretty sight. 
Just as the river reflected the entrancing 
background and the ripe fruit, the ruddy 
complexions of the kiddies, so did tho 
village, with its quaint and natural sini-
l)licity reflect every character of the 
inhabitants. 
Suddenly the quaint spell of the town-
ship was broken. Groups of strange looking 
crcattires arrived in big vellow busses. 
These new comers wore garish looking coats 
called blazers, and wrapped themselves up 
in large woollen scarves. Some even wore 
gloves, and those who didn't wear a cap 
(of a different colour to their blazers), 
had their hair nicely brushed. They looked 
cold, to say the least of it. 
But these visitors from the other States 
meant business. There was quite a com-
motion in the large apple-shed put at the 
disposal of the rowers, by Mr. Gordon 
Smith, for the storage of their boats and 
gear. Tbe newly arrived boats had to be 
unpacked and rigged. Stretchers and 
slides had to be fitted and everything 
got in readiness for the intensive training 
before the race. 
Training was pleasant under these con-
ditions ; the air was bracing, the food was 
good (so the Queenslander's found at any 
rate), and the apples were certainly tasty. 
Such excursions as that to Sandy Bay, 
in the little galloping two decker train, 
served to dispel any monotony which might 
have arisen from the training. 
Two six mile rows, two long walks, 
three solid meals and about ten hours' 
sleep was the day's programme, so that 
there wasn't a dull moment. 
Five crews trained at Franklin (the 
West's were putting in some secret work 
up at Huonville), and many friendships 
sprang up between members of the rival 
crews, tending to bring out the true sporting 
feeling existing in all Intervarsity contests 
The day of days arrived \ The crews 
took things easily that morning, carefully 
polishing and checking over their boats. 
At 3,15 everyone was at the start, the 
starter's voice rang out, the gun was fired 
and six crews were a quarter of a mile 
down stream before they knew what had 
happened. The race was thrilling for both 
onlookers and participants. Right up 
to the first mile there was not much between 
the crews. The Wests, however, were 
in front with Sydney next ai?d the other 
four boats battling along well. Right 
up to the two mile niarkand past, the race 
could have been anyones. The West's 
rating 36 to the minute, held the lead, 
still, and Sydney, Adelaide, Tasmania, 
Queensland and Melbourne followed in 
that order. -What would happen in the 
last mile ? Would the crews rowing at a 
slightly slower rating win out ? Now 
was the time to show who had thecondition, 
they rowed with square blades, the slight 
headwind did not trouble them. AU crews 
were getting up to their highest rating now ; 
with only a quarter of a mile to go, every 
crew, although the field had strung out, 
was pulling its weight, and continued till 
the line was passed. 
The West's had shown that they were 
the best crew. They had sufficient con-
dition to hold their fast rating throughout 
the race, and they had a six lengths lead 
over Sydney at the finish. 
No crew had disgraced itself; all had 
done their best, and, at the dinner thatnight 
the true 'Varsity spirit was .shown, many 
"AluMTi!" 
Illock bu ptrmis ion o/ " Tht Tflejraph." 
and who could keep their heads and a good 
long stroke. The Maroons saw the Mel-
bourne boat drawing astern: Now and 
overtake Tasmania, but the home crew 
were not to be ovprtaken easily. They were 
heavy, rowing good style, and even though 
kind and sportsman-like words were spoken, 
and Cascade, Red and Green did the rest. 
Hail! Hail I the best crew won 
What the h do wc care, 
What the h do we care ! 
—Jack Richards 
Sporting Fixtures for 
Saturday, June 18 
Football— 
A. Grade—Umversity v. C.H.8. 
Exhibition 11., at 3.30 p.m. 
B. Grade—May have afternoon off. 
C. Grade—University v. Eagle 
Junction, Victoria Park, 3.30 p.m. 
Men's Hockey— 
A. Grade—University v. Taringa, 
Victoria Park, 1.30 p.m. 
B Grade—Bye. 
Women's Hockey -
There will, be no fixtures for Satur-
day. 
Tennis Fixtures— 
Not available at moment of going 
to Press. 
S G, porting vJoods 
UNDOURTEDLV NVC have 
the best stock of Sporting 
Goods in Queensland. We 
have supplied all the leading 
players for the past 2<, 
years. Since the foundation 
of the University we have 
supplied its chief sporting 
clubs to their entire 
satisfaction. 
Our Prices are the Lowest 
Inspection Invited. 
MASSEY 
BICYCLE AND SPORTS DEPOT 
Creek Street 
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1 extljooks 
and books on every 
subject are kept in 
.?tock at 
Brisbane's Dest Bookstore 
A. McLeod 
107 Elizabeth Street 
Make this YOIIR Bookstore 
Your r nnter 
Special Monogram Notepaper 
and Envelopes 
Ball Programmes 
•Entertainment Tickets 
Programmes 
Suitable for all your requirements 
H.Pole&Co.Ltd. 
Teachers Buildinj 
75) Eliziaoetli Street, Brisoane 
Phone 2188 
GEORGE ST. 
The Students' 
Rendezvous 
CATERING IN ALL BRANCHES 
Luncljton Afternoon Tea 
Dinners High Tea 
M. SWIFT, Proprietor 
Formtrly Manogtr "Tbe Ctmbtrra," 
Melbourne Mutterings 
(From Farrago.) 
Library Regulations Infectious. 
" Strange as it may seem, this University 
—like the British Empire—has fnuddjed 
along somehow. . . But at last the bomb-
shell has arrived to shatter the cowlike 
complacency of the undergraduate. 
" Soon the edict will go forth :—' Only 
note-books will "be permitted in the 
Library.' Soon will the Librarian exercise 
his prerogative of excommunication against 
all other books. 
" Kings have crawled to Canossa before 
this. Now will the student crawl. 
" Either he will endure the mental 
agony of impatiently waiting till someone 
else finished the text-book he wants, or 
he will submit to a personal search on 
leaving the Library." 
We reprint the above extract with the 
hope that if it comes before the eyes of 
any misusers of Library books and privileges, 
it may " by the. refining influences of terror 
and pity purge the souls " of such. 
(P.S.—By " Library books and privi-
leges " are meant those that remain.) 
Solace for the Colleges. (It proves 
they're universal.) 
" Only two groups of people haye ever 
been able to make bricks without straw, 
the Israelites, in Egypt, and in modern 
times, College cooks." 
Those who attend the addresses arranged 
by the Wider Education Society, may be 
interested to hear of the Melbourne PubUc 
Questions Society. Selecting at random 
from the long hst of subjects.in which it 
declares an interest, we find Art, the Tote, 
the Professors and Sex. Applied Philo-
sophy and Economics are leavened by 
Celebrated Beauties. Not content with 
this, the Society has begun a series of mid-
day meetings, known as the Open Forum. 
Here people can air their real opinions 
for five minutes at a time, on controversal 
topics. The Opening speech was delivered 
by Mr. Alan Nicholk, on " The University 
—a Bunk Heap." Farrago comments: 
" Two speeches at leaist kept to the point. 
The first speech was by Professor Paton, 
whooAllined the aims of the innovation. 
The second speech was also by Professor 
Paton, when he closed the meeting. 
HOCKEY. 
Weakness in the half line, together with 
the fact that the team played one man short 
accounted for the defeat of the Varsity B. 
team by Valley (L), the score being 3 goals 
to I. 
The absence of W. Mahoney and Nimmo 
from tbe Varsity A. team caused • a dis-
organisation of the forward line, though 
their substitutes played a Stirling, game. 
'Varsity wa^ s content to play a defensive 
game in the first half with little success, 
Windsor scoring two goals from post 
rebounds;.per medium of Hughes and Neal. 
'Varsity opened up the play after the 
interval, Martin, on. the left, making some 
fine runs and beating the opposing defence 
by a deceiving change of pace. 'Varsity 
forced corner after corner but the forwards 
were not able to score when they were in 
the circle. A goal by Priestley was dis-
allowed on account of doubtful sticks, the 
final score being 2-nil in Windsor's favour. 
B. P. and J. J; Mahoney played exceed-
ingly .well which accounts for their selec-
tion to the trial teams from which the 
Queensland team will be finally selected. 
DEGREE 
DAY 
A BIG event in your 
Life. Preserve the 
memory of the happy 
occasion by having a 
Portrait made, in 
Hood, Gown, and 
Trencher. You'll be 
glad later on. 
Note onr new address— 
Regent Studios 
(Thos. MATHEWSON and CO.) 
QEORQE STREET, BRISBANE 
next door to Lennon's Hotel. 
C. G. Graham and W. G. Exton were 
also selected for the Brisbane B. grade team. 
The success of the Queensland Junior 
Team in defeating N.S.W. Juniors 2-1 was. 
in a llarge measure, due to excellent per-
formances of the three 'Varsity representa-
tives: Priestley, Mahoney and Martin. 
A. Grade.—Forwards—B. Martin, A. B. 
Chater, H. T. Priestley, L- G. Fraser, T. 
Weeden. Halves—G. Birkbeck, B. P. 
Mahoney, W. S. Bettridge. Full Backsr^ 
M. Partridge, J. J. Mahoney. 
University at the Poll. 
R. S. REID, opposing H. F. Walker in 
Cooroora. Age 22. Member of University. 
Tutorial Classes. Seaetary of Queensland 
Debating Societies' Union last year, 
F. W. PATERSON.—Byrnes medal from 
B.G.S., 1913, and two years later an open 
scholarship at University, Merits in every 
subject. Went to the War, and, returning, 
gained first-class honours in Classics and 
was chosen Rhodes Scholar. . Since his 
return from Oxford, he has been an ardent 
advocate of Communism. He has stood 
for election twice in State contest and once 
for the Senate. 
MR. L. A. KREBS, Labour candidate 
for West Moreton. Entered Education 
Department as teacher; at present study-
ing at University for Class I. certificate; 
interested, in Queensland Debating Union. 
MR. J. B. DONNELLY, Labour candidate 
for Wynnum. Born in Ipswich and educated 
at Ipswich State School and Nudgee Col-
lege. Mr. Donnelly later qualified in den-
tistry at the Brisbane Dental College, 
Served as a CO. and then Captain in 
Gallipoli, Egypt and Palestine. 
Defeated by Mr. Barnes. 
MR. T. THATCHER, educated at Normal 
School (where secured first place in State 
Scholarship Examination), Brisbane Gram-
mar School and Queensland University. 
Graduated with Government Gold Medal 
for outstanding proficency in school • of 
philosophy. Contested uncuscessfully the 
Ithaca seat in the last elections. For last 
three years has been private secretary to 
Minister for .Labour and Industry. (Mr. 
Sizer). 
b o 0 o 
Special Graduate News will appear next 
week. 
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letter was received 
suggesting that SEMPER 
FLOREAT was childish 
and calculated to lower the 
prestige of the University 
in the eyes of the public. 
After tho pacification of 
Mr. W.A. Mahoney, it was 
decided to continMe the 
ncwipspcr. 
Still quite 
perhaps. 
true today. 
To show some of the 
disclosures of the past 40 
years, here is a series of 
flashbacks to some issues 
of the past. 
jirST AIUIJVCC> 
i i m -
PSTCHOIOCY 
A. McLEOD. 
SEMPER 
The University of Queensland 
Students' Newspaper 
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STUDENTS DESERT UNION! 
Crossfire on Buminft Topic Special Meeting Lacks Quorum 
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LAKE PE • i RNOW OR can it still be saved ? 
The campaign to save lake Pcddcr Ls believed to have 
suffered a liody blow by the poor polling of the United 
lasiDnnia Croup candidates in Ihe Tasmanian elcctiniu. 
The Tasmanian election? offered a unique opportunity to 
gain a "balance of power" in the State Parliament and lo 
force, by one means or another, Ihe reprieve of I'cddcr. 
Iirst of all. tiic 
effects of these elections 
;uu! the I'iiVci of tl'.c 
I'liited Tasnunia (iroup 
cannot be undct'^rated in 
the wav which the 
National Pre.ss lias 
under-rated them, it is 
necessary to consider the 
I'lllowjMi'. before discussini! 
till.' VTC, eatnpaien out of 
band. 
A truly fanfasfk experience 
A collection of some of the finest handicrafts of Asia 
Indian Cigaretles 
Persian & Indian Incense 
Incense Burners 
Indian Body Oils 
Indian Soaps 
I'Catlier Sandals & Bells 
Hand-carved 'V'for Victory signs 
Carved Buddhas $2- $20 
Chinese Lanterns 
Ornamental Ashtrays 
Men's & Women's Indian Gear 
Sacred rubbings from Buddhist 
Temples in Cambodia 
and Thailand 
Carved Chess Sets 
Hand painted Eggs 
Carved Buffalo Horns 
Chinese Dolls 
Jewel Boxes 
African Laftans only $17 
Posters 
Handbags 
Indian Rings 
Puzzle Rings 
BUDDHIST LITERA TURE A VAILABLE 
Everyone is welcome to relax and enjoy coffee ever}> night at the House of Jade 
HOURS: 8.30 A.M. ~ 9.30 P.M. 7 DAYS A WEEK 
HOUSE OF JADE, 364 MOGGILL ROAD, INDOOROOPILLY. 
(NEXT DOOR TO THE 9-30 SHOP) 
1) The UTC was wholly 
formed only three 
weeks prior to the 
elections 
2) They were composed 
of a most unlikely 
combination of 
candidates ranuinp 
from disenchanted 
liberals, an ex-ALP 
minister and former 
ajient-iieneral to 
London. Ilirouj-h to a 
recent student leader 
and loiiiliy naive 
members of the 
public, 
3) That in tbe two 
Souihern electorates 
of I ranklin and' 
Denison, where the 
major force of the 
campaijm was felt, 
nearly ft'v' of the 
electorates' vote went 
to U.T.G. This is 
hitiber than lhat 
pained by the DLP 
machine over months 
of canipaign.s with a 
permanent head with 
the cNccption of the' 
Senate. 
4) The Tasniaiibn Press 
liave been totally 
u n c o o p e r a t i v e 
throughout the 
campaign. This 
including quite bias reserves: of continued 
coverape against legality for manmadc 
U.T.G. by the ABC. environmental destruction. 
5) 
6) 
That the figure of 4',? 
of tlie vote claimed 
for the U.T.G. by Ihe 
National Press was 
fallacious in that the 
U.T.G. votes were 
averaged over all 
electorates, including 
WILMOT, in which 
U.T.G. did not field 
candidates. 
Ron [3rown. U.T.G. 
candidate in 1 ranklin, 
only just missed a 
scat. 
Given all of these 
factors, ilic showing by the 
U.T.G. .IS the first ever 
Conservation based group 
was nowhere near as 
disastrous as it has been 
nude out to be. Indeed, it 
is p robab ly very 
encouraging for mainland 
elections, given that the 
Tasmanian electorates arc 
probably the most 
conservative, next to 
Queensland, in Au.stralia. 
Tor all concerned, 
Pedder has become a 
s y m b o l . l o r the 
industrialists it is a symbol 
of their unliainpcrcd 
ravaging of natural 
The symbolism is 
futuristic for Ihc fight if 
won or lost, will be an 
excellent indication of the 
rate at which change can 
be w r o u g h t for 
conservation. The students 
arc Ihc most enthusiastic. 
They, as part of the future 
scene (hopefully, there will 
be one) have a vested 
interest. This fight is nol 
lost, it must be made an 
issue in every corner of the 
land. Pedder will not ttsctf 
be dead until it is 
underwater for a month or 
so. 
Send in money to 
keep tlic fight going. The 
more you do that and the 
more resources we have to 
utilise for the ampaign, 
the more legitimate willbe 
the political decision to 
save Pedder. In every sense 
.it rests on your shoulders 
and it is a lot more tluin 
one beautiful lake, it is a 
nation's state of mind that 
is at stake. 
Ken Newcoinbc 
President 
Australian Union 
Students 
of 
LAKE PEDDER 
CAN 
BE SAVED 
Au|^of i»«d by C. HtrwootJ 70 Quttn St, Sandy Oav Ti» 
P'lnt«l by Swiftpfint 30 QuMin Rd M»<bourni ^ 
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minister 
speaks in 
newguinea 
We believe that the 
movement to internal 
self-governtnent will be 
completed in the lifetime 
of the plan and for this 
reason the plan, from its 
inception, must bear the 
stamp of Ihe leaders of 
Papua New Guines. To this 
end the Commonwealth 
will be looking primarily to 
Ihe ministers and the 
House of Assembly, bul it 
will also be looking to 
informed public discussion 
in the villages and towns 
no less than in the 
University. 
There ate certain basic 
criteria which the new 
nalional development 
programme will need lo 
satisfy. In the first 
instance, it must be a 
p r o g r a m m e which 
expresses, in cross-section 
of Papua New Guinea's 
people as defined by their 
representatives. 
Only if it docs this can it 
become a nalional plan 
with which people olher 
than its creators will 
identify and which will 
command the hard work 
and sacrifices in terms of 
income contributed for 
taxation and consumption 
foregone in order to set 
a s i d e savings for 
investment, which an 
ambitious and thrusting 
nalional programme 
requires for its success. 
In order to be realistic 
and practical, such a 
programme must, of 
course, be within the 
capacity of the people of 
Papua New Guinea to 
implement and lo finance 
with their own resources 
and those that can be made 
available from outside Ihc 
country. 
Devclopmeni will clearly 
he one of Ihe main 
interests of the new 
Government and the House 
of Assembly. The present 
five year programme will 
be completed in 1973 and 
a new five year national 
development programme is 
being prepared. 
Later this year the 
Adminislration will set out 
the main issues as it sees 
'hem in a while paper to 
the House. The preparation 
of the programme can then 
bl" guided by what is said 
in the House and the plan 
ilseir Hill be fully debated 
in the Mouse before any 
final decisions are made. 
Ihe aim is to produce a 
plan thai reflects technical 
expertise and experience 
from both inside and 
outside Papua New Guinea 
and at the .same liiiK is 
fully endorsed by tiie 
House of A.ssembly whose 
members will be prepared 
to explain and advocate it 
to their people. 
lo Ilie extent lhat the 
success of the plan depends 
on contributions by 
Australia and by other 
forei!;n aid givers and no 
savintjs to be provided by 
foreign private investors, 
ihe national programme in 
addition lo being 
acceptable lo the people of 
Papua New Ciuinea nuisi 
also inspire confidence and 
attract supporl from those 
sectors. 
This is a situation which 
tan sometimes raise 
tlifficuliies, although 1 sec 
no evidence that any 
conilict of iniercst is likely 
to arise. The situation does 
suggest, however, that the 
n e v\' D e v e l o p in e n i 
Progranime must aim at 
creating in Papua New 
Guinea the economic base 
which will enable the 
c o u n t r y to rely 
increasingly on its own 
domestic effort for 
mobilizing the resources 
for continuing economic 
development. 
I Ihink that this would 
generally be accepted as 
being clearly in the interest 
of Papua New Guinea, ll 
should also be acceptable 
lo foreign aid givers and 
investors who tend lo be 
vitally interested in the 
extent to which the 
resources contributed by 
them are channelled into 
productive uses in ihe 
receiving country. 
Putting a national 
development programme 
into effect will require 
wisdom combined with 
sirong and convincing 
l e a d e r s h i p . T h e 
Commonwealth and the 
Administration, with its 
experts, can say a good 
deal about means towards 
ends. VVe can make 
resources available. But in 
Papua New Guinea's 
current circumstances it is 
not for us to define 
national goals althougli we 
c a n make som e 
a.ssuniptions in the light of 
our understanding of Ihc 
mood and temper of the 
people. Nor is it for us to 
go to Ihe villages and the 
towns to get support. 
Tiicse vital responsibilities 
must rest in the main in 
the hands of Ihc elected 
leaders of Papua New 
Guinea, and their Papua 
,Nc\v Guinea officers. 
I propose to .say 
something loday about the 
kinds of decisions whicii 
must be faced by Papua 
New Guinea's leaders if 
such a national plan is to 
succeed in giving economic 
substance to tbe political 
developnienl of the 
country. 
The tlrsl, and in a sense 
basic, decision which must 
l)e faced is this: are the 
jKople of Papua New 
(iuinea prepared lo face 
the implications of movinj; 
ftom a subsistence i<i a 
modern cash economy. 
The development ol 
Papiui New duinea as a 
modern nation re(|uires 
lhat more and ir.ore people 
earn cash income. 
Agricultural producers will 
do this by producing crops 
for the market and •.:.^ e liic 
money they earn lo 
purchase the goods they 
cannot produce. Other 
people will leave Ihe 
agricullural economy for 
industrial, commercial or 
governmental occupations. 
Tliey will produce goods 
and services on which the 
rural community will 
spend ils cash income. 
ll seems to me lhat this 
goal of developmeni is 
widely accepted by 
Papuans and New 
Guincans. In my travels I 
have found that most 
people in this couniry 
want more roads, schools 
and aid posts, mure 
oi>porlunities to earn a 
cash income and more of 
Ihe goods which that 
income can buy. This is 
what development means 
to individual people - a 
rising siandard of living. 
Bul while Ihe overall goal 
of development is widely 
accepted, there very oflen 
S'Cems to be a lack ol 
urgency or drive lo achieve 
it. " Kaniapin Kantri" has 
become a c-ommon phrase 
bul il is usually associaied 
with demands for more 
governmeni expendiiure in 
the speaker's dislrict. 
The leaders of this 
couniry - and (his means 
Ihe members of Ihe house 
of assembly, operating at 
grass roots level - will have 
lo decide whether to 
confront their people wiih 
some hard questions. 
Should Ihey decide lo do 
XI, I presume they would 
ask, for example: you want 
more goods. Are you 
prepatcd lo e:un the 
money to pay for them by 
working harder and more 
consistently? 
Roads, schools, aid 
post.s law and order and 
government services 
generally, all cost money. 
In the long run a 
government can provide 
ADDRESS BY MINISTER FOR EXTERNAL TERRITORIES 
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and expand these services 
only if more revenue is 
collected from the people. 
In Papua New Guinea 
much of the cost of 
dcvefopment has been met 
by the Australian 
Ck>vernmcnt. This aid will 
continue bul it has always 
been accepted that Papua 
New Guinea must 
progressively increase its 
financial self-reliance and 
that the pace of progress 
will finally depend on the 
efforts of Papuans and 
New Guincans themselves. 
There arc other demands 
of economic development 
which may impose ceriain 
social strains because Ihcy 
require adjustments to old 
established patterns of life 
and work in tiic 
community. In particular, 
the getting and spending of 
money by means of 
productive effort ' and 
diviston of labour will tend 
fo change the atmosphere 
of villages. Inevitably, 
more importance will be 
placed on the efforts ol 
entcrpri.sing individuals and 
groups throughout the 
country, and there will aLso 
be a growing realisation ol 
membership of a much 
more extensive and 
interdependent unit than 
the village. 
At times, these 
influences may be or seem 
lo l)c in conflict with the 
traditional approach lc 
Iwing. In short, it is not 
possible to modernize the 
economy and preserve 
traditional social structures 
and social values 
u n c h a n g e d . T h e s e 
structures and values may 
well be inconsistent with 
development and an 
obstacle to it. 
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THE STUDENT (Trying to take colour photos with black and white film) 
How many times I 
have heard the questions 
"Why am 1 here? Wliat ani 
I studying for?" How 
many times have I been 
asked "What arc you trying 
to do? Wliat is the point?" 
Of all the arguments 
and discussions, of all the 
social questions, of all the 
moral questions, of all the 
mysteries of this Universe, 
there is only one I never 
(akc up. Tlic question of 
study. Tlic rca.sons.sccni to 
me obvious. 
"Give mc the courage to 
change the things I can, 
and t h e w i s d o m to 
recogni/.c those that I 
can't." 
Being only twenty 
years old, having very little 
experience to drasv upon, 
creates the problem of 
having no norms upon 
which to judge, combined 
wilh a mind that refuses to 
simply accept handed 
down relativities. 
1 sludy only becau.se I 
\\'ake up each morning ami 
find myself enrolled in a 
imiversity. I KNOW there 
is no /ilifference between 
myself and a gardener, 
prime minister, clerk, and 
so on. That is why 1 sec 
litlle poinl in being much 
else than whal I am. 1 
recognize my potentials; I 
know that I could perhaps 
in Ihe future bea musician, 
poet, writer, progtammer. 
r c s e a r c h i s l , teacher, 
director or poliiician. But 
at Ihe presenl my leanitius 
are nol orieiilaled very 
heavily inany sector. 
So I find it with many 
other stiKlenLs. who like 
me, little value a degree, 
neither as a certitlcale of 
achievement nor as a work 
permit. Some, those who 
recognize it in a capitalistic 
value, are fairly lucky. 
TIll'Y are the successful 
products of a failing 
sysiem. Olhers like me, 
a v o i d e d , by chance, 
indoctrination inlo Ihis 
religious persuasion. Yei I 
declare thai giving up my 
Sludies would be an error. 
Even though the very 
sysleni I find intolerable is 
providing mc wilh an 
education. I shall pursue it 
until i um satisfied I need 
learn no more. 
A sludent has a very 
iixiral responsibility lo Ihc 
poor, oi)pressed, confused 
people who paid the taxes 
tha ' put the Univcr.sitv 
Ihere that we might go to 
it ;ind le;irii. It is for those 
people thai we should 
-stiKh'. We ;ire their hope. 
Were I a uardener. a 
politician, writer or poel I 
should conic to the same 
conclusion. But I am 
fortunate, and so are you 
all lhal read Sl'IMPl-R, for 
you hold the power of 
knowledge. 
We all talk about 
exploitation of power and 
wc fail to recognize our 
own. We are first to 
criticize everything around 
us and blind to ourselves. 
We are guilty of furthering 
the clavs system by our 
o \v n be Iief of self 
superiority lo workers, 
clerks and Ihe like. We 
consider ourselves and 
loved ones first and la.st. 
O u r f o l l y is n o t 
uncommon, it is the 
character of the hunian 
race. 
We may escape the 
rea lilies by believing in 
God, gelling drunk, or 
doing a joint, because we 
haven't the courage lo face 
ourselves. And so I study, 
al my judped top capacity, 
nol lor my self esteem, nol 
ttHUHHM mmm MM ttm^ • • • • • " • • ~ T 
for m\' self gain, but so 
that 1 may obtain enough 
power to wield and if I am 
lucky enough to be able to 
ittdge il, to good use. 
I patiently await the 
day when I'll feel 1 have 
the wisdom to do so. The 
odds are. that like you and 
all Ihose wc abuse, that I 
will fail also. Let us nol 
look at our brothers and 
sisters to find fault. Let us 
seek it in ourselves. 
Therein lies oiu only hope, 
of peace, equalily and 
securiiy. How ingenious a 
sysiem though, that it is 
totally against our nature 
to do so. 
Pltil Owcn^' 
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Flying saucers . . . .UFO's, 
Where do Ihcy come from? 
What do th(7 want? 
Why have the RAAF and 
USAF adopted a policy of 
silence and ridicule? 
Do the UFO's hold the key 
to men's future? 
Can they explain mysteries 
ef the past? 
Arc Ihcy only natural 
phenomena? 
Tliese and many other 
questions plague boUi 
scientist and layman alike. 
Tlic following facts cannot 
answer all of these 
questions but the available 
evidence may help lo 
separate fact from fiction. 
Historically, UI'O's have 
been recorded right back 
into ancient times. At a 
meeting of the American 
Astronautical Society 
which took place in 
Washington D.C, in 1966, 
Dr Carl Sagan, of Harvard 
University, suggested thai 
there was a possibility that 
superspacemen from far 
beyond "our tiny corner of 
t'lc universe may have 
visited earth thousands of 
times in the past few 
billions of years. Al least 
one of these visits may 
have occurred in historical 
times," Although such 
talks smack of eitlier pulp 
science fiction writing or 
the irrational ravings which 
certain AIT force officbls 
think symptomatic of all 
"saucer nuts" Dr Sagan 
enjoys a position of stature 
in the Held of astronomy. 
It is of interest to note 
tliat back in the I960's, 
the Harvard professor was 
a confirmed sceptic of 
UFO's. Writing in tire 
Encyclopedia Americana, 
Dr Sagan said that there 
was no convincing evidence 
"that the 'saucers' or 
U F O ' s w e r e of 
extraterrestrial origin." 
During the past 10 years or 
so, events have occurred 
that have done much to 
.•\ltcr the views of many 
scientists. Dr Sagan and 
many other scientists arc 
rc-cvaluating one of the 
most popular aghtings, viz, 
the prophet Ezcchial and 
his fiery wheel "way up in 
dc middle of the air," as 
«ic popular negro spiriiual 
celebrates the visitation. If 
the incident is read as a 
Hebrew prophet expressing 
an encounter with an 
unidentified object in 
poetic rather than literal 
bnguagc, the Scientists, 
who are examining 
Ezechial's original words 
may find much to reward 
their efforts. 
As translated in the 
Revised Standard Version 
of the Bible {Ezcchial 1:4-
28); 
As I looked, behold, a 
stormy wind came out of 
the north, and a great 
cloud with brightness 
round it, and fire flashing 
forth continually, and in 
the midst of the fire as it 
were gleaming bronze. And 
from the midst of it came 
the likeness of four living 
creatures . . . In the midst 
of the living creatures was 
.something that looked like 
burning coals of fire 
. . . . Now as I looked at 
the living creatures, 1 saw* a 
wheel upon the earth 
beside the living creatures, 
one for each of the four of 
theia As for tlie 
appearance of Ihe wheels 
and their construction 
like a gleaming of 
cheysolite; and the four 
had the same likeness, their 
construction being as it 
were a wheel witliin a 
wheel. The four wheels had 
tims and they had spokes; 
and their rims were full of 
eyes round about. 
(Indeed, a good 
description of a dying 
saucer. Especially if one 
acknowledges the rows of 
eyes to be windows or 
portholes, etc) The 
religious or biblical 
interpretation of this vision 
or "sighting" etc., arc 
obscure to say Ihc least. 
FATIMA 
on the l3thM'dy,19l7, 
three young children were 
sliephcrding sheep in a 
field called Cova da Iria 
near FaUma in PortuguaL 
Classically, the children 
wvrc visited by the Virgin 
Mary or in the Children's 
words "by a lovely lady 
radiantly white." The fact 
that the lady told the 
children to say the rosary, 
{Krinits us to assume that 
tlie apparition was actually 
the Virgin Mary or 
docs it? 
The children reported to 
the local priest what Ihcy 
.saw but they were severely 
reprimanded and locked 
up. Why? TtiLs news spread 
all over the country and by 
the next month and every 
month until October, 
thousands of persons 
gathered to watch. AT 
each appointed time the 
bdy was due to appear, 
tlicre were dozens of 
reports of UFO's in the 
area and that a mysterious 
gossamer like substance 
was being found around 
the countryside in large 
clumps. This dissipation 
has popularly been calkd 
"angel's hair." 
(Although angel's hair is 
not yet considered to be 
significant evidence of 
UI'O's (or, for that matter, 
to be clearly differentiated 
from spiders' \vebs in some 
cases) there arc some 
surprising reports which 
cause final judgement to be 
suspended.) 
It is important to note 
that on I7th October, 
1957, exactly forty yean 
after the final appearance 
of the "lady" {13th 
October, 1917) large 
quantities of this substance 
were found near Fatima, 
The Bi^op of Leiria^ at 
that (imc, in his pastoral 
letter stated that 
"thousands of people 
whoso truthfulness 1 
cannot doubt saw a doud 
of light filling the air as it 
tverc, with an iridescent 
dust suiToundij^ the 
children at the time when 
the lady was observed. On 
(he 13th September, 1917, 
a huge gathering of people 
numbering more than 
30,000, witnessed a 
luminous globe coming 
toward (hem from the cast 
to west, in (he clear sky. 
The objcc( as it passed 
overhead released what 
appeared to be flakes of 
snow which fell in a great 
quantity, disappearing 
before Ihcy reached the 
ground. Then the lady 
appeared and spoke to the 
cliildrcn once i^ain. 
The Bishop continued: 
"Suddenly an extra-
ordinary event took place 
and the 'sun resembling an 
eclipse' emerged from the 
dark sky and revolved 
three times in the space of 
a few minutes emitting 
great shafts of coloured 
light which flashed upon 
the sky and on the earth." 
In his formal decree of 
1930, the Bishop of Tetria 
states: "Tills phenomenon 
which was nol observed by 
an a s t r o n o m i c a l 
observatory (although 
Fatima is only 60 miles 
from Lisbon) a fact that 
shows il was not natural 
was seen by thousands of 
persons of every class and 
grade of society, by 
believers and sceptics alike, 
gby journalists reporting 
for Portuguese newspapers, 
and even persons miles 
away, destroys any 
explanation based on 
collective illusion." 
Could this "sun", 
resembling an eclipse 
which emerged from the 
dark sky have been the 
luminous globe which 
moved over them just 
before the lady was 
observed? 
Is there any connection 
between the observed and 
well documented reports 
of the UFO on tliat day 
and on the proceeding days 
(although there were no 
such sensational events 
taking place on those days 
as on the 13th September) 
and the equally 
well-documented and 
observed events concerning 
the appearance of the Lady 
of the Rosary? There is no 
posabic way vve can tell. 
There has been much 
publicity, particularly in 
the U.S. and France, wiUi 
large numbers of sightings 
being submitted in 1952 
and 1957. So many 
sightings were reported 
that the whole of the U.S. 
p o p u l a t i o n became 
".sky-watchers", waiting to 
catch a glimpse of tlic 
"unknown flying objects 
purported to be racing 
across the night skies. 
However, in Australia a 
sizeable portion of the 
population have become 
"skywatchers", especially 
after the Tully "nests" 
discovery a few years back. 
"Scientific opinion" at 
that time decided that the 
"nests"were the result of 
weather phenomena or 
other natural resulL 
However, earlier this year 
the "nests" have 
reappeared in the same 
swampy lagoon. Tliis fact 
has not been publicised by 
the Press 
BIG DISC 
A Navy R7V-2 - a four 
engine Super Constellation 
- was flying west across 
the Atlantic ocean in 1956. 
Tlte transport was cruising 
at 19,000 feet, due to 
make a stop at Gander, 
Newfoundland, then Hy on 
to the Naval AIT Station, 
Patuxcnt, Md. The night 
was clear with visibility 
unlimited. The senior pilot 
was a veteran Navy pilot 
who had made the Atlantic 
crossing more than two 
hundred times. 
Back in the cabin were 
nearly thirty turmen -
pDots, navigators, and 
night engineers - as well as 
two extra Navy crews. 
A cluster of lights, like a 
village, about twenty-five 
miles ahead suddenly 
attracted the pilot's 
attention. The navigator 
thought the lights were 
^ p s making a rendezvous, 
but a check showed there 
were no reports of usual 
surface activity. 
The pilot alerted the 
many airmen on board, 
and bc^n circling to get a 
better look. Tlie strange 
lighis suddenly dimmed, 
und several coloured rings 
appeared. One grew 
abruptly 'va size, until it 
became obvious that it was 
something climbing 
towards the transport 
The pilot started evasive 
action, but it was too late. 
They now saw that the 
glow came from the rim of 
a giant disc-shaped object. 
Tlic UFO slowed, and in a 
tilted position swept past 
off the port wing. Then it, 
paced .. the ConsleUution 
abreast at about 100 yards. 
The huge size impressed 
the amazed crews; 
diameter three to four 
times the Constellation's 
wing sp.in; thickness about 
30 feel at the centre. It 
was like one gigantic dish 
iiwcrtcd on top of one 
another. Around the rnn 
was a blurred and uneven 
How. Tlic pilot couldn't 
tell whether it \vas some 
electrical effect, exhaust or 
lighis from openings in the 
rim. But the glow was 
bright enough to reveal a 
curved, apparently 
metallic, surface, 
Gradually the UFO 
pulled ahead, then tilted 
op, accellerated rapidly, 
and was tost against the 
stars . The pilot 
immediately radioed 
Gander Airport and 
discovered that radar had 
shown an unexplained 
object near the plane. 
When the Constellation 
landed at Gander, the crew 
was met by a team of AF 
intelligence officers and 
grilled about every detail 
of the sighting. After going 
to Patuxent Naval AJr 
Station, the crews were 
again questioned by Naval 
officers and asked to 
submit written reports. 
AUSTRALIA 
Four strange glowing 
objects appeared over 
Broken Hill at about 10.30 
pm on July 21, 1959, 
short ly after an 
unidentified object was 
sighted at Woomera 
Rocket Range. The 
screening of a film at a 
drive-in tlicatre had to be 
stopped as tlie patrons left 
their cars to watch the 
objects. liven the 
projectionist left his box to 
watch tl;e objects 
overhead. Nir. Brian 
Grovenor, an Australian 
Broadcasting Commission 
representative, noticed 
what he thought was a 
falling star. Then there was 
a fallout of four glowing 
objects from the tail of the 
main one. These travelled 
in single file at low level 
across the sky and slowly 
passed out of sight. The 
main object, travelling at 
high speed, erupted into 
another ball of light and 
disappeared from view. 
One of the most 
important sightings 
concerns an ordained 
Anglican priest, the Rev. 
William Booth Gill and 
thirty-seven {37} other 
witnesses. Father Gill, a 
graduate of Queensland 
University, had been on 
the staff of the Anglican 
Mission in Papua New 
Guinea for thirteen years 
prior to the sighting. He 
had been working in the 
Goodenough Bay area of 
Papua, on the north-east 
coast. He states very 
clearly, in an interview 
with Australian reporters, 
that before the sightings he 
thought that UI'O's were a 
figment ofthe imagination, 
ot some electrical 
p h e n o m e n o n . The 
interview continues as 
follows: 
"1 came out of tlie 
dining room at 6.45 R.m. 
after dinner and casually 
glanced at the sky with the 
purpose of seeing Venus. 
Well I saw Venus, but I 
also saw the sparkling 
object which was to me 
peculiar because it 
sparkled, and because it 
was very very briglit 
Tlic whole thing 
was most extraordinary. 
Tlie fact that we saw wliat 
appeared to be a human 
being on il, I Iliink, is the 
most important thing. It is 
ceriainly Ihe exciting and 
important thing to us. 
Tlicy were not noticeable 
at first. Tlic object came 
down at about, I should, 
say, 400 fect,maybc 450 
feet, perhaps less, even 300 
feet. It is very difficult to 
judge at the time of night, 
and not having experience 
at measuring elevation, it is 
purely guesswork, but as 
we watched it men came 
out and appeared to be 
standing on top of tlte 
huge disc. There were four 
men in all. 
Another peculiar thing 
we noticed was the 
presence of a shaft of blue 
light shining upwards. The 
men seemed to be chiefly 
interested in the operation 
of the light which went on 
and off at intervals. After 
all tlie activity the men 
re-entered the object and it 
ascended and remained at a 
liigh altitude." 
At (lie questbn: "Did 
you try to make contact 
with the occupants?" he 
answered: "We did. As one 
of (he men leaned over 
what seemed to be a rail 
and looked down at us, I 
waved my hand over my 
head and the figure 
responded in the same 
manner. Ananias, a native 
teacher, and myself, waved 
both our arms over our 
heads and the four beiitgs 
replied in exactly the same 
action. The leactbn of the 
nathres present was one of 
absolute surprise and 
delight." 
DID REV. GILL AND 
37 OTHERS SEE MARSH 
F A S , W E A T H E R 
BALLONS OR THE 
PLANET VENUS OR 
WHAT? 
1966 TULLY 
A spate of sightings 
from the Tully area during 
the last few months of 
1965 was the prelude to 
one of the most 
spectacular UFO "flaps"* in 
Australia. 
On the 19th January 
1966, a banana grower, 
George Pedley, reported 
having seen a vapour-like 
saucer rise slowly out of a 
reedy lagoon at about 9 
a.m, that clear morning. 
Then two more "nests" 
were discovered, by 
cane-farmer Tom Warren 
and school teacher Hank 
Penning and the 
excitement was on. People 
from far and wide flocked 
to Tully to inspect the 
"nests" and the whole 
town became the centre of 
the most bizarre UFO 
discussion. 
Reporters of leading 
newspapers arrived and 
reports of the event flashed 
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throughout Australia. The 
RAAF took an interest and 
so did the University of 
Queensland in Brisbane. 
"That morning at about 
f lashed throughout 
Australia. Tlic RAAI- took 
an interest and so did the 
University of Queensland 
in Brisbane. 
"That morning at about 
9 a.m. George Pedley was 
driving a tractor along a 
narrow track on Albcrl 
Pennisi's cane farm. When 
approximately 24 yards 
from Horse-shoe Lagoon, 
he heard above the sound 
of the tractor a loud 
hissing noise like air 
escaping from a tyre. 
The tractor tyres seemed 
OK to me so 1 drove on," 
he said. "Suddenly an 
object rose out of the 
swamp. It was about 25 
feet across and 9 feet high 
and seemed to be saucer 
shaped and of gtcy 
colour." 
Pedley thought he was 
having hallucinations. 
However, he drove around 
the bend of tlic track to 
the lagoon, there on the 
spot from which the saucer 
had risen was a large 
flattened area in tlic reeds. 
Also when he had pas.scd 
within 12 feet of the same 
spo( 3 hours earlier he had 
not noticed anythitig 
unusual. 
Mr. Pedley rushed over 
to the Pennisi's farmhouse 
where be found Albert 
Pennisi and both of lliem 
went down to the Ligoon 
to find out what exactly 
Iiad happened. On Pennisi's 
seeing e.\aclly what Pedley 
had seen they both agreed 
to report the find to the 
police, who tiuickly arrived 
to invesiigato the siluaiion. 
Telephone conversations 
10 lirLsbane resulted in 
samples boing coHecled for 
teslinj! by the Departmenl 
of Physics and ihe 
Depju-tmenl. of Botany at 
Ihe Queensland University. 
Radioactivity tests for 
alpha, beta and gamma 
radialion proved to be 
negative. Only one sample 
showed beta counts hut 
tliese were considered to 
be background radiation 
by physicist G. Taylor. 
Dr. R.l'. Langdon of the 
Botany Dept. reported 
a f t e r b o t a n i c a l 
examination that the grass 
apparently died from 
submersion in swamp 
water. No evidence of 
parasitic infectaiion or -
burning were found. The 
RAAI* made no official 
comment at the (imc, but 
later stated "there was 
nothing unnatural in the 
samples submitted for 
examination and tiie 'nests' 
could have been the results 
of severe turbulence which 
normally accompany line 
squalls and thunderstorms 
prevalent in North Qld at 
that time of the year." As 
far as the visible 
phenomena is concerned, 
"it could have been 
associated with or been the 
result of 'down droughts', 
' w i l l y - w i l l y s ' or 
'water-spouts'." 
A Brisbane helicopter 
company denied the 
possibility lhat the "nests" 
could have been made by a 
helicopter, since the rotor 
b l a d e s have an 
anti-clock wise motion as 
against the clockwise 
direction in the "nests" 
found in the lagoon. 
In Australia, as in many 
other couniries, UlO's are 
"officially" nonexistent. In 
1963 a letler lo -a member 
of the U.S. based National 
Investigations Committee 
on Aerial Phenomena (or 
NlCAPl by A.B. 
McFarlane, the then 
secretary of the 
department of AIT in 
Canberra, stated tluii: 
"From time to time 
reports of unidcniified 
flying objects arc received 
and investigated by the 
RAAF, but details of 
individual investigations 
have not been made public 
The letter goes on lo 
quote a I960 speech in 
Parliament by the then 
lion .Minister for Air. the 
Hon I'.M. 0.sboriie: 
"Nearly all Ulo reporis 
arc explainable on a 
Iierfcctly normal basis 
. . . only three or four 
percent cannot be 
explained on the basis of 
natural phenomenon, and 
nothing has arisen from 
that three or four percent 
. . . (lhat) , . . gives any 
supporl for the belief that 
interlopers from other 
places in this worid or 
oulside it have been 
visiting us." 
Consider the following 
case: 
On July 15, 1965, in 
Canberra, ACT, the US, via 
ils .Mariner spatx* probe was 
supposed to be gelling all 
the attention as pictures 
from Mars were being 
relayed back to earth. Al 
the Canberra airport, 
however, a myslerious 
glowing object vvas doing 
its best lo divert the 
aiienlion of the Air Traffic 
Control Officers. Six 
incmbers of a Traffic 
Control crew s;iid thai the 
glowing U)'0 luiiig 
suspended at about 500O 
tee I for at leasl 40 
minutes. When au RAAI'' 
jel was sent oul to identify 
it, il disappeared. 
Often a.s.sociated wilh 
close range observation of 
UFO's particularly tiom 
moving automobiles is the 
magnetic phenomenon 
which stalls cars, shuts off 
burning headlights and 
generally halts all electrical 
sys(cms in the automobile. 
(Physicists please note 
magnetic effects). 
lord motor Co. 
scientists ^^ erc called in to 
explain this phenomena 
nilionalty. They said lhat 
researchers had previously 
found thai an extremely 
powerful magnetic field 
imposed upon an ignition 
coil would indeed stall 
cars, but the lord experts 
also pointed out that such 
a field would aLso 
permanently change tiie 
normal magnetic pattern in 
Ihe metal of the car body. 
On comparing the 
nuigneiic pattern of a car 
reported lo have . heen 
s ta l l ed by Ul'"0 
interference with ideniical 
models thai were nowhere 
near the scene of the 
incident, ihe I'ord men 
found that the car had 
never been siibjecied to an 
intense luagnelic Held, 
either from a Ul'O or 
anything else. 
Robert Walsh, Depuiy 
Civil Avialion Commis-
sioner of Syracuse, New 
York, was flying a piivalc 
aircraft over New 'Vo'rk 
Cily when the lights went 
out at 5.22 p.m. on a 
November day in 1965 - a 
day which shall long be 
remembered by residents 
of the Eastern Seaboard as 
the Big Blackout. Walsh 
managed lo effect a safe 
landing and once on the 
ground worked to bring 
other aircraft down siilely. 
While working with several 
other men " a sirange 
thing happened . . . . we 
saw a sudden ball of Ore lo 
Ihc soulh . . . . it apfieared 
to be about 100 feet in 
diameter and about 11)0 
feet above the erotiiul 
. . . . ten minutes later, the 
same group of men 
witnessed another ball of 
fire similar lo ihe first. 
There has yel to be an 
explanation lor Ihese 
phenomena, 
BLACKOUT 
Was the Big Blackout, 
whicii put 80,000 square 
miles and several of 
America's cities "in the 
dark", caused by UFO 
e l e c t r o m a g n e t ic 
interference? Many people 
seem to Ihink so and back 
up their allcgatrons by 
well-documented sightings 
oof glowing objects in the 
skies above New York just 
before the lights went oul. 
Weldon Ross, of 
Syracuse, was preparing to 
land at Hancock field when 
he saw a Ul'O "about 100 
feet in diameter" hovering 
over the New York Power 
Company, as he warchcd 
the object next passed over 
the New York Central 
Railroad high-tension 
power cables. 
Did the clcciro-magnelic 
field of the Ul'O UigBer 
tne progressive overloads as 
it passed over the New 
York Power Company near 
Hancock I'lcld? 
Ross, a flight instructor, 
said that "a ball of 
orange-reddish fire bigger 
than a house" lioveicd over 
the main high-tension 
powcrlinc, which runs to 
Niagra Falls.''"ftr tibnin <0 
seconds. 
Residents in various 
areas in neighbouring Stale 
New Jer.sey reported seeing 
"very large lighis. larger 
Ihan the evening star" 
moving towards llie 
north-cast moments after 
the lighis went out. 
Two monlhs before the 
Uig Blackout, on 
September .25, 1965, the 
touris t resort . o f 
Cuernavaca, Me.xico, 
.suffered three consccuiive 
power failures in less than 
I hour, lilcctric company 
officials were baflled and 
wore completely unable lo 
aicnuni for Ihe disturbing 
failures. Residents, 
tourists, police officers, 
airport officials, and 
air-iral'fic controllers at the 
Inlernalional Air)X)rt, had 
spoiled UI-'O's over the 
area al the lime of ihe 
bhickouls. Civil aulhorities 
could nol help drawing a 
parallel between the arrival 
of Ihe UI'O's und the 
retreat of the eleetricul 
ix>wer (lemcmber UlO's 
an'ected car electrical 
systems). 
Also in Sepiember 1965 
a UI 0 skininied ilic 
rooftops in Mexico City a.'-' 
il dropped down to an 
estimated 3o lect. 
Hundreds of shoppers etc. 
in the streets could clearly 
note il was a'bout 25 feet 
in diameter with a glowing 
row of portholes. So many 
automobiles were slopped 
by electromagnetic 
interference that traffic 
came to a standstill. 
On December 2nd after 
the Lastcrn seaboard 
episode, anolher large scale 
power failure blacked out 
four important military 
bases and turned out the 
lights on a million 
inhabitants in New Mexico, 
Te.xas, and Mexico. 
President Johnson 
ordered a Fcdcial 
investigation into reasons 
why crucial military bases 
should have been plunged 
into the dark, endangering 
national security. 
Human reaction to UFO 
reports very nearly have 
prevented a rational 
investigation of these 
phenomena. Neither 'rabid' 
believers or sceptics favour 
a scientific investigation of 
the UFO problem. Botli 
think they have the 
answer. To the neorcligious 
cultists UFO's arc the 
vessel of saintly beings 
from space (or anolher 
dimension) come to aid us 
througli troubled times. To 
the sceptics, UFO's arc a 
figment of the imagination 
dreamed up by unstable 
individuals unable to face 
up to the realities of the 
day. Neither of these 
positions is tenable on the 
evidence acquired to date. 
Whal would be the 
religious iinpliations if we 
were lo make contact with 
ex Ira terrestrial beings? 
What will .such conlacl do 
tu our theological 
conceptions? Wliat will it 
mean in terms of our 
beliefs aboul God, Clirisl, 
Salvation. the unique 
nature of Man? Here one 
can only eue.ss, but based 
on the record of man's 
reaction to olher such 
chatlen;;e.'. over the 
tx-niurie.s, we may expect 
this one lo be taken in 
stride too. I'or this will not 
have been the firsl time 
lhat man has bad lo stretch 
his thinking and feeling to 
encompass tlie wider 
revelation. 
One person's view of people aod life 
We spend our entire 
life forming and reforming 
our attitudes to people and 
events around us. Tho 
ambitions of childhood 
and youth are different 
from the aspirations of 
young adults. 
As we go through 
each day, our life becomes 
a little richer from each 
person we meet, from each 
mishap or difficult 
situation we become a 
little fuller, a little closer 
to a better being. 
As we spend each 
day of our life, living, 
working, loving and 
generally just going on, wo 
tend to change our basic 
thoughts to become our 
t»sic truths. We go on 
forming more and more 
assumptions into still more 
facts. 
In the early part of 
our life we are not content 
with what is around us; 
moving through life wa try 
to change that which, wo 
feel, is not right or which b 
not in context with our 
own personal point of 
view. Ws have a right, as 
human beings, in the 
society in which wo live, to 
say and do as we like; this 
is certainly good in many 
ways; at least we are able 
to voice an opinion and by 
so doing help to create 
what may or may not be a 
better world around us. 
This free agency we 
have to think as we please 
gives us the opportunity to 
discuss with others the 
problems around us, both 
locally and on the 
international scene; but 
because vve are each 
individual we therefore 
have different and varying 
thoughts on each and every 
subject and should not 
force our opinions on 
others. If we do try forcing 
our viewpoint on others, 
we become nothing less 
than "little Hitlers", and in 
all probability will, most 
likely, see our ideas 
CTumbUng around us, as 
did the aforementioned 
gentleman. 
We may show 
displeasure at someone 
'j.ii>|ilv!n() America and 
South Vietnam with 
weapons to destroy other 
Vietnamese but shouldn't 
we also show dis;)lnasure 
for the people supplying 
the opposing side? For in 
so doing aren't they in turn 
doing the same thing? 
Surely there is 
enough work to be done 
around us, in helping those 
less fortunate than we, 
w i t h i n our own 
community walls . . . . Are 
wo so well off. in Australia, 
that we should forget 
about those persons who 
need assistance right in our 
own back yard? 
Life goes on and we 
pass through; .i few of us 
may stand out in our time; 
most of us will not be 
reiiKJOfSicrcd ten years after 
we have done something 
outstanding, but how 
many of us will be able to 
say we have done 
something constructive to 
help our society? 
In my life and in the 
line oi work I am 
employed in, I run across a 
varied range of people; 
f r o m conservative 
businessmen to screaming 
queens. Each individual is 
•rving to fit into his own 
little niche in life; oacli 
trying to settle into a 
socieiy which hns not yet 
found itself; but which is 
mowing onward, however 
slowly, towards its own 
fulfillment. 
We arc a part of this 
progress. You as an 
Individual must do your 
piece in this incredible 
jigsaw, but remember 
always the ihings you do in 
life must be for good 
because you do yourself 
and humanity on injustice 
by slowing down progress 
with foolish pitfalls. 
Toye de Wilde 
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'IF YOU LIKE IT, DON'T BUY IT, HIRE IT. & THEN YOU CAN USE IT AGAIN" 
These words, dear students, were spoken, many years iigo, by the once famous "Black Banger". As you may 
recall, the "Banger" was renowned for escorting lovely young ladies on formal occasions, among other things. His 
taste in whal ho wore, was of course, impeccable. Anything fro"i the style created especially for him, the Black 
Banger York style, to his favourite outfit of Lollypop white with pink trim. Other selections in his wardrobe 
included Beastly Blue, Garbage Green, and Messy Maroon, as well as "Pussy" purple ve lvet . . . in fact, the Banger 
can hire anything he wants from ANNA MARIE & MR JOHN, and in fact usually does. 
As a matter of fact he was in only the other day, asking for names and addresses of lovely young ladies, on 
whom ho could practise his unusual talents, but, unfortunately, we couldn't help him in this department. We could, 
however, supply all the necessary "Props." 
Unfortunately, that ends the story of the Black Banger, but then again, there is Mrs Bangerl 
Mrs Banger, of course, is much more subtle, like all ladies of quality. Whenever she gets married, she always 
comes to us to select her wedding gown. So far this year sho has selected 80 gowns and, of course, has not worn the 
same one twice. 
When the occasion is somewhat more casual, like the Birthday Party of her sister "Aphrodesiac" who attained 
her majority l»t week, (a record of 459, which is a hell of a lot in one week), Mrs Banger was able to make a 
selection from many "Party Pieces" to suit all ages, and tastes. At first we thought Mrs Banger would be hard to fit 
because her weight would change from one week to the next. On Tuesday she would weigh four stone two 
pounds, and on Saturday twenty-four stone two pounds. But no problem, we fixed her up admirably ????? 
And so ends our tittle tale, needless to say that Mr. & Mrs Banger are living happily ever after . . .after 
anything thoy can get. 
Enough crap, now for the plug. 
YOU CAN GET THE BEST GEAR IN TOWN AT THE BEST PRICE IN TOWN WITH A 10% DISCOUNT 
THROWN INI 
Be liko the Bangers, and let us fit you. 
ANNA MARIE & MR JOHN FORMAL HIRE 
3RD FLOOR COMMERCE HOUSE 
125 ADELAIDE ST. 
(between Woollies 8i Coles) 
fei 
compliments galorq 
....&nobody will 
ever know. 
FOR HER 
• Wedding 
• Bridesmaid 
• Evening Gowns 
• Deb. frock 
• Furs including Mink 
FOR HIM 
Very latest fashion 
• L o u n g e Su i ts (A I I Colours} 
• Dinner Suits {AII colours) 
• Special Suits 
• Tails 
• Page Boys 
HIRE 21 2644 
; m\.'4oinr. 
^FORMALWEAR HIRE 
In the privacy of tiie third j 
floor 125 Adelaide St. 
(between Coles & VVoolworths)| 
After Hours 95 2172 
Open Tues. and Wed. 
Nights by appointment. 
WUS MILKS 
MONEY 
WUS week for 
BangJadc'sli was iicid from 
2nd to Sth May. The 
response to the activities 
run during this week was 
particularly good especially 
from the University. 
Gcncraus sludent and staff 
donations obtained by 
collectors in the Refec and 
from the road holding 
raised a total of 
approximately $700. 
This is a very uood 
effori indeed when 
aimparcd wilh a lotjl ofa 
liiileover Sl .000 raised by 
collectors from ihe pulilie 
in the cily sucets dining 
Ihe Coniuicin Parade. Ii 
appears thai llic Universily 
comtnunily is now 
certainly aware of the 
problems in HanjiLidcsh 
and WUS is tiraU-ful to all 
those who donated to help. 
«vcn if in stnall pari, lo 
rclicv e these problems. 
WUS would also like to 
thank all Ihe collectors 
who liclped 'tn the 
collections both ai Uni and 
in town. The final amount 
uf the overall eoilcctioii 
loialled S 1.714.81 and a 
ehoqiic lor this amount has 
been I'uTW.itdcil U) 
Austcare. This will bo sent 
lo Uanyladcsh ;is soon as 
|K)ssible. 
The funds niised will 
IK> .sent to aid in the WUS 
education schenie to help 
in the reeonstruciion of 
schools destroyed in ihc 
recent fi.uhiinj:. 
World Universily 
Service will also be enj^ aued 
in a nuniber of further 
aclivilie.s ihis year, both 
with respect to our 
Udayan;! I'rojeet and also a 
special effori to raise funds 
for the Nalional WUS 
OlTicc. It is [larlicularly 
importanl lhal wc supporl 
Ihc National Office since ii 
has in ihc pasi year been 
been ahic lo obtain larjic 
i:rants for \VUS (ifojccls 
from or{!uni/aiions such as 
I'reedom from Ihinj-cr and 
Austcare. WUS also hoi)cs 
to emphasise an educaiion 
approach lo the pr<iblem 
of dcvciopniem ralhcr ihan 
:i purely fund-raisint; 
a|)])roacli. If anyone is 
inierested in any of these 
activities tliey may contact 
any of the following 
people: 
JOHN 11UNGI:R1"0RD, 
150 Dells I'ockcl Rd. 
Siraihpinc. 
ANTHONY LUPI, 10 
Brookfield Rd., Kenmorc. 
(78-3932) 
1'1-TI'R MUNRO. IS 
Rankin St., Indooroopilly 
178-1243) 
liLlZABETH TAYLOR, 
C/- Wonien's College, St. 
Lucia 
or conic to the AUS 
offiee. 
Japanese youth say 
no to lower age TOKYO (I.I.Ii.E.) The piospccls of ktwcring the voting age in 
Japan from 20 to 18 now 
appear much more remote 
following oppo.sition from 
an unexpected source -
Ihc youtii thumselyos. 
A survey released by 
live Miuisuy of Home 
Affairs has shown that less 
than (inc (iiiarier of the 
xouiifjcr ;.^ ciieraii(>n aiiree 
with the idea of 
broadening Ihe franchise. 
Another 1" I'er ccni. 
allhousili ajircein;; in 
principle, think lhal it is 
slill "too early" to put ihc 
policy into actual practice, 
i w o m a j o r 
considerations- prompted 
ihc 'Ii'vcrnmcnl lo suaucst 
the possibility of reducing 
the voiing ape. lirsl, the 
step iuis recently been 
laken in. a numher of 
Wesiern couniries and has 
ihus inspired similar 
demands in Japan. Second, 
the (iiivcrnmem v\aiiicd i» 
revise the Juvenile t'riiiie 
I aw so lhat IK and 19 year 
olds could he le.sially 
'defiiied as ailulis and thus 
nude lialMe lu lnvivii-v 
ivnultics. Sonic siudcni 
cMremisls who have been 
c(mvicted of lool hi};. 
as\anU and even imirtler 
have cNcaiu'il wilh 
relatively mild piinislimcii 
bacausc ilicy were under 
2l) years of aiic. 
.Many leaders of liic 
rujini: Liberal Democraiic 
Party have opposed ilic 
idea on political yroutids, 
fearinp tliai the 
enfra uchiscincnl of 
yoiinjicr citi/ens would 
merely swell the ranks of 
the ()p|x>sitiun. The 
.Ministry of Home Affairs, 
however, went ahead with 
liic survey, which included 
a I leasi 3,000 younjisicrs. 
The views tVal the survey 
revealed surprised even the 
slauiicliesi opjioncnis of 
llic lowcrc! viitiimaiic. 
What siruck IIKIM 
p:i!iiical iihscrvcrs wus llic 
facl thai nearly half the 
yotttt!! people nuesiioncd 
c\ pressed definiie 
object ions lo the proposed 
chani-e. arpuiii;: ihut ihcy 
were not fully quallllcd to 
judi'c complex political 
issues. Over 41) per cenl of 
tho e^ pulled said ihcy were 
mu even inierested ii\ 
liou-niiiiciU alTairs. as 
ayainsl 13 per cent who 
mills a keen interest in 
politics vcnerally. 
Several newspapers 
disputed the apparent 
conclusion lliat Japanese 
youth were apathetic 
al)oui nalional issues. In an 
editorial coninicnt. the 
daily SANKLI SllIMUUN 
IHiinted oui lhal ihc survey 
results showed only that 
the presenl political sysreni 
ilid nol inieresi, youp^ r 
people and were, ilicrcforc, 
a serious criticism of llie 
system itself. The JAPAN 
TIMi;S said that the lack 
of interest in pi>litics 
indicated a widespread 
feeliivj of misiriist and 
indiffcre-ncc towards 
poliiieal inslituiion.s - a 
feelinj.' that .many adults 
share wilh the younuer 
iicneration. 
Mlhouj ih tlK-
fiovernmcni has nf>w 
shelved ilie . projxisal lo 
lower the votinf! auc, the 
powerl'ul Japanese 
fonfederaiion of Labor. 
(Doniei) has announced 
plans ui launch a ca ill |%iifin 
this summer lo demand 
thai ihc vplinj; ajic be 
rednceil in lime lor an 
tppcr House elcciion in 
197.1. 
'fttfo vw^###### m^ 
WOMEN'S ELECTORAL LOBBY 
Inloresled in (loitig sometiiing with thai 
niist'd consdoiisiicvs? 
Mceliiiitai 2.,^0Saliirday 24th June 
70 FIcmiiii; Road. Chapel Hill, lo disciLss (he 
csluhlishctunl of a Qiiceiwliuul bnuu'h of WEL. 
(l-n(|iiirii's aflcr 5 pm) 7.S 2792 or 7S IX22r 
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M 61AP 1D FlNP OUT TWO" Tm PRCSIDCHT HA5 
DCODCD t o CRACJti: CX>VWM ON TCmtORIffr e O H 9 I H * $ . 
'V<1^THINK I'li-GOCOWSfWUtATE HIM IM P E R S O N ; h T 
BRAILLE 
, N6W5WKPERI 
MEANWHILE, IN A SKIEUY CELLAR:! 
10I?AY \A/e 9 0 H B pOlACC M C A M ) U M « T H » , 
U$lt4<i THIS RENDtSHtY CLEVER HUaK-EXPlOStve 
BOMB piSGUISeOAS A 5 M A P - B W M M A T / / 
CRIMESTOMPERS MEINKAHPF 
RIOTERS COHSPWMY 
ROOKIE$/ Rei^iei^BeR,T>fRE£oRM0BE.PEOPl£ 
TOseiHeR (s A poTEAitvsL R IOT, BREAK THEI^I U P 
etFOKE THSY PA»V«SG /VMVo»4t'S rRoPtRTY. 
t y » ftofi£ IS MERav A C O N S P I R A C Y , ASK , 
\&i«S0fWiOR WHAT TOAT M6^N6. ^fijj^SH^fUfM^ 
. I MAV BE JUST AN OLO 0UND, DEAF COP, 
PRE5tPCNT MISNEW, &UT I WANT VOO TO 
KKiOW I'M BEHIND VOO A HUNPREP PE«Cee4T.'? 
iM <3em<*3 -nwEP OF wAtnt^ va FOR TH/ICV 6 O M 9 ^ 
IW THE. r O U C C 5 I W I O N -TO <30 o m LETfe J 
*S,^GO PLAMT A eOM9 SOMEWWERe gLSE » ^ 
POLICE VMcrrtfMN 
H 
IA 
1 
= = = d t = 
|EL d,^ 
wl 
V 
^ > ^ V 
"'M^^^^P5L.&«^K_j v ^ 
y ^4ts^ 
1 ^^S#r^ ySv " N C L . 
ACtlVsLLV SHOOK 1 
MY HANP f I'M J 
SO P»DP ; ^ f 
^S^^H 
ILAJII ^ ^^ki"~~ 
jj^ -
— « - • 
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NOTMING WRONG WITX HIM EXCePT A LITTLE 
CAhW&ep BRAIN T i s s u e , We'U- HAVE HIM &*CK 
^JVT HtS OeSK BY NEJCT V/EEt^. AT THE LATEST. ^ ^ 
EMEiaSENCY 
SURGERY 
I ^ • &J \ ^9 
'TT >r7\ . i k ' P * ! ^ ydl^^yf^WHU^ Wk^^ 
& ^=^fBr Iw 1 TirV_* f^c^^* ^'^..^^^^^^^^B r^ ^ *^^ ^ 
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Can a christian be an anarchist? 
Thi.s article is 
directed specifically to 
Christians, and its aim h to 
show that Christians 
should he the major 
rcvolutionaiy force in 
making our world a hcder 
place in which to live. 
"Revolutionar)'" i.v just 
what Christianity in 
practice is. jusl a,s ils 
founder was a social 
revolutionary as well as a 
spiritual reformer and 
Saviour. Tor too long 
Cliristians have been 
e o n c c n t r a t i n g on 
other-worldly aspects to 
the neglect of the struggle 
wilh all their strength, and 
especially llicy sliould have 
no qualms ahout adopting 
the names of anarchists or 
lihcriarians. Lecharlier, a 
follower of Tolstoy, said 
that '*lhc true founder of 
anarchy was .Icsus Christ, 
and Ihc first anarchi.st 
socicly was lhal of the 
Apostles." For nearly 2000 
years (his truth has hccn 
ignored and suppressed. 
Yet St. Paul say.s, "wc do 
nol struggle againsi flesh 
and blood, but against 
principalities against 
-powers, againsi Ihc rulers 
of this world, againsi evil 
in high places.^ ' 
Anarchism. or 
liberiarianisrii. or whatever 
vou choose .to call il. has 
oflen been considered a 
by-product of allicism. 
V/hal follows is based on 
an exchange between an 
atheist and a Christian, 
both anarchists, in Amnion 
Jlennacy's "Autohioj;rapliy 
of u Catholic Anarchisi." 
ATIIi;i.ST:-
"Anarcliisin as 
delined by Hakunin denies 
al! auihority, lliai of dod 
as well as ihat of the Slate. 
So ii is iineiltical lor 
Christians to use the name 
'anarchism'," 
• CHRISTIAN:-
"Man aca'pis or 
rcjccis (!od ol' liis ow n free 
ssill. and il" a man chooses 
to accept the auihority of 
(iod and rcjecl the 
authority of the Slate, this 
is mil unctlucal. lie ;iccepts 
Crod oT his own Ircc will, 
but he was born into the 
Stale and could not help 
il." 
Arili:iST;-
"Hut it is illoiiical lo 
use the anarchisi 
concvpiion of freedom to 
accept the authority of 
Cod which denies that 
I'rccdoin." 
CIIRISTIAN:-
"The authority of 
(lod only makes nic a 
Ix-'ller rebel, and i^ves me 
C(iur;i}:c lo oppose Ihose 
jwbo seek lo carry the 
cona'pt of authority from 
the sii|x:rnuiural lo the 
naUirul field wlieriJ it docs 
not belonj;. Anarchism and 
rclifiion arc only 
Imcompaitble if the 
Christian tries to tmnsVcr 
the autlwritariaii sei-up of 
the Church to the natural 
neld," 
In the early 
centuries, movements, like 
ours based their demands 
"The latest example of the crimes connmitted by governments — and in this instance in the name of Christianity . . . . . " 
St. George's Cathedral, Capetown 
Cor sicial flianve on a 
belief in the immediate 
possibility of ihc 
.Millenium a combination 
of llic Second Comin!; and 
the uolden a^ c of 1 den. 
like us, Ihey idi ihat 
ilicrc was somcthin.!: 
hopelessly wronp wjih ihe 
HtirM. ycl tliiiii;s could he 
put riiiht if the insiiiuiions 
which prevented the doiii^ 
of (iod's svill c(MiW be 
leinovcd. llie reaction lo 
such niovciiienis has 
always been tlic s;ime. 
Tliose in (wvver Icat Uic 
'subversive' results which 
follow from the rejection 
of c\islinj; values, and this 
inevitably results in 
persi'cution. Rumours of a 
widespread conspiracy lo 
overthrow the whole order 
arc used in a propajiunda 
conipai.en in which every 
sort of accusalidii, smear, 
and mnuendu is used 
aj-ainsl ilie victims 
regardless of their actual 
behaviour. 
What s h o u l d 
Chrislians do when God 
requires one thing, and 
hunian government 
requires the opposite? The 
answer is obvk)us - wc 
must follow Crtid rather 
than men, even when it 
means going against laws, 
parlbments, parents -
e v e r y o n e . Human 
government is nothing 
compared with God. It has 
no intrinsic authority, no 
moral supremacy, no claim 
for man's allegiance. Well, 
what is our attitude wilh 
regard to human 
government; should we try 
to reform it? No. 
Cirtstians though wc may 
be, wc arc also 
libcrtinarians, and as such 
our principles prevent us 
from having any part in tlte 
government of man by 
man. Wc cannol accept its 
offices kglslatc in it, fjght 
for it. In any ca-sc, because 
of ils very nature, it is 
impo.ssiblc to reform 
human govcrnmcni. 
There are many who 
•feel thai there is no crealcr 
aciivily than scrvini; and 
supiHirtinc covcrnincnl. 
Thcv say thcv wiini ihe 
'tx'st men" in office, the 
'l)csi laws' and ihe 'Ix-si 
a d m i n i s l r a t i o n of 
Liovcrniiienr, These things 
do nol exist. Yci ihey call 
us irresponsible for 
opposing ihcni. and self 
rielilcously condemn and 
abuse us. Spcakini; about 
Ihe scribes and Pharisees, 
.lesiis said, "Woe tintoyou. 
Iiypocriles! I'.ven ihousih 
you apiH'ar ouiwardly to 
olhcr men to be ri.L'hlcou.'i, 
wiihin you arc full of 
hypocrisy and iiii(|uiiy." 
The iriiih is lhal by 
consistently lollowing our 
principles wc can do as 
much if not more toward 
keeping the world in order, 
Ihan by legist a I inc. Iioldins 
offia>, votins;, and with all 
the other poUtical 
clap-trap. Chrislians will 
never promote the welfare 
of their fellow men by 
fillin}i |)osiiions of worldly 
>Hwct and reward. Power 
corrupls ils possessor, and 
worsens the lol of ihe 
powerless. The man who 
has the fewest ouuv.ud 
vcsiipcs of authority will 
coniribuie mosl lo the 
eood of mankind, 
(lirisiians can partly 
answer the call of Jesus by 
rel'usine to submit to and 
obc) the {lovernmcnt of 
man by man. 
Tlie latest example 
of the crimes com mi I led 
by govcrnmenls - and in 
this instancx' in the name 
of "Chrisltanity" - WTIS 
the bloody ass;iiili by 
police on students in the 
Anglican cathedral in 
Capctovv-n. Students were 
struck in the face with 
batons, kicked, punched, 
and dragged along by their 
hair. Some crawled around 
on their Iiands and knees, 
lilood streaming from their 
wounds. Here was "law 
and oidet" in aciion; here 
was the real face of 
covcrnnicnt. 
The inescapable 
conclusion is that there is 
no liberty oulside God. It 
docs nol mailer whether 
political power is claimed 
by the dictator or Ihc 
democratically elected 
a.s.scmbly: it Ls arbitrary 
force imposing itself on the 
i n d i v i d u a l . " I f 
righteousness comes by (he 
law, (hen Christ is dead in 
vain ....Christ has 
redeemed us from the law" 
(St. Paul). Since no earthly 
power can claim lo be 
inspired by Cjod, absolute 
freedom for all is the only 
logical outcome. Christians 
must oppose those who 
put their Irusl in police, 
censorship, and repression 
by the Slate because lliey 
reject the inevitability of 
the establishment of 
Christ's society. The 
designs of God are fulfilled 
through the people, and 
human government, 
because it is concerned 
with the defence of its 
s u p p o r t e r s ' vested 
intcrest,s, opposes the 
designs of God. 
ll is useless irying to 
chuiiijc ilk' world by 
bullets or ballots. The only 
worthwhile revolution is 
the revolulion of the 
individual, which leads to 
regeneration and ihc 
replacing of niateriai 
motives with spiriiual 
ethical and nioral ones. 
Christians have started lliis 
revolution by bcini; 
Christians: now they musi 
complete it by turning 
away from the.iiovernnicnt 
of man by man. in olhcr 
words by becoming 
liberinrians. or anarchists, 
or whatever name ihey 
prefer. I'or those who arc 
ready and willing there isa 
basis on which they can 
build their lives wilhout 
depending on politicians or 
a majoriiy who feci as they 
do. This Iwsis.is pacifism 
and a simple life. 
Look about you, 
iind wherever your life or 
your income depends on 
Ihc exploitation of yoijr 
fellow man. then remove 
yourself from its hold. To 
the exploiters we say this: 
Rcmcinber l.a/arus! 
Capitalism in its extreme 
annot be reconciled with 
ific Chrislian principle of 
brotherly love, for by 
regarding labour as a 
commodiiy insiead of an 
activity of life, it violates 
human dignity, which I've 
Church is supposed to 
support among all men, 
An economic sysiem which 
is based on fraternity 
rather tliun strife, und .in 
whicii tiic desire for service 
replaces ihc desire for 
profit, is more in line with 
Chrislian ideals. Refuse lo 
supporl a war or fight in it 
according to your 
conscience. In everyday 
life, respect and love every 
man and return good for 
evil. 
INT1':RI:STI;D7 
The Chrislian 
Anarchists meet 
w i t h o t h e r 
libertarians and 
.individualists each 
Iriday at 1.(10 p.m. 
in Room 81 of the 
Main Arts Building. 
Peter Overlack. 
WUS -AUSTCARE 
A Refugee Record 
AUSTCARI- - Auslralian Care for Refugees in selling the 
"TOP STAR FF.STIVAL" LP. Record in Australia. Net 
proceeds from the sales will go lo the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNIICR} and be used 
to help refugees. 
AUSTCARI- is the Auslralian representative of UNIICR 
in mat lers of public information and fund raising, 
CALTI-:X OIL have gcncrotisly agreed to assisi 
AUSTCARI; in the promotion and sale of the record. 
Discs will he available in all CALTllX Service Stations 
from April 29 onward. CALTKX is promoliiig ilw Record 
tree of charge and without any profit from sales. 
Those people who purchase "TOP STAR FESTIVAL" 
will obiain a record which has been described as "an 
unusually artistic achievement" by the honorary panel 
composed of HURT BACIIARACII. DAVIv RRUBIX'K. 
DUKI-: r.LLlNGTON, DAVID I-ROST and PAUL 
MA'JRIAT. who advised Ihe High Commissioner on ils 
produciion. 
Arlisis contributinu to i 
without charge. 
Tliey arc: 
Johnny CASH 
Neil DIAMOND "UNTIL 
1X)N0VAN 
Val DOOKICAN 
l-KSliPTION 
Jo.se I l-LICIANO 
Aretha. FRANKLIN 
Mngleberl HUMPIIRDINK' 
Anita KI-RR 
James LAST 
MANDRILL 
Mireillc MATHH-:t.i 
Nana MOUSKOURI "OH, 
OSMOND BROS. 
he Record Eavc their services 
"A HOY NAMl-D SUF" 
i r s TIMK IOR YOU TO GO" 
"CI:LIAOI TIIFJTFAL.S" 
"iNNoci-:Nr' 
"VIVACI" 
"RAIN" 
"MY WAY" 
'(JUANDO, QUANDO, QUANDO' 
"MYLOVI-RMY l-RII-ND" 
"KNOCK THRI-:I:TIMI-:S" 
"MANDRILL" 
"UNI-HLSTOIRF 
D'AMOUR" (LOVI-; STORY) 
IIADI AGOLDFNTilRI-AD" 
"0N1-: HAD APPLi:" 
AUSSIES LEAVE FOR JAZZ 
Australia has been 
inviicd for the first time to 
participate in two major 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l Jazz 
Festivals. 
The Don Durrows 
Ouartct lefl Australia on 
Sunday, lUU June, 1972 
to play at the Montreu.x 
Jazz Fest ival in 
Switzerland from the I9tli 
to the 24th June and then 
at the Newport Jazz 
Festival in U.S.A. from ihe 
Isl to the 9ih July. 
The Australian 
Council for the Arts has 
made a grant of S5,000 to 
enable the Quartet to 
participate in both 
Festivals. 
Apart from I'estivpl 
appearances the Quarlel 
will give a concert al the 
Carnegie Hall on the 3rd 
July, as well as being 
invited' to participate in 
"jam sessions", al Uw 
Radio City Music HaU Tlic 
"jam sessions" begin a I 
midnight and continue till 
the morning. 
The other members 
of ihc Don Burrows 
Quartet, well known in 
musical circles, are George 
Golla guilar, V.ii Gaston 
double base and Alan 
Turnbull drums. 
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" The young Aborigines are very similar to 
Univct^ty stiicients in their clotlies " 
" A lazy person; 
dctribalised, living halfway 
between black and white, 
reduced (o a miserable 
hanger-on around white 
man's towns; with life a 
continual mist of misery, 
poverty, racial prejudice, 
sickness and death." 
Tliis is the commonly 
accepted picture lo-day of 
"frincc-dwcllcrs", the 
mixed-blood Aborigines -
koories -• of our land. 11 is 
a picture reinforced by 
mosl literature on the 
subjcci, and often by the 
s o c i a l w o r k e r s most 
connected wiih Aborigines. 
Il is also accepted by mosl 
sympathisers wiih the 
Aboriginal cause, who 
assume that by some 
process "white racism" is 
to b l a m e , and that 
Aborigines must be helped 
out. 
Rca-ntly I .spent many 
weeks with a group of 
A b o r i g i n a l seasonal 
workers. It was ut a bush 
camp, on the banks of the 
Namoi River, near the 
small outback N.S.W. 
Town of Wee Waa. This is a 
cotton-growing centre, and 
during the summer 
wieed-chipping season, the 
dark people arrive from 
throughout North and 
North-West N.S.W., and 
Southern Queensland, Up 
to 1 0 0 0 Abor ig ina l 
workers and their families 
Ihen live in illegal bush 
camps around tlie town, 
supplementing the few-
hundred local Aborigines. 
TemperJlures are very 
high, Ihc hours arc long, 
the pay is low, the 
conditions are bad; very 
lew- white people can take 
the heat, and intense 
sunburn associated with 
w-orking in the sun len 
hours a day. Uut, insicad 
of Ihe miserable group of 
fringe-dwellers, the dark 
people were, in general, a 
proud group, proud to be 
Aboriginal. They were 
healthy, well fed, well 
c l o t h e d . The young 
Aborigines, in fact, are 
very similar lo Universily 
studcnis in their clothes, 
long hair, beards and music 
tastes. 
They were not lazy -
w o r k e r s o n t h e 
coilonficlds ranged from 
I 3 year old girls I o 
grandmothers; they did not 
mistrust whites; in fact the 
whole pattern of living isa 
direct coniradiction lo 
mosl literature on the 
"Aboriginal Problem." 
The " A b o r i g i n a l 
Problem" is app-arenlly 
that those people are not 
yet completely assimilated 
i n t o t h e so -ca l l ed 
Australian way of life. 
They remain a distinct 
su b-group wilh different 
living patterns, housing, 
type of employment, and 
family relationships. The 
government policy is one 
of assimilation, wilh the 
implied hope that future 
generations of Aborigines 
will be white in everything 
but skin colour. 
Life with tiie 
fringe dweilers 
Black Panther Party 
Australia 
UNREPRESENTATIVE OF ABORIGINES? 
Tlic assimilation policy 
is the easy solution. One 
uin ask the Prime Minister 
liow many he assimitoted 
last week, and he can give a 
dcfinile answer - the 
number w-ho moved into 
Hous ing Commission 
homes on the edge of some 
country town. 
Tlic U.S.A, abandoned 
its assimilation policy for 
the Indian in 1934, and 
substituted land rights. 
Australia should moderate 
its own assimilation policy 
by granting land rights for 
those people in a tribal or 
semi-tribal situation, who 
r e t a i n a s p i r i t u a l 
relationship with the land. 
At the same time it must 
a l s o m o d e r a t e i ts 
assimilation policy for the 
mixed-blood Aborigines of 
the closer .sclllcd parts of 
Australia. 
1 d o u b l i f the 
a d v o c a t e s of t h e 
assimilation policy have 
ever actually lived wiih 
Aborigines, experiencing 
the close-knit relationship 
of the family. It is a 
relationship which extends 
pasl the immediate family, 
and their old people arc 
not put in homes. I also 
doubt if tliey have ever 
listened to the sinking to a 
guitar of young Aboriginal 
men and girls, around a 
campfire at night. I doubt 
if Ihcy have ever wondered 
if the Australian way of 
life is the best for .ill 
Australians, 
In Wee Waa the local 
Aborigines live in a reserve; 
Ihis is not of the type 
familiar to Queenslanders. 
which oflen have some 
form of ( iovernmcnl 
authority prevailing. Two 
miles oul of Wee Waa, 
between the river and 
railway, is a bare dusty 
area of land.. On this arc 
old t e n t s , wrecked 
caravans, and iron and 
wood shelters. Many 
Aborigines live here. There 
has been no attempt to 
integrate with the town. 
The Namoi Council would 
never in a hundred years 
provide electricity or a 
water supply; ihe churches 
would never establish a 
b r a n c h h e r e ; t h e 
Government would never 
provide a pre-school or 
medical assistance. Tlic 
only way lo get these 
amenities, which should be 
the birthright of every 
Australian, would be to 
move in lo Housing 
Commission homes in Wee 
Waa - if the rc-housing 
programme reaches that 
town somet ime this 
century. 
Wliy is it not possible 
f o r t h e F e d e r a l 
Governmeni to provide 
these amenities on the 
reserves, while at the same 
l i m e continuing the 
rc-housing programme for 
those who want to move 
i n t o town. It was 
empowered to make such 
moves after the 1967 
referendum. It might mean 
that in any one year, more 
than 10 Aborigines out of 
150,000 attend Australian 
Universities; it might mean 
lhal living standards arc 
niised from dcsiterate to 
very poor; it might even 
mean a lowering of infant 
mortality to only 3 or 4 
limes that of the nearby 
while town. 
Tlicre are olhcr areas 
w h e r e Governmeni 
intervention is desirable • 
providing amenities for the 
seasonal workers. In many 
a r e a s , good cheap 
a c c o m m o d a l i o n is 
provided. However, al Wee 
Waa the Aboriginal 
seasonal workers arc forced 
to live in illegal bush camps 
along the river. Such 
c o n d i i i o n s must be 
experienced to know whal 
it means - working 10 
hours a day in extreme 
heat, returning to a liot 
campsite, cooking tea over 
an open lire. drinking 
warm polluted river Wfter, 
and with disc;isc an 
cvcr-presenl possibility •• 
while down l!;c road tho 
while cotton 'ji-.tppers live 
in comparative lu.xury, in 
huts provided by the 
cotton growers. 
The growers claim that 
lo provide a camping 
ground with amenities for 
their Kooric w-orkcrs and 
their families would be 
impossible, as those from 
different towns would 
fight if placed in (he same 
vicinity. II is difficult to 
• 
J 
\ 
" Tiiere was no extreme racism of tlie kind 
one tra^t expect " 
see their reasoning, as jn 
the area where 1 wa.s. 
Aborigines from several 
inland towns, and from the 
coas t , were in close 
proximity , and were 
friendly at all times. 
Aparl from this, there 
was no extreme racism of 
the type one might expect 
- even though most of the 
c o t t o n growers are 
American, including some 
from the Deep South. 
They do not pa\' award 
rates for overtime, or 
holiday and Sunday work, 
but this applies to all 
chippcrs, black and white. 
There were small annoying 
incidents, such as linding il 
very hard to hitch a ride. 
There was a very high rate 
of arrests - 83 in a lypical 
weekend. Of these, perhaps 
7 0 w o u l d be f o r 
drunkenness, and nearly all 
would be Aboriginal. The 
arrests I saw, including 
those of some friends, 
seemed unjustified at 
times. Most were made in 
the beer gardens or lounge 
of the mainly Aboriginal 
hotel, where no harm was 
done by anyone. But the 
worst incident, perhaps, 
was not here, but near the 
Murray River, where an 
orchardisi, when giving me 
,keys to a hut, said "Let 
any of your black iiutcs in 
here, even for five minutes, 
and you're fired." 
Wliatcver the answer 
to the problems, il will be 
found by Aboriginals 
themselves. The advocates 
of Moratorium style 
demonstrations fail to 
realize lhal several hundred 
Aborigines in their own 
demonstration would be 
far more effective ip 
swaying public opinion, 
than many thousands of 
white university siudents -
university studenis who 
have never spoken lo an 
Aborigine in their life, and 
who assume Dial the Black 
Panther militants represeni 
all bhcks. 
White Australians must 
Usicn to bhck Austtalians; 
but they must remember 
that, just as the extreme 
radical university students 
do nol represent all 
siudents, so some black 
militants do not neces.sarily 
represent their people. 
H o w m a n y 
Queenslanders changed 
iheir minds after the 
Springbok demonstrations? 
How many were converted 
to the Aboriginal cause 
when a Black Panther al-' 
t h e U n i v e r s i t y of 
Queensland last Summer, 
expressed regret that 
Aboriginals could not arm 
themselves against Brisbane 
police? And why did 
University students, most 
of whom have marched for 
peace, cheer him? 
Which alternative -
"The Third Dawn" of 
black and while together, 
or the Third World of 
black separatism, urban 
guerillas and death? 
Michael Friedcricn 
Third Year Science 
SffVVSS J>Ri/^KS TO &W/Ar<f£ff$ •M 
BnC/i B/^A • (/MOM CLOfi Horei^ 
TV^S.-- s^rr 7 - / 0 /i/f* 
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mmm mmrm 
another reply 
The suggestiim of a 
campus "left" conspiracy 
lo boycott Paul T'ully's 
Semper was never a very 
intelligent one - the 
radical m»)venienl is nol 
the tightly orgaiii/cd kind 
of group needed to sustain 
a S J^nspiracy. .More likely, 
Jties might lend lo 
expect a non-radical r.ig lo 
deal too much in 
Irivialitics, and nol want to 
get mixed up iti iJiai. TAke 
the present delate aboul 
Vietnam Atrocities for 
instance, which was 
originally Makoni Smith's 
baby; if I had (o slay 
wiihin his narrow 
"whodunit" frame of 
reference I just con Id n't be 
bothered, hut I don't have 
to - I can utilize the 
triviality of his cfforjs for 
my onw ncfarimis |i.c. 
radical) designs. 
What is the point of 
puJlin;! up e\i(leiK-e aboul 
atri>Liiies tor sunieone else 
to "deiiHilivli" with 
coi^-'tcr-cvideiuc? People 
will end up lK'lle\inf; what 
they wuni to liclieve. and 
for reasons lhat Imvc linlc 
to do with Ihis atrocity, or 
that war in particular. 11 
seems to me nuich less 
trivial lo investigate THIS 
phenomenon. 
Let's faa' it - anyone 
can commit so-called 
atrocities; all the "rads" 
are doing when ihey make 
a song and dance aboul 
something "our side" docs 
is bear witness to this 
indisputable fact. They 
perform a valuable- and 
essentially progressive 
function in helping to 
spread guilt nioree(iuilably 
- laking il out of the 
nationalistic ruts of the 
"my country right or 
wrong" syndrome. Tlicy 
archieing realistic where 
M.S.. in effeciively 
bolstering the old illusions, 
is being reactionary. Jusl 
how illusory the ideas I 
refer to arc is obvious to 
anyone lexcept ihc M..S.'s) 
who has seen U.S. police 
acting againsi dissenters to 
the American ideology -
their violence against 
persons - what about Kent 
State? Any socieiy can 
develop liunune standards 
over a period given the 
right incentives: hut watch 
how they deteriorate under 
threat. But even though it 
can be shown ihat 
obsession with this or lhal 
ideological |u<siii«n leads 
ultintiiely to atrocity, 
there is no sense in blaming 
thi'ideology itself, because 
ideologies do not arise and 
prosper in a vacuum as 
M.S.'s whole altitude 
suggests Ihcy might, 
Ivcry revolution is 
"n .^;<led": the "need" for 
the libcral-dciiuuraiic one 
was .iircatcr I'reedom fnr 
the Common man lor Ihc 
socialist one il is STILL 
lhal, in the liuhi of new 
dcvclnp'ocius ami different 
o p p r e s s o r s . L. ver.\-
tcvoluiion is essentially a 
revolt against control over 
o ne's o w n sclf-
dcvelopineni by others; the 
ideal ami one 1IO|H'S the 
end of VIOI,IN I change -
in freeiloni and v^ liai 
R a y 111 o n d Williams 
(iiiUute aiu! SocicU\ calls 
"C(|iuilil)- of iK'ing" - the 
!:iioil old anarchist 
rcvoliilionl 
Obviously, M.S. doesn't 
see Ihiiv.'s this way; and 
what I meant earlier by 
viyiiii: 1 coulil "uiili/e the 
iTivi;iliiy of his cffoils lor 
Mi\ o«n designs" 
was lhal il jiives me the 
chance lo net at llie sccrels 
of llu- riL'lit-wiM'- mind. 
WIKII iiioiivaies Malcolm 
Smith, ami people like 
him? is the (itieslion; what 
are llie> ir.viiis; lo prove? I 
am iniereslcd in nolhing 
loss than Iliat blood-
curdling M..S. Wcltan-
shauiiL- lit' which his 
masierpica' iu Seiupet is 
only a lierivative 
maiiifesuiiiim. 
Basically, all the M.S. is 
(loin;: ill his article is 
siip|H)rline at least Uvo 
tacit assumptions that he 
nukes, consciously or 
unconsciously, before he 
starts writing. He makes 
Ihem. it seems to me, wiih 
almosi paranoid zeal. The 
firsl one concerns human 
nalurc direclly: he assumes 
the static lio|x:lessncss of 
an inevitably pre-
deiermined destiny for 
man, as opposed to any 
possibility of consciously-
willed cliange for the 
iKtier in iuiman affairs, 
Tlic' emphasis, in his 
scheme of ihings, is .solidly 
on the animal component 
of man's being. A criticism 
that could be made of 
Marxian theory is that he 
(Marx) undercsliimtcs the 
initiating infiuencc of the 
"super-structure"; the king 
of hegemony that Marx 
assigns to the economic 
base in HIS theory of 
history, M.S. assigns to 
aniiiul instinct in his one 
imagines, so that the 
speci f ical ly human 
atiribuie of self awareness 
and i n t r o s p e c t i o n 
(suggesting man's potential 
for recreating his 
rclationsliip wilh his 
eiivironnicni) gets no 
sliowii., 
M.S.'s second hicil 
assumption concerns 
moralily: to M.,S., I w-oiikl 
claim, the world is destined 
lo be, for ever and always, 
(until Ihe .Second Coming 
. . . . ? ) a gigantic 
baitle.cround tor the two 
militanl entities of (iood 
ami I vil. Botli SaUm ami 
Chrisi are. for him, very 
much alive and well, and 
exisling in tlicir own righl. 
Alt thai .\I,S. writes is 
dc<licalcd. siiivconsciously, 
lo iliesc iwo fundamcnial 
assiiniplions. for their 
_!!rcaler.i;lory, amen. 
The article in question 
amoitnts, in the main, to a 
massive, moralistic, 
ad-lioniincni type tirade 
againsi ihe "left" 
generally. Saian lives, and 
his agents arc the 
Conmiiinists wherever they 
m a y be f o u n d ; 
Communists arc the very 
personification of l!vil, 
which - being a .separately 
viable entity - must reside 
.somewhere. M.S. fails to 
see lhat (outside of his 
absolutist schema) even if 
Ihe rccriminattons levelled 
in an approach like his can 
often enougli be sustained 
it proves nolhing, for the 
reasons I outlined earlier. 
Kxccpi of course, that the 
more fanatical people 
liccomc. in defence, or 
pur.suil of, a cherished 
cause the less "human", in 
a day lo day relationship 
.sense they are liable to 
become. If it is true (and I 
am not sure thai it is) that 
the "pursuers" tose more 
nefarious (i.e. radical) 
environmental infiuencc 
counts for liltle, and men 
will .simply be their own 
horrible .selves regardless. 
lAcryonc starts from his 
own basic assumption 
aboul life. For nnsclf, I 
don't rc.ward good and evil 
as separate, objective 
entities inhabiting the 
breasts of (xiople with 
opposing ideologies. I sec 
good and evil as being far 
more contingent and 
dependent phenomena 
ihan thai kind of-scenario 
allows for. It follows that I 
do not see war as an 
inevitable and eternal 
function of a Icmrency by 
human beings lo lo ally 
themselves wilh one side or 
other of a definite moral 
dichotomy, side" docs is 
bear witness to this 
indisputable fact. They 
perform a abolishing war, 
and a constant-
sensitiveness to the Ihings 
llwt operate lo peipciuate 
war. To ihosc who believe 
in Ihe efficacy of human 
will and resolve this must 
be all important. The 
humanity Ihan the 
"defenders" Ihis is logical 
(00, in a power struggle 
where the defenders'hold 
most of the power. If one 
accepts these much in 
trivialities, and not wanl to 
gel mixed up in lhal. Take „ 
the sliould attend to the 
question of whether llicrc 
was a valid environmental 
cause - in Vietnam or 
anywhere else - for a 
.social reform movement 
siicb as Coi\iiminist« to 
arise and prosper. But M.S. 
lolally ^norcs this angle I . 
can utilize Ihc triviality of 
his efforts for my own 
Malcolm Smiths of this 
world seldom, apparently, 
liavc Ihis option even at 
the back of their 
am.sciousness, let alone al 
the forefront. This is 
probably ihe crucial 
dcffcrcnce bclwccn the 
left-wing and the 
riglit-winu outlook, and the 
one that people need lo be 
mosl aware of: il is that 
kind of stagnated ihinking, 
indulged in by uptight 
paranoics coniiolling the 
world's destiny, thai 
maintains sheer power and 
brule fora' as the effective 
dynamic in liumun afi'airs. 
I can quote our very own 
.Malcolm Smith to prove, I 
Ihink, the complete 
absence of idealism in the 
way a typical righi-winger 
looks at ihings: 
<i)"... .very few of Oie 
("omniunisi forces are 
cniiiletl to the ri.dits of 
prisoners of war, since 
Ihcy ilon't follow the 
Oeneva rcgiilaiions of 
(a) acting in regular 
military units, (b) 
wearing uniforms, (c) 
carrying arms openl)-, 
and (d) abidinu by the 
rules of war, and of 
course. the V.C. 
infra-sir uct ure involved 
in cell formation and 
subversion arc legally 
spies, pure and simple, 
only worthy of the 
firing S(|Uad." 
Note the cold, calculated 
accent on legality alone, in 
this extract, and the 
following: 
(ii) "of 23 quotations 
from the American 
Press (M.S. is 
referring here to 
I>C,-;;-UIK1 Russell's 
'War Crimes in 
Vietnam') 17 refer to 
the normal practices 
of war which only 
Russell regards as 
alroci l ics" (my 
emphasis) 
and again: 
(iii) " H e ( N o a m 
Chomsky) devoted a 
whole cliapler to war 
crimes in his latest 
book 'At War With 
Asia', but alas, all the 
war crimes quoted arc 
cither "opinions" or 
perfectly legal . . . . " 
(my cmpha.sis) 
and to round il off: 
(iv) "Now since crimes 
occur in wariimc just 
as they do in peace 
( am not denying lhat 
in terms of so-called 
"positive" law M.S.'s 
reasoning may be 
impeccable for all I know; 
I am only concaned to 
illustrate his completely 
un-idealistic failure lo ask 
whether anything can 
rightly be "crime" agaiasl 
the background of the 
greater crime - war itself. 
His acceptance uf the 
status quo and the 
inevitability of war is plain; 
war and peace are simply 
different aspects of the one 
proper human condition, 
Inshort, il is nol the whys 
and wherefores nf 
atrocities in Vietnam lhat 
wc ought lo worry about 
but the fatalism, posing as 
realism, of M.S. and his 
mates - especially tliose in 
high places. With faith in 
Diemselves who knows 
whal men can do? Without 
such frilh there is no hope, 
trie Cros.sw ell 
im 
The University of 
Ouccnsland Annual 
Display. EXPO UNI, "i" 
be held (his year on Friday 
June 23 and Saturday June 
24. 
In announcing Ihis, the 
Chairman of the Expo-Uni 
Co-ordinating Committee 
(Mr. Matt Knglish) said 
yesterday that the display 
would be the biggest ever 
presented al the 
University. 
He said Ihat there 
w-"'.::.' be 29 grou|'s 
participating in the display. 
T h e y would be 
representing mosl of the 
faculties and the affili-jtcd 
clubs and societies. 
Mr. Fnglish said lhat 
some of the higlilii-'lits of 
Ihis year's 1-Apo «ouId 
include a display by liie 
Photographic Society aiul 
llic simulation of lightnini: 
by the l-'.lcctrical 
(••p.>iiir("-'n" IV>i<;n-tnicn!, 
"The Bushwalking 
Club and Ihc SpcleologiQl 
Society will be preseniing a 
spectacular display by 
practising their rope 
climbing tcchnicjucs on the 
Tower in llie Main 
Building," Mr. !-.ng!ish said. 
Mr. Fnglish said thai 
this year there had been 
some diversification of 
involvement in the overall 
display. 
He said that the 
Accountancy Deparlmenl 
was pl-jiming a display for 
students. 
Over 120 schools in 
and around the meiropulis 
h.svc been officially inviicd 
lo attend Fxpo-Uni. 
".Members of the 
general public arc cordially 
inviicd to uucnd free of 
charge and see the inside 
workings of ihe 
University." Mr. linglish 
said. 
"Last year over 3000 
people attended," he said. 
firacte in 
tlte facade 
Many a Liberal-Country Party coalition government has 
owed its past existence, not so much to its own intrinsic 
worth, but to the unfailing death wish of its Labour 
opposition which, with uncanny timing, has regularly 
given birth to internal upheaval and d'issention at 
moments most calculated to wreck its electoral chances. 
Like whales whose homing instincts have gone awry, they 
have managed to beach themselves around election times. 
It appears that the tables have now been turned, and the 
unspoken fears of every true blue Liberal have been 
dramatically realized. Hobart, Adelaide and Canberra have 
had their own brand of rebel to contend with..The 
symptoms may be different, but the underlying disease is 
much the same - the failure to supply the dynamic kind 
of leadership this country so sadly needs. At Federal level, 
years of lack-lustre government, unhampered by effective 
opposition, have dulled political instincts and obscured 
any vision of where we are going and why. An attitude of 
mind has taken firm root which takes the country for 
granted and assumes that any political disaster, be it 
Vietnam or the F 111, will be heavily discounted at 
election time. It is in such a political vacuum that 
politicians like Mr. Killen are able to experiment to see 
just how far they can rock the boat without actually 
sinking it. 
Amidst all this boat rocking, Queensland can at least 
console itself that its own political blunders are more 
muted, and of a lesser order of magnitude. What may be a 
major headache in Canberra appears only as a nagging 
tooth in Brisbane. Perhaps it is the energy-draining nature 
of the climate which can cause people to ignore the 
threats to our very survival, whilst getting excited about a 
man who may or may not have been improperly detained 
in an institution of correction. 
Perhaps in an age of group sex, marihuana, eroding moral 
values and surfing beaches, thers must be SOME good in a 
governmeixt which has avoided exposure on a major 
public scandal and papered over the cracks appearing in 
its coalition. Alas, the latter part of the twentieth century 
requires more than parish pump politics. What is needed is 
politicians of fiery vision and grand design; it is an 
indictment of the Australian political scene that there is 
no one anywhere on the political spectrum who can see 
further than his own political nose. Small wonder that the 
electors are not getting very excited at the prospect of the 
coming Federal elections. In an age where qualifications 
are the sola means of advancement, politics is the last 
refuge of the unqualified. 
A Law Lecturer 
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mmM AwocmES 
a replg to a repln by Malcom Smith, I'osl Grad Zoology Student, 
"Tiger cagt!" cells 
in the Con Son Island 
prison complex. 
A U.S. congressional 
fact-finding commiitee 
found the cells, 
buiti by the French after 
a student uprising in 1907, 
were slill used to hold 
political prisoners. 
When I wrote my expose of the Vietnam atrocity 
stories I expected someone like Chris Slec to rebut tiiem. 
but'l really expected a better fight than this. Anyhow, 
let's scc what the witnesses actually said, ralhcr than Iheir 
interpretation and emotional response to it. 
(t) That remark about "Forced mass movement of 
civilian populations" refers to the inhabitants of occupied 
territories. In Soulh Vietnam the only civilians are South 
Vietnamese citizens, and when lliey arc moved il is called 
"evacuation." 
(2) The Prisoners. 
Strictly speaking this 
is a civil matter and has 
nothing to do with the 
war, bul what in facl did 
the two .senators actually 
see? Simply that the 
maximum security section 
is overcrowded and dirty, 
and that some of the 
guards may have 
mistreated them. Pardon 
my cynicism, bul recent 
events in Brisbane show 
just what can happen in 
prisons simply because 
there is no respectable 
person inside as w-atchdog. 
Wlicn we compare them lo 
the conditions in the rest 
of the non-Western world, 
and remember that the 
Saigon Government has 
almost no time available 
for prison inspection, then 
we'll be able to see it in 
proper perspective. 
Moreover, the 
senators made very little 
attempt to ascertain the 
period of the criminals' 
detention, the offences 
that warranted it, or the 
degree of possible 
maltreatment. Tiierefore, 
their testimony and 
objectivity hardly counts 
against that of the Red 
Cross. And Mr. Sice must 
be raiher naive if he ihinks 
the Red Cross makes 
public statements when it 
hasn't been allowed to see 
all of the prison. 
(3) 
North 
Bombing of the 
If Harry Ashmore 
and William BAggs believe 
what they sec in a 
If Harry Ashmo 
If Harry Ashmore 
and William Baggs believe 
what they sec in a Coinmunia 
If Harry Ashmore 
and William Baggs believe 
what they see in a 
Communist couniry, then 
they arc assuming that a 
police state, which 
Iriesomeone like Chris Sice 
If Harry Ashmore 
and William Baggs believe 
what they see in a 
Communist couniry, then 
they are assuming that a 
politx' state, which tries 
lo hide the truth from its 
own subjects, will reveal it 
to a stranger. Nothing in 
their testimony could not 
have been said about 
Gernuny or Japan in 1944. 
All the relevant details arc 
omitted; How many 
schools, hospitals, etc. did 
they scc destroyed'' (one 
of each? 10? 10(1?) How 
close were they to strategic 
targets? How do ihcy 
know they had nol been 
lakcn over by the military 
al the time of the attack? 
Tliis isn't mere pettiness; it 
makes all the difference 
between war crimes and 
unavoidable accidents, and 
between statements of 
facts and interpretation of 
these facts. 
Mr. Slee, of course, 
gives no figures to refute 
Ihc remarkably low-
casualty figures I quoted, 
but simply suggests, 
wilhout proof, that "the 
figures are presumably 
under-stated to reduce 
damage to the people's 
morale. Codswallop! Since 
when have the North 
Vietnamese been allowed 
to read the "New York. 
Times?" Tlie figures are 
aimed at American morale, 
and would, if anything, be 
exaggerated. 
(4) Refugee!, 
I never denied f'C 
large refugee infiux inlo 
cities. I merely suggested 
the writers of the AAAS 
report didn'i know what 
they were talking about. 
They claimed the 
population of Saigon in 
1960 was 250,000, when 
the real figure was 
1.200.000. Tliat's a mther 
big credibility gap. 
( a ) C iv i l i ans 
normally flee from military 
/ o n e s . "Generating 
refugees" (what a peculiar 
term) is not a crime. 
(b) Tlie figures 
quoted are artificially 
s w o l l e n by the 
unwarrcnted addition of 
inhabitants of tratcgic 
hamlets, who arc, in fact, 
evacuees. (l-"or those who 
don't have a dictionary, 
refugees fice from an area, 
evacuees are moved by the 
Government ts^  '^ l^ l^ ice of 
safety,) 
fc) Delegating blame 
for refugees is as ridiculous 
as determining whose 
bullet killed what civilian. 
But if you wanl the other 
side of the story, you cun't 
beat Ibe famous expert on 
the Viet Cong. Douglas 
Pike, who wrote in 
"Vieinam Digest" No. 6: 
"(In the Communist-con-
trolled village) strong .social 
s;inctions - physical 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l and 
economic - are used to 
force conformity. There is 
no escape except to fice 
Ihe village for Ihe 
government area. This 
villagers b;ivc done by the 
lens of thousands, Mosl of 
the so-called refugees in 
Vietnam arc not refugees 
but are self-displaced war 
victims, having as much 
aiiempted to escape the 
repressive hand of the 
Comiiumisis in Ihcir 
villages as to cscajK 
dangers of war. "Refugees" 
do not come from secure 
Government-con trol led 
areas." (That last fact is 
s o m e t h i n g t h e 
Comnisymps try to forget.) 
Fnrthcrmorc. Luce 
and Sommcr's quotation 
says simply lhal villagers 
fiec their homes because 
the Yanks forewarn tliem 
of an impending attack. 
Tlic Communists arc also 
fore-warned, so this act of 
grace must be unique in 
the history of war. It's 
incredible that Mr. Slec 
could make an atlempt lo 
avoid civilian casualties 
sound like a crime. Or 
perhaps he thinks that 
once the VC have got their 
civilian shield they should 
be immune to attack? This 
is war, man! 
(5) Is the letter by 
Orvillc and Jonathan Schell 
merely a statement of 
"opinions" and "perfectly 
legal" actions? Of course it 
is. 
It is perfectly legal 
to cancel a prc-altack 
warning, since it is not 
requited b> ilie rules of 
war. jusl as it is to shoot 
people in a free-fire area, 
since civilians arc always 
evacuated first. 
Statements such as 
"Village after village w-as 
destroyed from the ait as a 
matter of dc facto policy. 
Air strikes on civilians 
bacame a matter of 
routine" are simply 
generalizations. They must 
prove it by stating the 
instances they arc 
generalizing. How much 
did they scc and how much 
is hearsay and surmise? 
How did they distinguish 
civilians from guerillas? 
Did they read the orders 
and intelligence reports lo 
know the targets bombed 
were not genuine strategic 
targets? How do wc know 
the Schell brothers arc 
tcUinp tlic iniih anyway'! 
(6) If leniency to 
Calley means approval of 
his crime, then tite 
Establishment must 
approve of anti-Vietnam 
riots, since those convicted 
on tlie Cliicago conspiracy 
are still al large, 80% of 
those whose convictwn is 
being reviewed arc free at 
mis moment, ana many 
have committed violent 
crimes in the interim. In 
one case, a man murdered 
a woman and tu'o children 
and shoved the bodies in a 
trunk in a car, but because 
the police found it without 
a warrant, il was declared 
inadmissible evidence and 
he went scot-ficc. With the 
law-enforcement agencies 
so habitually lenient (due 
to the agitation of certain 
left-liberal groups) Calley 
must feel positively 
victimized. 
rinally, may I draw 
v;r,-.r altcr.lion lo t!ie 
thousands of civilians 
killed by ihc Communist 
shelling of An Loe and 
Dong Ha, and of the 
titcr.illy hundreds of 
thousands now fieeing 
from the North 
VietnaniBse 
attack. Bv Mr. Slw's 
definition these also would 
be atrocities. Most people, 
however, would call Ihem 
simply the fortunes of war. 
I just wish people would 
judge our countrv' and iis 
allies wilh the same 
standards accorded llic 
enemy. 
a 
symposiura 
on 
survival 
POUUTION ON THE MOVE 
A symposium on 
survival is being held in 
Brisbane, al Ihc Abel 
Smith Lecture Theatre, 
University of Queensland, 
on Tuesday nights at 7.30 
pm, from June 13th to 
July 251)1. It is open to the 
public free of charge. 
AIMS 01" TIIH 
SYMPOSIUM 
Throughout Ihe 
world there is an increasing 
awareness that many of 
mankind's presenl 
practices must, if 
continued, lead to serious 
e n v i r o n m e n t a l 
deterioration. , Although 
many industries are 
seriously engaged in 
research programmes 
aimed al solvini! their 
pollution problems, there 
seems to be little reason 
for optitiiism, 
One cm icidily 
predict that if growth 
continues, the probleias 
as.soeialed wiili food 
supply, pollution control, 
supply of energy and 
minerals and Ihe 
conversion, in particular of 
Uuttsi>ori systems, to 
altcrnalive sources oi" 
energy will all become 
acule, more or less 
.simultaneously, before the 
end of Ihe ccniury, While 
theoretically, individual 
solutions to many of these 
problems can be found, 
llieir concttrrcna- may 
strain technological 
resources to such an 
extent, as lo make them 
insoluble in the lime 
available. 
The group of 
scientists responsible for 
tbe "Blueprint for 
Survival" (Geologist, V.2. 
1972) point out thai even 
if industrial polluiion were 
reduced by 80"^ }^, il would 
lake only 26 years to 
return to the prcscni level 
if industrial growth 
continued al its current 
rule (aboui (>'/! Pf'R 
ANNUM), 
Similarly, recyclin?' 
cannot be expected lo 
provide more than 
temporary solutions as 
long as growth contimies. 
l-coiioniic growth 
must continue to create 
problems, until we find the 
motivation and the means 
1,1 niake fiill allowance in 
our economic accounting, 
for all of the social costs 
such as polUHioii, Iralfic 
congestion, noise, resource 
e x h a u s t i o n an d 
despoilaiion of ivaiutal 
areas. 
An ecologii-ally 
satisfactory rc-<irgani7ation 
of induslry must be based 
on principles very different 
from those currently 
applied. Wliile ibctc is a 
general aw-arencss that 
there is something wrong 
with pollution. Ihere is 
liltle understanding of Ihc 
fact that man is only part 
of a complex ecosystem 
and thai he cannol 
seriously intert'erc with this 
system witboui threaicu'-v 
the survival of I'fe. 
Incluiiing his own. Indeed, 
there is litilc knowledge of 
the tolerances of the 
earth's life supporting 
systems or of the effects 
whicii man is having upon 
them. 
Any changes in the 
economic structure of our 
socieiy will uliinutely 
involve changes in values. 
Personal aquisitivencss wilt 
have to give way to a sense 
of Ihc welfare of the 
connniinity. 1-urther. wc 
will have to develop an 
undersianding, nol only of 
our responsibilities lo the 
human community, but 
also of Ihc rclationshii) 
lu'iwccn man and the rest 
lit the ecnsplicrc. 
C'vMiirary to ciittciil 
aoprclicnsions that I he sorl 
of .social and economic 
changes envisaged will 
necessarily result in 
stagnation and personal 
deprivation, il is more 
likely lhat tlwy wjH 
encourage a way of life 
that will be more 
enjoyable, with greater 
o p p o r t u n i t i e s for 
self-fulfilnieiU. 
The symposium aims 
lo provide an inter-
disciplinary sludy of those 
structures and activities of 
human .societies which may 
[•K leading to an ecological 
calasirophe, and will make 
special reference to the 
local and global 
consequences of Australian 
policies. 
All enquiries may be 
addressed to: 
S Y M P O S I U M ON 
SURVIVAL, 
P.O. Box 22. 
Sl. I.ucia. 4l>(>7. oi phone 
71-1377 i;xt, 8348. 
Recorded tapes and 
c a s s e t t e s of the 
Symposium will be 
available lliiou.ch the 
Postgraduates' Associaiion. 
Prices 60 mi"- -^^ .20; 
(meeiings 2a. 2b,) 90 min. 
S4.30 (meeiings 1,3,4.5,6). 
.Siarimc in the next 
iNSue will be -.1 scrivs of 
articles on eiivifonmcntal 
crises. 
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by Chris Davies 
President, U.ofQ, 
Water Ski Chib 
SPORTS 
UNIONS 
MERGER? 
The Case For Amalgamatkm 
H o w many 
students realise that 
there are two separate 
sports unions in this 
university? Probably 
less than 10% of the 
student body. Why are 
there two sports 
unions? 1 don't know. 
However I do see 
several advant^es of 
having a combined 
sports union. 
Before discussing thi* 
advan'age*: of amalgama-
tion 1 A-ish to outline the 
present sports union's 
operations and structure. 
FINANCE ~ INCOME 
I. SPORTS UNION 
GRANTS 
Perhaps the most 
controversial source at 
present is that obtained via 
t h e U n i v e r s i t y 
Administration who collect 
general purpose fees from 
every full lime and part 
lime internal student and 
make a grant to the Sports 
Unions. 
Sports Unnn Grants paid 
I h r o u g h University 
Administration: 
EXPENDITURE 
Before any money 
can be expended it must 
firsl be divided exactly 
(according to numbers) 
between Ihc men and 
women members of sports 
union. (Note, this docs not 
imply membership of a 
constituent club). Thus the 
avaUable S 113,140 is 
divided into two separate 
grants to U.Q.S.U. and 
U.O.W.S.U. respccthrcjy. 
Of this the men rccchrc 
S75,393 and the women 
receive the remainir^ 
S37.747. 
Tor brevity I am 
only going to outline the 
breakdown of this money 
for the men, as the 
women's breakdown is an 
almost exact duplicate 
except proportionally 
smaller. 
5, The running of the 
complex and pool includes 
the salaries of four persons 
as well as maintenance and 
repairs etc. Total estimated 
cost was 321,000 assuming 
S 1,000 would be coUected 
in 20c entry fees. A littk 
more than 51,500 was 
collected and thus pool 
fees have been reduced lo 
10c as from next term. 
I should point out 
that all this information is 
freely available on request 
from the Sports Unnn 
Office on the 1st flooi of 
the students union 
building. 
H I E R A R C H I C A L 
STRUCTURE 
At present the sports 
unions are run entirely by 
the student representatives 
of every club who make up 
U.Q5.U. ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE 1972 
I. 
2. Admin, and general 
3. Gear accounts 
4. loan repayments 
5. S.U. complex and pool 
Total 
U.R.A.C upkeep of ovab 
S 16.355 
S 14,443 
S 14.000 
S 13,000 
S 75,393 
Notes: 
I. U.R.A.C. fa the 
UnK'crsity Recreational 
Areas Committee. A 
sub-committee Buildings 
and Grounds. 
Full lime students 
Part time internal 
5530 (a! SS 
GRAND TOTAL: 
= 5106,990 
= S27,650 
$134,640 
Now the University 
Administration estimates 
that 16% of the 14,000 
odd students enrolling, 
lliat is approyiinatcly 
2,500 students, will drop 
out during ihe Tirsl two 
terms of this year. 
Hcna' a proviaonal 
16% of the total money 
collected (i.c.S22.00O) is 
kept by ihc University 
until August when the 
actual peromtajic of 
students dropping out, and 
having their sports union 
fees reimbursed, is known 
(usually 3-4%) and the 
sports unions then receive 
tt)c babnce (SIO.OOO plus) 
to distribute as their 
rcspccthfc councils scc fil. 
1 The biggest item in 
adminisUatwn is salaries 
for the administrative 
officer and two secretaries 
of which the men's sports 
union contributes $8,830 
and the women's 54,400 
approximately. 
3. Gear accounts arc 
the accounts of the various 
sporting clubs into which 
the grant money is placed. 
Tliis is approximately 1991 
of Ihc total and is used by 
approximately 95E of the 
student population. 
4 . E a c h y e a r 
repayment of capital plus 
interest on a loan of 
SI 90.000 is 521,000, 
U.Q.S.U. contributes 
514,000 and U.Q.W.S.U. 
57,000. 
the two councils. Each 
council has a president, 
secretary and lieasurcr as 
ITCU as other executive 
positions. Again for brevity 
I will outline the situation 
in the U.Q.S.U. only as 
U.O.W.S.U. is almost 
identical 
A l l f i n a n c i a l 
recommendations arc made 
by the Fmance Advisory 
Committee (FAQ which 
consists of nine people of 
whom five arc executive 
members. All dcdsions 
made by this commitlee 
arc then brought up at the 
next council meeting (held 
monthly) for discussion, 
changes and final 
latiHcation. 
The S.U. Union 
Council itsdf consists of an 
independent chairman, the 
executive and two 
delegates from each club. 
Minutes and notice of 
meetings arc sent to all 
dub delegates, prcsidenis 
and secretaries. As there 
arc twenty-seven clubs in 
U . Q . S . U . , meet ing ' 
attendance is normally 
about fifty or more. 
AMALGAMATION 
As can be seen from 
the previous discussion we 
have two bodies, U.Q.S.U. 
a n d U . Q . W . S . U . 
performing the same tasks, 
having nearly identical 
constitutbns, and being 
nearly identical in 
stTuaure and operation. 
This is surely an utterly 
ridiculous situation. 
At present, the 
s i t u a t i o n regarding 
amalgamation is this. At 
the March 1972 council 
meeting U.Q.S.U. passed a 
unanimous motion stating 
full agreement in the 
principle of amalgamation 
as well as implementing it 
as soon as practicable. 
The U.Q.W.S.U. 
however, has agreed that 
amalgamation is a good 
idea but has postponed any 
action until 1973. AT the 
end of last year they 
postponed action until 
1972. Il is unfortunate 
that the woman appointed 
to p r o c e e d with 
amalgamation negotiations 
early this year is no longer 
a member of U.Q.W.S.U, 
or indeed a student at this 
university. So the quesiion 
is raised why arc the 
women so tentative? 
II seems to me that 
they have a great fear of 
being "overrun" by the 
men in a combined sports 
association. By the 
prindpfes of democracy 
they can never expect to 
h a v e a m a j o r i t y 
representation on council 
because there ore half as 
nuny men again as women 
in this university. 
However it is not 
impossible to satisfy the 
women's "hist for power" 
for as I scc it the new 
coundl can be simply 
rcstructuied to give women 
an equal voice in all 
dcdsions. I envisage a 
coundl with the following 
struciurc:-
a. EXECUTIVE:-
Positions arc open to 
both men and women alike 
but wilh the proviso that 
at leasi one third and not 
more than two thirds of 
the council be of the same 
sex. 
b. COUNCIL - Delegates 
with votii^ rights. 
(a) For the combined 
clubs which at 
present arc split 
between both sports 
unions I would 
suggest that one 
woman and one 
male representative 
be delegates. 
(b) For 'all male' clubs 
(e.g, Rugby Union)! 
would suggest one 
male delegate. 
(c) For 'all female' clubs 
( e . g . Women's 
Hockey) I would 
suggest one female 
delegate. 
The result: equal sexual 
representation. 
Now once the 
c o m b i n e d ' S p o r t s 
Association' is formed the 
immediate result is a 
substantial reduction in 
secretarial work and as well 
in bookeeping expenses. 
This will not yield a 
uemcndous finandal gain 
but it will mean that the 
secretaries will have much 
more time to devote to 
separate clubs than at 
present when Ihe sports 
union meeiings. minutes 
2. MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE 
Estimated total 5500 
Hcnct present income 
from Sports Union Fccs= 
less approximately 16%*' 
S 134.640 
5 22.000 
3. LOAN FROM BANKS, etc. 
Total loans at present ate 5190,000 of which 
521,000 is being repaid this year (sec expenditure) 
PRESENT AVAILABLE REVENUE $112,640' IxyfAL INCOME 5113,140 
and otiier propaganda take 
up such a large proportion 
of tlieir time. 
I could .^y a lot 
more about the advantages 
of amalgamation but so as 
not to bore the reader any 
further I will simply 
outline a list of advantages 
without qualification. 
Advantages of 
ama^amalion of U.Q.S.U. 
and U.Q.W.S.U. into the 
"U.Q.Sporls Association":-
1. A d m i n i s t r a t i o n 
e x p e n s e s a r c 
s u b s t a n t i a l l y 
reduced. 
2. Clashes of interest 
and conflict between 
the present sports 
u n i o n s a r c 
minimized. 
3. Gear duplication 
between 'bisexual' 
clubs is minimized 
and hence grant 
money wiil go 
further. 
4. It will bring us into 
line with every other 
A u s t r a l i a n 
University except 
Sydney. 
5. It will mean a lot 
less work and time 
wasting for clubs 
that arc at present 
split. 
6. 11 will destroy the 
G.P.S. attitude of 
keeping "boys and 
girls" apart. 
7. It will (hopefully) 
make the "Sports 
Association" a little 
more sensitive to 
other students' 
needs. 
8. It will enable the 
executive to spend 
more time doing 
their respective jobs 
r a t h e r t h a n 
exchanging letters 
between their sexual 
counterparts which 
occurs at present. 
9. (this is facetious) It 
wil! give me more 
time to spend doing 
other things besides 
getting two cheques 
from Mr. C a^nard 
instead of one. 
10. It may even inspire 
the tabic tennis 
dub(s) to get an 
inter-varsity team 
together. 
Queen wins tlie big one 
SHAMS OF TOE **SUiSDAYSIN". ftalTUIyfcaiis Qton/i/ran-(Jofttasen) 
backtoscdefoO(mingaspe(4acuIar«tninyesteiday*sEa^FannJuwniIe. Itwas 
a spectaculariaoe fiill of sanations. QteenAffdr aittfaroi^wi(fa&»sys atthe 
tiinv leaving Qi^Hv^Gftfnstiddog to tbe rails, and 5/717)^^ inonehdlt^ajam 
EJSLI25!§!iSXi- "^^ Photognph and caption was done up by some Idiot who does 
not know, obviousty, what a SuprMne Court writ is. Before it couid raach my trash-
can it was savKi by an unnMntionabIa Union official who sav» fit to damand Hs incki,. 
lon In thb vnX matropolitan nawspapar. Anyway, what tha hade, if QUEST can 
nibbiih ma I can rubbish myaalf. And of ooursa, I raalty can i^ cHir* myaalf taading 
that bioody nag bade to icala, can't you? 
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SHOOTING 
RI-SULTS OF INTF.U-VARSITY SHOOTING 
I.V. was held at Mcrrctt Rifle Range, Williamstown, 
Victoria, and was shot on Wednesday 17lh May (short 
ranges) and Thursday I8fh (long ranges). The Vernon 
Nathan Shield w.is won by the University of New South 
Wales. Scores were:-
UNIVERSITY 
New Soulh Wales 
Adelaide 
Melbourne 
Monash 
Sydney 
Queensland 
New England 
Western Australia 
A.N.U. (3/8 team) 
300,500,600 yds 
* 
1145 
1148 
1151 
1120 
1135 
1117 
1076 
1060 
407 
700,800, 900 yds 
1130 
1117 
1112 
1120 
1101 
1068 
1068 
1068 
385 
TOTAl 
2275 
2265 
2263 
2240 
2236 
2185 
2144 
2128 
792 
Individual trophies were won by: J. IIOWLAND 
(Adelaide) - the Short Range Aggregate (147/150) and 
the Grand Aggregate (293/300); and, H. ASKIN 
(Mdlwurne) - the Long Range Aggregate (146/150). The 
Tony Trotters Trophy was won by the team from 
Queensland University, 
UNL CHAMP 
FROM PAGE 2 i] 
c o m m i t m e n t t o 
dcvekipment involves a 
commitment to changing 
them, but not to uprooting 
them. 
Social attitudes, such as 
those stemming from the 
extended family system 
and the mutual 'obligations 
of village life, can be 
adapted and mobilised to 
this end. The mutual social 
obligations of village life 
can mean, support for the 
aged and the infirm and 
help in times of crisis. 
They can case the strains 
of transition from a rural 
to an urban environment. 
But Ihey can also prevent 
the enterprising man from 
doi.ng more than his 
fellows in the village. They 
cin place an impossible 
burden on people in urban 
employment to supporl 
unemployed kinsmen, 
raising the possibility of 
nepotism and corruption. 
very well out of 
development policy as it 
has been executed in 
practice, regardless of its 
efficiency or otherwise 
at the level of economic 
aggregates and averages. 
New 
Guinea 
GAP 
In many poor countries 
development has created a 
gap between a mass of 
impoverished peasant 
producers and a small but 
relatively prosperous 
modern sector. This 
provides the setting for the 
development of a 
self-regard ing class wilhout 
commitment to the welfare 
of the great mass of the 
population. 
As the distinguished 
economist Harry G. 
Johnson writes: 
"Those who have had a 
political claim on Ihe 
devclopmeni process -
Ihe educiicd, ihe 
"middle class." the 
established native 
capitalisis. tiiid the 
minority oC Inhoiir 
employed in indiistri:il 
establishments, not to 
speak of the politicians 
themselves - have done 
The rest of the 
population has not done 
well. I'or it, the visible 
economic development 
lhat has enabled the 
minority to regard itself 
as "modernized" and 
able lo deal with other 
national elites on equal 
terms has been adiieved 
by a process of forced 
income transfer, not of 
s h a r e d economic 
progress." 
Winner of the Australian Judo title, NEIL CHESWORTH of Kings College 
RESULTS OF NEW ZEALAND 
UNIVERSITIES TEAM'S MATCHES 
(i) On Saturday 13th May a match was held at 
IJacchus .Marsh, 35 miles from Melbourne. Scores wcre:-
.omposcd of Ihc best I.V. shooters, and beat the 
Australians by some 20 points. * 
(iv) On Saturday 20th May, at its last match, the 
N.Z. team took part in a rive-way teams competition at 
Williamstown. Scores wcre:-
Unless there are 
insiiiuiions which lead this 
small prosperous group to 
sec tiieir own interests as 
consistent with those of 
the people, adequate 
linkages between the rural 
and urban environment, 
and exchanges of goods 
-.md services and a How on 
of ideas and benefits from 
Ihc more advanced lo the 
less advjincx'd sectors, the 
development of such a 
group in ihc more 
advanced scclor is 
prob;ibly inevitable. A 
sdciciy of ihis nature aparl 
from failing to mcei 
welfare goals is inhcrcnily 
unsiahle. 
The leaders of Papua 
New Guinea will have lu 
face up to ihe challenge of 
maintaining y real 
comniiiment to ihc welfare 
iif their people and a real 
understanding of their 
condition and their needs. 
I have spoken about the 
problems that have to be 
faced, and ilic decisions 
that must be taken. 
bet~dii.se I think that this 
seminar can make a 
valuable contribution to 
public discussion, to the 
clarification of issues nnd 
the dcepenihg of 
undersianding. But when 
the discussion is finished 
Ihc decisions will have lo 
be lakcn by the leaders of 
I'apua New Guinea in the 
Adminislralors' i;\ccutivc 
Council anil in I|K* House 
of Assembly. Australia «ill 
cunliiiiic to assist, as il has 
done in the past. Uut 
increasingly the brunt of 
decision-making must i'all 
on I'apu;! New liiiinea's 
own leaderv. || wiJj be a 
nioM exacting job but I am 
conrideiU Ihey will prove 
ciiual to ihe challenec. 
N.Z. Team 
Bacchus Marsh Kille Ckib Team 
Melbourne Uni\ersiiy Rillc club team 
579 
578 
562 
(ii) On Wednesday I7iii May the N.X. icam shot 
over llie same ranges as ihe inicrvarsity teams, scoring 
1139 points. 
(iii) On l'ri(l;iy 19lh May, at Williamstown, ihc N.Z. 
team IiaJ a nUiiL-li v.itli an Australi.-m I'nivc'siiics Icam 
No. 19 Metropolitan District RiRc Association 
Victorian Rifle Association 
N.Z. Universities 
Auslralian Universiiies 
Auslralian Colleges of Advanced |-:ducalion 
Melbourne University Rine Club Women's Team 
703 
696 
691 
681 
656 
607 
(V) Members of the leam also attended social shoots 
conducted by country rifle clubs at Werribce (15 miles 
rom Mclbourncl and Moc (94 miles from Melbourne). 
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PAPUA 
I ll( 
1972 -1973 will be the Sth year of the Papua - NewGdnea Village ScheiiK. 
lite Scheme involves suitable Australian students being tjiosen to accept 
invitations extended by students in the Tenittxy to go home with than 
and to live in their v i l b ^ , with thar family and friends for 3 - 4 or more 
weeks. 
Hie ViUage Sclieme is a richly interestii^ and challenging exercise in human 
relations - it is a wonderful meeting point for New Guineans and Australians, 
For tlie people of tlie village to relate to you and for you to reciprocate in a 
warm, friendly and meaningful way will depend upon your acceptance of 
and inlergration inlo your new family and village wliile you are there. 
As rewardii^ and fruitful as the Sdieme cm be to both New Guinean and 
Australian, it is both challa^ii^ and demanding. For this reason selection 
is espedally important. 
A.U.S. will arrange cheaper accomodation at staging canps at various places 
in P.N.G., when you are travellii^ around after your vill^c stay. 
Orientation prpgrammes will be held before departure. A liandbook of 
relevant information will be available in September. 
A U 5 . will provide you with a PJ^.G. host jfif you arc selected) and >vill supply 
relevant addresses tBidinfomutitni, There is an Adninistration fee payable 
after selection of S18,00 fwstiKkitts and $21.00 for non^tudents. 
APPLICATIONS CLOSE JUNE 30th 
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